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Cat Equip has been the leader in the design and marketing of covers for Hobie Cats since 1974. As active

sailors in the largest Hobie fleet in the country, we know first-hand what Hobie owners want and need.
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HOBIE HALTER COVERS

'Cover it when you're done playing
with it" is more than a smart way to
protect your Hobie's value. Safe·
guard your Hobie from harmful ultra-
Violet rays, inconsiderate birds, acid
rain, and polluted air. Secured with
velcro and straps, cover can be used
with the mast up or down. Cover is
light green 65% polyester/35%
cotton and can be machine washed.
PRICES
Hobie 18 Magnum
One.piece full coverage,
• H·18·1M............................$185.00
Hobie 18
One-piece full coverage,
• H-18-1...........$175.00
Hobie 16
One·piece full coverage,
#H-16-1..............................$152.00
Three-piece full coverage,
#H-16.3 .... $140.00
Trampoline cover, • H-16-TC....$ 47.00
Hobie 14
One-piece cover, #H·14-1........ $127.00
Trampoline cover, • H·14-TC.... $ 43.00

HOBIE HALTER HEAVY
DUTY COVERS

Made of blue Sunbrella acrilan
canvas with nylon cord ties and
leather chafe strips. HD covers are
also available for towing your Hobie
at freeway speeds. Note: Do not
attempt to use covers not specifically
designed for towing. -\

PRICES
Hobie 18 Magnum
One-piece storage,
#H·18-1M MY.,....................$425.00

, Hobie 18
.... i.- One-piece storage,

..2.--- • H-18-1HVY............... $400.00
One·piece trailerable,
• H-18-1HVY.........................$350.00
Hobie 16
One·piece storage,
#H·16-1HVY. .......................$350.00
One-piece trailerable,
• H·16·1TOW.......................$300.00

GREAT CAT EQUIP
STOCKING STUFFERS!

HOBIE SPARE PARTS KITS

Don't go near the water without this
kit - you could spend all day on the
beach looking for a rudder pin! f

Spare Parts Kits available for all
Hobie Cats. Kits include:
1 - Shackle tool with lanyard ·• 1
1 - Pair of rudder pins .\

1 - Package of "win tails" - · ·· -4
2 - Drain plugs with gaskets
1 - Package of sail patches
3 - Batten tie strings
1 - Cle\is pins and rings kit
2 - Different size bow shackles i.
3 - Mast bearings (H.14/H.16)
1 - Twisted D shackle (H-18)

PRICES
Hobie 14 - 2221 in
5"x12" zippered pouch ..
Hobie 16 - 3221 in
5"x12" zippered pouch...
Hobie 18 - 4221 in
5"x12" zippered pouch...
Hobie 18 - 4222 in
zippered hull port bag.....

.. $25.95

..... $29.95

... $29.95

.. $32.50

HOBIE CONVENIENCE
PACKAGES

Spend more time sailing and less
time setting up and fumbling with
split rings, etc. Each package con-

tains special quick-release pins
r--7* and other " rig-fast" items.
• ,/ ,, PRICES
• • .-44 Hobie 14-2231.......$18.95

11, '·'' Hobie 16 -3231.$32.95
-'• , Hobie 18 - 4231.$28.95
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-::1 1 "Cover It" T-shirt

*..
9 with your Christmas

• , _.: order over $40.00
*:, (offer expires Dec. 24, 1985)

e, If you just want a "Cover It"
f, Tshirt, fill out the coupon
W. below and send $10.
4 Sorry, no phone or credit

6 card orders for 7:shirts.
: \ 1 ..ae-• --r,-....• .-3

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY, 8:30-5:30 PSTORDER TOLL FREE -
Call 1-800-231-5180 outside California Use your
In California call 1-800-231-4971 credit cards

Part # Description

 036e [31
Unit Price

Credit card # • Calif. add 6% tax

0 American Express 0 VISA/MasterCard • UPS Handling $5.00

Signati irp Expires TOTAL

SHIP TO:
Name ...............................•

1 Arifiress 1 (Jallr IE(Il• ill j
City/State,/7ip

8282 Miramar Road
0 YES! Send a FREE "Cover lt" T·shirt with my order. San Diego, CA 92126
0 All I want is a "Cover It" T·shirt @ $10.00 postpaid: (619) 549-2100

0 Small 0 Medium 0 Large 0 X·Large
Send $1.00 for the latest Cat Equip catalog (refundable with first purchase).

Spare Parts Kit

1 1
1 1

7..............................,
-7 IF-1
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PERFORMANCE SAILING SPECIALISTS SINCE 1969
PLEASE. ask to,see these products atyour local dealer! BUT. accept no substitutes- many features and design

n considerations are unique to products offered by MURRAYS MARINE.

"

C <C (805) 684-8393

1• *URRAYS MARINE

A lm& H,4, » 0. F#*, 4...
Murrays Marine offers: Consultation, Information, Protection and Direction

* -'f -' -' 9 . -• -'1• i1- i . i 'f New...
- · 427*3

'00 : ./ "t. ./.-f'*1!1 :RO• MIHCK &• 1,IC TILLERS
fe ·, 11'//1 + 4 /: -- .F':. 4

... .........4'..;

Ild ,« .6.1.1.GLA• ek ... 1
4,

..... :11 PRO-STICK TELESCOPIC TILLER *
Progrip'-: Lightweight. non-

(36* ::1 ,;*)·.il• pii:..h
'.i slip grip

j -#-1 K. f i
*

· Soft progrip protects tiller
pho-20:1=f 1% f . · Progrip colors: Royal

...6..• . I:..• ,7;1• I -·' . blue & 7 others
3..,1 1 11.1#F,St" '...': 2 .

I. · Outer shaft4 telescopes,4'6'-8'
£47." ..14·,Ii-31 4* i TUF-GRIP'- GLOVES · Part # 01-1322

'Fi ch
 042Amarasuede palm with 1t= $39.95 ·§elastic mesh back fits like

t your skin
· Rugged protection and
tractjon

[C

0
0

· Sizes: Youth, XS, S, M, L.XL
· Color: Grey palm. blue back , ; • • j,i '1-;• i• • .,9 036

1

''.
 042Part# 15-7100

id- M
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PERFORMANCE WINDSURFING by Mike Waltze #45-0136 $15.95
$18.95/pr

184 pages, 155 full-color and 57 BAN photos and 81 illustrations.
24.,> 5

8
Chapters Include: al
Rigging & Tuning Chop Jumping Board & Fin Shapes @.

Sailing A Performance Board Wave Jumping Sails & Other Gear
Jibing & Tacking Surfing Safety Tips MA• •

-7e76, TELil - CAT
TM

DRYSUIT & DRY TOP from
Murrays

A MUST FOR YOUR CATAMARAN! The WARM, DRY &
ar

#08-1450 $1695 COMFORTABLE

Alternative to sailing wet

Construction Features
European Breakthrough in cold· Rugged marine-grade stainless steel shaft weather sailing. Wear over PolyPro· Tough high-impact plastic vane underwear or sweatsuit as needed for

· Sensitive teflon bearing system warmth. PVC/Polyester suit is tough;
· Adjustable reference arms seams are sewn, welded and
· High visability trim markings --------i• guaranteed for 1 yr. Features

on vane and reference arms 5 replaceable latex seals, reinforced seat
· Easy removal from boat (no tools required] & knees. Red, blue &
· Fits all Prindle & Nacra Catamarans without adapters. white. Sizes XS - XL.

Hobie 14,16,18 (Hobie 18 requires Adapter #08-1451) #38-3000
$229.95DOWNWIND • • UP...TACK• NG • TACKING -A-£-1

2Wine Vane Length - 8" 1203mm ) _.• 2• -• sx -
Weight - Approx. 2.9 oz. 18291«• •U• / \

Hobie 18 Adapter #08-1451 $495 Dry Top Wear over a wetsuit like a
sweater. Latex seals at neck & wrists plus

Allows Telo-Cat to be installed on a Hobie 18. Permanently neoprene waist band are water-tight!
installs forward of the jib reefing reel. Stainless steel Sizes S - XL. #38-3020 $99.95
construction.

RO. Box 490. Carpinteria. CA 93013



IS YOUR CAT SUFFERING
FROM TLCTM DEFICIENCY

SYNDROME?

A Self Test from •

THE SIMPLY BETTER COMPANY

SYMPTOM #1: "THAT SLOPPY FEELING"
Walk over to your favorite catamaran (any type, any size, any age).

Place one hand on a tiller arm and one hand on the crossbar; try to
push/pull the connection apart. If there is ANY connector "slop" the
poor boat is starving for a littleTLCTM...if there is a lot of "slop" the
boat may need intensive care!

Repeat the push/pull test again. Notice how all those connector
parts move and interact relative to each other. Especially notice the
amount of the free·play. (Clyde says to remind you that all that
"slop" exists at BOTH ends of the crossbar!)Any such "slop" in the
crossbar will allow the rudders to vary their alignment under sail.
Any such variation in rudder alignment can significantly contribute
to your boat's hydrodynamic drag.

Consequently "That Sloppy Feeling" is very bad news for racers!
THE CURE: GIVE YOUR BOAT A LITTLE TLCTM!! A TLCTM tiller

linkage connector has absolutely no "slop".

IF YOU ARE NOT REALLY INTO RACING, THERE ARE
SEVERAL OTHER SYMPTOMS OF TLCTM DEFICIENCY
SYNDROME (OTHER THAN "FEELING SLOPPY") THAT
MAY INTEREST YOU:

SYMPTOM #2: "THE WALLOWED · OUT LOOK"
Wallowed-out holes in the end cap castings (on the tiller arms and

crossbar) are caused by the stainless steel connecting bolt striking
the edges of these holes during normal use. If this metal to metal
binding/contact is permitted to go unchecked for an' extended
period, theamountof slopgraduallyincreases and eventuallythe af-
fected parts will fail or be rendered unserviceable.

THE CURE: PAMPER YOUR END CAPS WITH A LITTLE TLCTM,I
A TLCTM tiller linkage connector has a connecting shaft that does
not move about in the end caps and absolutely does not wallow-out
the holes.

SYMPTOM #3: "HYPER TENSION"
Some connectors actually limit tillerdeflection by building upten-

sion and bending forces in the connecting bolt. This force may vary
from virtually zero near neutral, to a very large maximum near the
outer limits of tillerthrow. The deformation caused by such forces is
very easy to see on a well used connector bolt. You can also com-
pare the arm tiller "throw" with the crossbar connected and discon.
nected. This comparison clearly illustrates that the connector(itself)
absorbs the turning force and limits the deflection. Such repeated
stressing can result in fatigue failure of the bolt or fracture of an end
cap casting. Although adding a spring will cushion some of the
shock at max deflection, and will take up some of the loose slack
around neutral- it also increases the margin of "slop".

THE CURE: RELAX -- AND TAKE TWO TLCTMs!! A TLCTM tiller
linkage connector does not generate internal tension or limit tiller
motion in any known tiller sailing position (or any combination of
known positions).

SYMPTOM #4: "HYPER ACTIVE"
Some complicated connector set·ups have over 20 separate parts

(including springs) that are expected to wiggle, mash, compress,
swivel, twist, rotate, pull, and rub against each other -- on twenty (or
more) different contact surfaces!!

THE CURE: RETURN TO BASICS WITH A LITTLE TLCTM I I
A TLCTM tiller linkage connector has only two simple parts that rub
against each other, and that rubbing occurs on only one "ball-
bearing" surface!!

THE ONLY THING EASIER THAN DIAGNOSING
TLCTM DEFICIENCY IS CURING IT!

INSTALL A PAIR OF TLCTM s!! TLCTM tiller linkage connectors
provide a patented constant, slopfree, tension free, spring free, bind
free, and relatively wear free connection forall combinationsof tiller
positions. TLCTM tiller linkage connectors are guaranteed to please
you when you buy them - and serve you five years if you keep them --
and they still cost only $39.95/pr.

KISME, Inc., 118 Millridge Rd., Universal City, Texas 78148

= Call rights reserved)

(512) 659-4258
VISA

<«CAT TRAX<«
-THE 100% BEACH DOLLY

.\- *
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Only Catrax has these quality features
Huge ATV Balloon Tires 11 inches wide and
21 Inches m diameter with 3 Ib air pressure
they roll easily over sand, rocks and mud
20 Delnn roller hearings in each wheel
no grease can t rust launch your boat right
into fresh or salt water no problemI
Custom molded end caps padded to protect
your hulls and keep the boat on the dolly
Lightweight rugged construction easy to
handle built for years of Service
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CAT TXAX comes with complete instructions and
a two year warranty SEE YOUR CATAMARAM DEALER
OR ORDER DIRECT ( we accept VISA & Masterfard)
Standard CAT THAX $359.00
Optional Accessones
Roller Bearing Mandie $109.00

( for single handed launching)
Mull Cradles $159.00/pn

( for round hulls only)
Flodda Sailcraft Inc. (305) 561-9777
1601 1 L 18th Avenue
Ft Lauderdale Florida 33305

Raise Your Sail
without a snagI

• Ill - Fill. - 7

L./2 1 :.42 +
K-'ll-/A- -. 1

You donlt have to hand·feed your sail anymorel
Sail Trax ts a pair of stainless steel guides with spherical
tips that lead your sail smoothly Into the track They are
easily installed on each side of the mast in a few minutes.
Full Instructions are provided

Order by mail from Florida Sailcraft
1601 M E. 18th Ave Ft Lauderdale FL 33305

Please send me- Sail Trax#$14 95 ea
phs$100 postage and handling

Fla residents add 5% sales tax
Total amount enclosed

riame
Address
city

Ir.. '
--- \
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Hobie design engineer John
Wake takes aspin on the new
boat he helped create, the
Hobie 17. Photo by Guy
Motil.'
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20/Ask the Expert
This time our expert gives tips on getting those rudders to toe the line.

21/Tuning the Hobie 16: For Beginners
Scott Ward explains in simple terms that there's not so much to obtaining good boat speed.

24/An Appeal to Hobie Sailors
Phil Berman asks us to give pause for a message from the Cousteau Society

26/Controversy At Yachting One of a Kind Regatta
Pam Bell takes a critical look at the event and reports on some inequities.

32/The Evolution of the Hobie 17
Sailors have been awaiting this new boat for a long time. Here's how it was created.

38/A Hobie Family Portrait
With the addition of the 17, there are now six cats to choose from. Our photo essay explains
how sailors make the choice.

REGATTA REVIEW

29/Germany Reigns in England
The Hobie 16 European Championship was held in England but Germany ruled the waves.

62/Triumph in Traverse City
We got lucky. Two of the winners report on the doings at the Absolut Cup championships in
Michigan.

DEPARTMENTS

6/Hobietorial
11/Letters
17/Briefs
68/Hot Products
69/HotTips

HOTLINE Publications, all rights reserved. The HOTLINE magazine is published bi-monthly by World Hobie Class Association, 4925 E.
Oceanside Blvd., Oceanside, CA 92056. Subscriptions in USA $11 per year (six issues); in Canada and foreign countries, $16 per year.
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Looking Into 1986

As the holiday season approaches and
a new year looms around the comer,the
staff has been undertaking our yearly
review of the magazine, taking a hard look
at the mistakes and the success stories of
1985. You have not hesitated to let us know
of your opinions, and, even when you
criticize, we appreciate your involvement
with the magazine.

One request that you have stated over
and over the past several years is for a
bigger magazine or, at least a magazine
that comes to your door monthly instead of
every other month. Well, we've got some
good news. The magazine will not arrive
every month, but we will be expanding our
coverage and more pages will be added
to the HOTLINE during 1986. You can look
forward to more catamaran racing, more
space devoted to those oft-requested tech-
nical articles, more unusual features of
interest to cat sailors, and for the first time,
coverage of Alpha sailboards.

Although HOTLINE has been devoted
strictly to cat sailing for its 15 years of
publication, many Hobie sailors spend at
least part of their time in the water on
sailboards. For that reason, we will be
welcoming sailboard enthusiasts to our
family of readers in 1986, and we hope to
be welcoming sailboard product adver-
tisers to our pages as well. This will result
not only in some pages being devoted to
sailboarding, but more pages for Hobie
sailing than we now carry. We are excited
about these plans for 1986 and we hope
you are too. We think you'll like the bigger
HOTLINE.

But 1985 is not over yet. There's big
news afoot. Hobie Cat has brought cat
sailors another new boat, the Hobie 17.
There have been rumors about a new boat
for some time, but many people were
surprised when the new Hobie 17 was
unveiled at this year's dealer meeting held
in September. This new boat is a high tech
machine that will demand the most of
sailors who prefer to test the waters alone.
From the top of its composite mast, to the
bottom of its innovative daggerboard
wells, the Hobie 17 gives a good account-
ing for the work done at the Hobie Cat
research and design center. Brian Alex-
ander's article on the development of the
Hobie 17, examines the genesis of the new
boat and profiles some of the creative
engineers behind its construction.

The One-of-a-Kind event has tradi-
tionally been a prime testing ground for
one-design boats, but as Pam Bell reports
in her commentary, the test may not be as
fair as it should be, It seems the special

demands of cat sailing are not often taken
into account by the event organizers and,
according to Bell, there are several serious
problems with the current rating system.
Bell's commentary makes interesting read-
ing by those concerned about fairness in
inter-design competition.

There was some stiff competition in the
United States and Europe during the run
for the Absolut Cup which determined the
new Hobie 16 U.S. Champion and the new
women's champ, and for the Hobie 16
European Championship which was held
in England. 1bny Laurent reports from
Europe and, in a lucky coup, both the
winner of the U.S. women's title and the
winning crew in the open championship
will report from Michigan. Kelly O'Brien and
Dorian Goldberg prove that expert Hobie
sailors can be interesting correspondents.

For those sailors not quite ready to sail in
a national championship, Scott Ward gives
tips on how to set your Hobie 16 up
correctly those first few times you find
yourself standing on the beach, shackle in
hand wondering what in the world this
thing is for. His basic tips should help ease
you through those early rough spots, then
when you're a little more accomplished, it
may be time to try the six-to-one, two-
blocked maximum rake theory. Ward's arti-
cle will help to get you started.

This month's photo essay is a Hobie Cat
family portrait featuring the entire rela-
tionship including the new Hobie 17. We've
asked a few sailors to explain their attach-
ment to a favorite branch of the family. For
example, why will one person favor the 14
over the 16? We'll find out.

We've also got another installment from
our resident expert, John Hackney. This
month he attacks questions on weather
helm and rudder rake adjustments for the
Hobie 16. See 'Ask the Expert" for
Hackney's helpful information.

There's even more in this month's issue,
so as you gather wood for those winter
fires yet to come and make plans for the
holidays, keep the HOTLINE around for a
little extra company at this time when com-
pany in the house reminds us of the
camaraderie of sailing. Why not have the
fleet over for a few toddies? Whatever you
do during this season, play it safe. Please
accept the best wishes of the HOTLINE
staff to you and yours for a hearty Christ-
mas and a hopeful new year.

»=».ule»,-»• • -*---
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Come spend Thanksgiving at the Absolut Copa, Mundial de Hobie
14 November 24 through November 30 in beautiful Isla Verde,
Puerto Rico.

Sailors from around the world will invade Puerto Rico. Such greats
as Enrique Figueroa (who'll be sailing on his home waters),
Tahiti's Kitty Salmon, Hoble 14 World Champ Bob Curry, the
legendary Wayne Schafer and Gary Metcalf of Australia will be
trying for the ultimate Hobie hat trick in an attempt to hold three
world titles at once! It's been ten years since Hobie skippers went
to Puerto Rico for a world championship. The last time, Figueroa
was still a youngster who was so light he had to sail with a crew.
Now he returns with championships galore.

Isla Verde is a lovely spot with white sand beaches, lots of sun and
nightlife in the casinos. This will be an event you will not want to
miss.

ENTRY FEE
Each skipper's entry fee will be $100.00.

BOAT DAMAGE DEPOSIT
A $200.00 boat damage deposit must be paid at registration in
Puerto Rico. Deposits are payable by cash or travellers checks in
U.S. funds only. This will be refunded if no damage occurs to your
boat.

Absolut Cup
Hobie 14
World Championship

RACE SCHEDULE
Race registration will be held Friday, November 22 and Saturday,
November 23. Qualifying races will begin Sunday the 24thand
continue through Monday the 25th. The championship will start on
Tuesday. The series will conclude on the following Saturday.

Skippers must bring life iacket, weights if necessary. Skippers may
want to bring a Protest Flag, bridle fly, hot stick, wetsuit, gloves.

HOTEL INFORMATION
The Palace Hotel will play host to the Hobie sailors. It is located in
Isla Verde. It offers two restaurants, a casino, pool and gift shops.

Arrangements have been made with the El San Juan Towers,
located about two minutes walk up the beach from the race
headquarters. This is a newer facility and offers kitchen facilities,
pool, a small market, disco, restaurant, maid service. Each unit
has two double beds. Isla Verde is a twenty minute drive from
downtown San Juan and is only about five minutes from the
airport.

PACKAGE INFORMATION
Note that qualifying races start Sunday, November 24. The event
lasts through November 30.

Palace Hotel-Two packages.
Both include: Welcome and finalist parties, awards banquet,
round-trip transfers from the airport, free check-in cocktail and
two |uggage tags per person (given to all foreign participants at
the hotel ), free use of the pool with beach towel for one day and
Bellman's tip in and out.

Package 1. Seven nights, double occupancy $279.95 per person

Package 2. Nine nights, double occupancy $356.75 per person

El San Juan Towers-4 packages
All packages include the following: Welcome and finalist party,
awards banquet, round trip transfers from airport and two luggage
tags per person. All rooms have kitchen facilities at the El San
Juan Towers.

Package 3. seven nights, double occupancy (two double beds
per room ) $417.50 per person

Package 4. seven nights, four to a room (two double beds per
room ) $268.75 per person.

Package 5. Nine nights, double occupancy $525.50 per person.

Package 6. Nine nights, four to a room $343.25 per person.

A signed and numbered limited edition of the silk screened Worlds Poster pictured above is available for sale. Send $10.00 to: Hobie Class
Association, RO. Box 1008, Oceanside, CA 92054.
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Absolut Copa
Mundial de Hobie 14

PACKAGE RESERVATIONS

()
PHONE: DAY

()
NIGHT

I would like to reserve space with package number

I will be sharing with

Various airline packages are available. For more information
contact Innovations In Travel at Box 846, Hermosa Beach, CA
90254 or call 800-872-8357. To assure your space, mail this coupon
with a $200.00 deposit per person to Innovations In Travel.

RACE RECBSTRATION

I am prequalified from Country

I wish to attempt to qualify from Country

Entry Fee: $100.00
All skippers, prequalified or not, must
preregister to be assured of a spot.

0 I can't make the Worlds but send
me a poster. I have enclosed $10.00.

Mail your registration to:
Absolut Cup Hobie 14 Worlds
RO. Box 1008
Oceanside, CA 92054

COMBINEDTEAMWEIGHT

HOBIE-18 Skippers:
TaketheMast-HookTest

Send check or money order to: Mast-Hook
P.O. Box 5356, Ploya Del Rey, CA 90296

NOVEMBER 042DECEMBER1985/9

NAME DATE

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

_MOVING?
Let us know six weeks in advance so

you won't miss an issue. Just attach
NAME your mailing label and write out your

CREW NAME new address.

ADDRESS 0

CITY STATE ZIP

New Address

City State Zp

- Mail to: HOTLINE, P.O. Box 1008,
Oceanside CA 92054
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LETTERS

Keeps a Lickin' and A Heavyweight Class?

Keeps on Tickin' I haven't read anything about the devel-
I purchased [my boat] about four years opment of new classes of Hobie Cats in

ago from an individual who had great the last few years so I thought I would
praise for it. He being the seller, I did not drop you a note.
expect him to say anything to the contrary: If you attend enough trophy presenta-
I soon found out that his enthusiasm was tions at Hobie regattas, you notice the
well founded. The boat is sail number conspicuous absence of heavyweight
8271 and was built in'73. It's not much to (older) sailors. By heavyweight I mean
look at now, but what can you expect for a 200 pounds and up. I suggest that there
boat 12 years old? I did however, install a is a large market of high quality sailors out
newertraveller and the mast step. In there who have gradually gotten out of
short, the boat is testimony to the quality Hobie racing, as well as other designs,
ya'11 build into your product. (This type- because advancing age makes it difficult
writer should work so well!). to stay at a competitive body weight.

All of the existing Hobie classes sys-
Bruce Young tematically discriminate against the heavy
Dallas, Texas Colder) sailor on the basis of minimum

weight. If you consider the weight of
clothes and gear as a sailor gets above

If He Would Have Read 165 bounds compromises have to start
HOTUNE... On two-person boats heavy Colder) skip-

pers need smaller, younger and weaker
Imagine my first surprise when, after crews or they carry a weight handicap. All

arriving late at night in yet another hotel of this is due to the fact that the optimum
room after yet another harrowing flight in weight envelope for the existing Hobie
a long series across the country; I find a Classes is quite narrow.
pair of Hobies lurking in the place I was I believe that it would be good for
about to stow an arm full of clothing. Hobie Cat as well as the sailors of the

The second surprise came when I dis- world if a new class of Hobie were devel-
c6vered that the pair of Hobies graced oped with emphasis on the heavy (older)
the front cover of"Our City" magazine sailo[ Development of a new boat is
confirming that I had indeed arrived in superior in concept to weight or age
Omaha, Nebraska. While this city and bracket racing because truly competitive
region are known for their wonderful peo- sailors want to race against the best in
pie and many fine thirigs, I would have their class, not just those in a given age or
wagered that competitive sailing gener- weight bracket.
ally and Hobies particularly, are not The following are some recommended
among them. And I would have lost. specifications for a new class of Hobie

it just proves once again that given a Cat:
reasonably sized body of water any- 1. Single Handed - Cat Rigged.
where, even amidst oceans of prairie, a 2. Length: 17 ft. - (based on suggested
sailor's love and dedidation for the sport is minimum weight.)
easily fanned from spark to consuming 3. Trapeze Equipped - (This is most
passion. important in equalizing age differences.)

The third surprise was more of a shock, 4. Symmetrical Hulls - centerboard
when I realized how shamefully long it equipped (Improved cat rig tacking).
had been since the hulls of my 18 split any 5. Minimum Crew Weight: 200 pounds -
kind of water, and my crew and I had (Additional weight may be carried to
enjoyed the camaraderie and competition reach minimum only if carried by the crew
of the Hobie Fleets. as a water bottle jacket. This would be

Nostalgia aside, two well-kept secrets necessary for boat righting and equality.)
are out in the open: 1. Hobie sailing is There are a bunch of us out here who
alive and well in Omaha, no matter what think along these lines, so please give it
some of us who've become spoiled by an some thought. All we want is to make a
abundance of choices in sailing areas good thing better and keep people active.
might believe. 2. The recommended ther- Thinking Out Loud in Florida
apy for the addict's symptoms of
abstention from Hobie sailing is simply to Editor's Note: Stay tuned.
"Go do it!" and often. Continued
John H. Sternitzky
Fleet 20
San Jose, California

Pocket
Protector 442

LUFF CAPS ( Pat. Pend.)

I. i i

.,Iil I

Al

Without Pocket Protector With Pocket Protector
HC-14-5-L................$5.95
HC-14-6-L(6 Battens) .....$ 6.95
HC-16-L..................$8.95
HC-16-JL..Jib..............$ 3.95
HC-18-L..................$9.95

Jib Pro-Tector Kit ( Pat. Pend.)
HC-18-P..................$9.95

Gooseneck Bearing Kit
( Pat. Pend.)

HC-14/16-GB.............$ 3.95

Jib Traveler Car
For HC-16 ( Pat. #4,319,537)

HJC-16 ( set of 2 ) .........$14.95

Also Available From TrenTec
Perfect Pocket* Draft Gauges 442

HC-14 (for 5 or 6).........$ 4.95
HC-16...................$4.95
HC-18-...................$4.95

Perfect Pocker Batten Caps 442
(Pat.#4,335,669)

For Stock Hobie Battens
HC-14 ( incl. 6 caps).......$ 9.95
HC-16 Main..............$12.95
HC-16 Jib................$ 6.95
HC-18...................$14.95
For Foam Battens ( set of 10)
FB-10.....,..············$14.95

Kick Back 442Rudder
Return Kits ( Pat. #4,218,986)

For HC-14 & 16
(each set equips 2 rudders)

Standard Kit(s)............$11.95

'Fast Cat' Window Decals
Decal(s).................95¢ ea.

Available at most Hobie°
dealers or order direct

by writing:

@3 036TecInc
P.O. BOX 1146

JENSEN BEACH, FL 33457
(305) 334-0929

Be sure to specify your boat and size and include
check. Florida residents add 5% sales tax. We pay
postage. MasterCard and Visa, include card num-
ber and expiration date.

4870

..

\
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LETTERS

An Appreciated Dealer

My purpose in writing is to express our
gratitude to our dealer for what has cer-
tainly been the most successful Learn To
Sail Program in the world! How about
some stats. Learn To Sail Phase One: 289
attending and paid; Learn to Sail Phase
Two: 198 attending and paid. That's a total
of 487. I hope you will give credit to our
outstanding dealer Sailing Inc of Smyrna,
Georgia (commonly known as Atlanta).

Sailing Inc and Guy Firor sponsored
these events and gave tremendous sup-
port at our classroom and beach three-
day seminars which we executed twice.
Based on a unanimous decision from our
153 fleet members, we would like to nomi-
nate Sailing Inc as the dealer of the year
for1985. We also know that Fleet 12
Atlanta is the most active fleet in the
Association, due in part to Sailing Inc's
support.

Pete Loftis
Commodre, Fleet 12

Errors
Our story oil the Hobie 18 World Cham-

pionship in the May/June'85 issue
neglected to credit three photos to Bob
Ross of Australian Sailing Magazine. We
regret the error.

In editing Dave Perry's "The Funda-
mental Rules," (September/October'85) a
paragraph was inadvertently omitted and
the summary of the case (IYRU case 38,
page 20) draws to an abrupt close. In fact,
the race committee's decision to abandon
the race in question "... was completely
overruled by the appeals committee
which ruled: 'A yacht in a position to assist
another that may be in peril is bound to
do so. That she offers assistance not
requested is irrelevant. That a race com-
mittee later assessing the many factors
that may cause a person to be in peril,
concludes that no peril existed is likewise
irrelevant. A yacht that, in rendering
assistance, prejudices her finishing posi-
tion, may seek redress, even when
subsequent examination shows that no
peril has arisen.' From the evidence in this
case, there seems little doubt that the
appellant prejudiced her finishing
position."
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1 NEOPRENE. < • • • 33\ JACKET./ - =,-
i//0« $59.95

- 036li SUPER
SAILING NEOPRENE

2' ', - -• - , JOHN. BOOTS GLOVES

--3 -i .1 $86.95
$24.95 $15.95

1
A •

l
1

THE• 340,5RE
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Call or send check, money order, Visa or Mastercard number (include expiration date). Add $2.50
for handling. California residents add 6% sales tax.
Send for our free 1985 catalog with parts, accessories and savings for you.

THE CAT HOUSE, RO. Box 171185, SAN DIEGO, CA 92117 (619) 276-3190
Dealer Inquiries Invited .

"They give me a raang advantage I can look at the telltales and
water all day without my eyes getting tired

9,

Randy Smyth, Tornado World Champion '94
'll . 8 ,, ,. 0 e
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Hobie Sailors
You can count on finding

copies of the latest HOTLINEat
the Hobie dealers

listed below.

ALABAMA
Universitysailing Center

Birmingham
Potton'$Boat Afloat

Fo/rhope
AR/ZONA
Hoble Cals Sports Center

Phoenix
Ship'$ Sfore

Tucson
AUSTRAL/A
Coast Cat Au,tralia

Irina
CALIFORNIA
Regaffa Sol/boats

Long Beach
Clcus.Enterpr/ses

Hornewood
Hoble River,Ide

Riverside
Sanboofs of Bakersf/e• d

Bakersfield
Mu/oy':Marjne

Carpinteria
Hoble Spor#* Center

Dans Point
Sailing Center

Fresno
Steve Curran Yachts

Marina Del Rey
Sun Solis

Modesto
Wlnd y Soils

M/ssion Hi//s
Monronica
Sanfa Barbora

Hoble Newport
Newporf Beach

Empire Salling
Morin

Hoble 0 254eonside
Oceanside

inland Sclting Co.
S.cramenfo

Hoble Sport Confer
Son Diego

Wind & Sea Sports
Son Diego

The Wind/Ine
Sanlose

O'Noill's Yach# Center
Sonto Cruz

CANADA
Sunburs# So//crof#

Edmon/on, A/beria
Windsurfing Alberti

Calgary. A/berla
Okonagan Solaway

Kelowno. B.C.
Nor#horn SIN Works

Winnlpeg. Mcnitoba
AtlanticCatomomis

Fredericton, N. Brunswick

Southwes, Salls
Chatham. 0.1.rio

Jack Baker Marble
Allississagua. Ontar/0

Pringle's MarlneLimited
Orillia. Ontario

C.#amonne
Toronto, fast, Onfario

Sall Craft of Canada
Kirk/and. Quebec

Pifer's Adventure Spor#s
Regina. Soskotchewon

COLORADO
Rocky Mountain Mortne

Denver
Sunsport of Colorodo

Fort Collins
Ch/nook Sal/boat

Puebio
CONNECTICUT
Candlewood fost Sailing
Center

Brookfield
New England Solis

Warehouse Poin,
Shore/Ine Son

Waterford
The Boa,Locker

Westport
DELAWARE
FairweatherMartne Center

Beer
FLORIDA
Newk/rk Marine

Gulf Breeze
Cycle Marine

Bradenton
Saliaway

Coral Gabjes
Atobi Morine

Dayfono Beach
Port rack Sol/boo/s

Ft. Lauderdale
So"away

Fort Meyers
playgroundSolls

Ff. Wo/ton Beoch
S."Shop

Galnesvi/le
Sallboot Supply

Jacksonvme
0'eon Connec"on

Jensen Beach
Tropical Sallbooti

Key West
A /lon Soli d Sporfs Cen#er

Me/bourne
So"ing S.ore

Orlando
The Weathermark

P.im Harbor
Moriner Meline

Riviero Beach
Adventure Yachts

Semino'e
Gand R Sa//boofs

Soufh Naples
The Cyck Shop

Tallahassee
Tampa Sollcraft

Tompa

..............::
THE• •

D• E ALE R/S\<MEN'/
FRANCE
Coost Catomoron France

Hyeres
GEORG/A
CSRA SollIng Center* In"

Mortinel
Dunbar Sa/1$

S#.Simons ls/and
Som,ge inc.

Smy.no
HAWAII
Valley tiles Marine Center

Kohuful
Froome'*Sal/ing Co.

Kallua
ILLINOIS
Thede Morine

Downers Grove
Salt Lo /1

Fox Loke
Adventure Sports

Rocklord
Springfleld Selling Center

Spring·tieW
INDIANA
Plne Mounfan

Evansville
Doyne's Marine Service

Portage
rhai Sa//boa# Place

Soufhbend
Syrccuse

So:/boats /".
West• teld

KANSAS
Ca H Sallcroft

Chonule
Midwest Yach, Corp.

01afhe
American inland Yochts

Wichifa
KENTUCKY
Louisvit/e Sallboo, Sals

Louisville
LOUISIANA
Pack and Pc:ddle

Lofiyette
MAINE
Sebago Hoble

North Windham
MARYLAND
Backyard Boats

Annopolls
Maryland Mortna

Middle River
MASSACHUSETTS
Steve Mehi's Boot House

Hinghom
Enslgn Marlne

Moftolot.eff

MICHIGAN
bity Dog Mc rin•

Whi,more Loke
The Weafhermork

Boy City
Wolf: Annex

Benlon Harbor
Sa• / place

Cedar Springs
Grand Pointe Marina

Lansing
Holland Wind Sports

Holland
Summit Haus ofM/ch/gon

Jackson
Sa/iboots, inc.

Mt. Clemens
Bloomfiddsooch & Bool

Pollill
MI IlerSportstnc.

Richiond
MISSISSIPPI
Seashore Sa/ls

Long Beach
M/SSOURI
Somng Thi Mnd

Springfield
MONTANA
Qulet World

Kolispell
NEBRASKA
Sol/Loff

Omaha
NEVADA
Sc" & Sport

Boulder City
Full S/1/ Sports

Reno
NEW HAMPSHIRE
wildernessOutfitters

Milford
Arey's Marina

Moutionboro
New Homps Me Hobre Co f

Seabrook
NEW JERSEY
Cronford Boof ond Canoe

Cronford
Soufh Shore Mar:na

Hewil
Bay'lew Marina

0'eon City
NEW MEXICO
Somng Confer

Albuquerque

Hobie Dealers
Make sure you have plenty

of HOTLINES on hand.
The most informative

catamaran publication available.

NEW YORK
Norfhway Marine

Clifton Pork
Jafco Marine

Buffalo
Soufh Boy Soils

Cloy
Bellpat Marlne

E.'Potchogle
The Boof Store New York

AM"opequa
Sailing Centerof N.Y.

Rochester
Shumay

Rochester
FInger Lakes Mob/e

Watkins Glen
NEWZEALAND
Performance Saticraft

Tokapurna
NORTH CAROL/NA
Skyland Sallcraft

Arden
Marsh's Surf·N·Sea

Allantic Beach
Greenville

Boats for Sote-Chor/offe
Chor/ofte

BayildeWatersports, Inc.
Nogs Heod

Off the Beach
. Weigh

SoJjor'. Source
Roanoke Rapids

Ships Sfore North Coro• /na
Wi/ming'on

NORTH DAKOTA
Schee/s Sporf/ng Goods

Fargo
Washburn Boaf Shop

Washburn
OHIO
Sowng Spirit

Bafh
Strictly Salt

ancinnan
Dayton

Harbor Norf h
Huron

Sallboal Sales Toledo
Toledo

Columbus S.#• /ng Center
Westerville

OKLAHOMA
Creatle Rentals & Soles

Eufola
tnland WIndsports inc.

Norrnan
Tulsa Sollcroft

Tulsa
OREGON
Windlimmers West

Portland
PENNSYLVANIA
Pler West

Erie
Ctews & Strawbr/dge

Fraier
So//boof Headquarfers

Sowh Hampton

PUERTO RICO
Voler:a Cor/be Cal. inc.

isle Verde
PHILIPPINES
Cols' Cat.moral

Manila
RHODE ISLAND
Megrews Boafs

Chorieston
SOUTH AFR/CA
Coat Catomoran Pty,Ltd.

Cape Town
SOUTH CAROLINA
Timeo" Boo#s

Mt. Pleasant
TENNESSEE
Rooke SaNs

Memphis
TEXAS
Triangle Wind Sports

Beaumont
Sa/gboaf Shop

Auslin
Houslon
Son Antonio

Bay Marine
Corpus Christi

/ntand Sal/boats
Da//CS

Fi. worth Solt & Marine
Ff. Worth

Woody's Poddles'N Soils
Lubbock

Padre Mor/ne Sports
So 036Padre

Slmpson's Sol/boo# Shop
Tyler

VERMONT
Ch/off Mar/ne

Bur/ingion
VIRGINIA
Backyard Boafs

Alexandria
Trall 'N Sall

Richmond
Troflon Marine

virginia Beach
WASHINGTON
Hob/e Spor'.

Kirkland
Be#Hnes' South Sound Marine

Olympia
Sports & Soll

Rich/and
Sports Creet

Spokane
WISCONSIN
Little Pine Somng Center

New Lisbon
Spltier, tn.

Middleton
Kinn Motors Marine

Oconom.woc
WYOM/NG
Mountain Sports

Calper

..........................................
HOTLINE Circulation Department, RO. Box 1008, Oceanside, CA 92054 (619) 758-9100 x263
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HOBIE BRIEFS

Seabrook N.H. and San Diego
Restrict Hobie Access

Hobie sailors and fleets in areas as diverse as San Diego,
California and Seabrook, New Hampshire are faced with more
restrictions being placed on their sailing activities due to a
reduction in beach access and a prohibition against Hobie Cats
sailing in inland lakes.

According to Dave Baxter of New Hampshire Hobie Cat,
Selectman James Falconer has been instrumental in restricting
beach access for Hobie Cat sailors in Seabrook. HOTLINE efforts
to contact Falconer for comment were unsuccessful, but Dave
Lilienthal, commodore of Fleet 496, was not about to take these

' restrictions laying down. Lilienthal travelled to nearby Hampton,
attended a town meeting and convinced the council to allow
Hobie sailors access to their beach on a limited basis. Without
Lilienthal's efforts, the sailors of Seabrook may have had no
beach access at all.

In San Diego, meanwhile, the city council implemented the
plan described in "Here Come the Regulators" (November/
December'83) to prohibit overnight storage of boats on the
beaches around Mission Bay except the nights before a recog-
nized holiday: That came as no surprise, but the health
department's refusal to allow Hobie Cats on lakes within the city
limits is baffling to many

When a new law was passed to allow small sailboats to sail on
the city's lakes, Hobie Cat sailors assumed they would be able to
use a new sailing location. The local health department had
something different in mind though since they restricted boats
able to sail on the lakes to those between 10 and 20 feet, without
toilets or sinks and catamarans with fixed decks. This last
pr6vision leaves out not only Hobies but almost every other type
of catamaran as well. The reason, according to published
reports, is that since the reservoirs provide the city's drinking
water, body contact has to be prohibited. Still, the lakes are
stocked with fish and water fowl regularly swim on the surface.
Exactly how Hobie sailors present more of a danger of con-
tamination than fish, birds and dozens of other sailors and
fishermen has left many Hobie enthusiasts scratching their heads
in search of an answer.

San Diego councilman Ed Struiksma is also a little baffled by
the health department's decision to prohibit most cat sailing. His
office is currently exploring several avenues with a goal toward
opening up the lakes to cat and board sailors alike. An aid to
Struiksma encourages interested Hoble sailors to write him at his
office (202 C Street, M.S. 1OA, San Diego, California 92101) or to
call at 619-236-6655. According to the aid, Struiksma considers
letters to be good ammunition.

For more information on beach access, see the July/August
'84 HOTLINE for"Beach Access: You Can Make it Happen" and
the HOTLINE issue cited above. With beach areas becoming
more crowded than ever, Hobie sailors are going to have to stay
aware of developments in their local areas. Sailors with experi-
ences concerning the beach access issue are welcome to send
their thoughts and tips to HOTLINE so they can be shared with
other sailors around the country

Continued
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The First Outboard
Motor Bracket
for Hobie, 14,16, and 18•
Propels to speeds in excess of 6 knots using the
TANAKA 120 ( 1.2 H.P.) outboard motor. Provides
safe sure momentum against currents. Makes docking
easy when winds are becalmed. Motor and bracket
weigh less than 17 lbs. Installs in minutes. Removes in
seconds for racing. Both sailing and motoring positions
clear the boom and tiller.

*Brackets also available for other catamarans. For
prices send for FREE brochure or see your local dealer.
Cheata Outboard Motor Bracket
P.O. Box 1234
Hobe Sound, FL33455
305/746-0479
Call orwrite fordetails on
end of year sale! Dealer CHEAIA
inquiries welcome. THE PERFECT MATE FOR YOUR CAT
US. PAT NO. 4227480

L

Hobie Sailors have more Fun
Trailex Anodized Aluminum
Trailers for Hobies assure

that Fun

 042LIGHTWEIGHT-for Beach Launch
- Compact Towing

1• 0 NO RUST - Maintenance Free

L  042STRONG - Heat treated Special
Extrusions

3 YEAR GUARANTEE

Ir Various optional tire sizes available.
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TRAILEX aluminum
¥19

trailers are also available for EXPORT.
Shipped knocked down and packaged in Our 20th Anniversary Year
strong export cartons. Dealers write for
information. The Original Aluminum Trailer

TRAILEX is now manufacturing a lightweight ( 145 lbs.)
aluminum trailer for the new Hobie Cat 18.

Ask your dealer about obtaining one of
our aluminum trailers for your Hobie Cat.

TRAILEX, INC.
Box H, 60 Industrial Park Dr., Canfield, Ohio 44406

Phone (216) 533-6814
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FREE CATALOGS!
SUMMER DREAMS...CHRISTMAS WISHES*iChoose from the biggest and best selection of name brand. state of the art parts and accessories for Cat Sailing and
Windsurfing.

HOBIE CAT® · COFFEY MARINE · HARKEN · KISME  442 042CATTRAX ·0 · MURRAY WETSUITS & DRYSUITS · TRI SAILS · RILEY · NORTH · •
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Catalog includes: 86 pages Wearable Accessories, Gloves, Boots, Life Vests,
Sailing Suits, Wetsuits & Drysuits, Trapeze Harnesses, Trapeze Hardware,
Mainsheet Cleats, Rigging. Kits for H-14, H-16, H-18, Prindle & Nacra, Righting
Systems. Hiking Sticks, Wind Indicators, Books, Stripes, Tools, Rope, Fasteners
and much more!!

· H913M-V-733HM · dIN902!d · a3NlllAIVEIN15 · 11V/VVH 3NIM Va

Catalog includes: 48 pages Duffles, Mast Covers, Wetsuits. Dry Suits. Gloves,
Boots, Harnesses, Spreaders. Hook-up Kits, Outhauls. Downhauls, and Up-
hauls, Booms, Sails, Battens, Masts. Mast Extensions & Universals, Fins. Cartop
Carriers, Flares, Books Hardware, Rope and Supplies and more. New! Junior
boards, sails & rigs.

Why buy parts and accessories from a Murrays Dealer?
· Nationwide dealer network to serve you since 1969.
· Prompt, courteous and knowledgeable assistance available from your local dealer. IMurray's is just a call away!)
· Access to the most complete stock of parts and accessories.
 042Satisfaction Guarantee: Take three days to decide.
· Limited Warranties. Minimum 90 days.

Get your Murrays Catalog at your local dealer! or if unavailable, complete the coupon below.
Clip 'n Mail Coupon
Rush me the FREE* catalog[s} indicted below:

Catamaran Catalog - Windsurfing Catalog - Please indicate my neaiest Murray Dealer

Name

Address

Catamaran mnke/.s• e Sailboard mOkA/REA
*FREE catalogs are sent bulk mail or by surface delivery. Please enclose $2.00 (U.S. & Canada or $5.00 Foreign) to cover First Class
Postage.

PERFORMANCE SAILING SPECIALISTS SINCE 1969
PLEASE ask to see these products atyour local dealer! BUT accept no substitutes- many features and design
considerations are unique to products offered by MURRAYS MARINE.An

( C< C
MURRiRYS MiRRINE

(805) 684-8393
RO. Box 490, Carpinteria. CA 93013
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HOBIE BRIEFS

Fleet 54 Names Member of the
Year

Bill Lippincott of Fleet 54 has been named this year's Maryland
Marina Member of the Year, an award sponsored by Wayne
Miskiewicz of Maryland Marina. In an effort to recognize the
valuable contribution made by his local Hobie fleets, Miskiewicz
created the award to credit that fleet member who "contributed to
the growth of the fleet, participated in fleet activities and exhibited
general sportsmanship and yachting spirit." The members of the
fleet vote for the member they feel is most deserving. The
presentation of the half model trophy is made at Maryland
Marina's open house. The trophy remains on permanent display
in the store.

Windiess Regatta Haunts Hosting
Fleet

Editor's Note: The following is a report from Ron Rubadeau of
Canadian Fleet 263 on the Canadian National Championships
held this past July. As Rubadeau's "tragic"story illustrates, a no
wind situation can turn a fleet upside down.

'"... This city of 80,000 sailors and skiiers is parked on the
shores of Lake Okanagan, an eighty-mile expanse of clear water
surrounded by vineyards, orchards and mountains, all of which
are drenched daily with breezy sunshine and 95 degree tem-
peratures.'-Kelowna Chamber of Commerce

"lb this boater's Camelot, nearly 100 sailors gathered for the
1985 Canadian Hobie Championships hoping for the very condi-
tions advertised in Kelowna's promotional hype. Sailors from
Nova Scotia, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British
Columbia, Washington, Oregon, and Montana ferried their boats
over mountain passes for the quintessential pleasure of soaking
up the rays while flying on the wire. Kelowna would undoubtedly
make their dreams come true...

"However, it seems no matter how hard the Kelowna Regatta
Committee worked to ensure that all forms of pleasure were
provided for this spectacular entourage of boaters, it was soon
apparent that not only would the wind not cooperate, but my
excuses for its absence were failing to impress even the most
mellow of competitors. The facility was there (the newly com-
pleted Central Okanagan Sailing Association headquarters), the
sunshine was there (95 degrees every day), the food was there
(breakfast, lunch and dinner on site for three days), the thirst
quenchers were there (Labatts beer and Calona wines), the lease
boats were there (courtesy of Okanagan Sailaway-our dealer),
and the Orcas were there (Steve Reid and Ron Rubadeau). WhM
the local committee had even provided two race courses (one for
18A, 16A and 18B and one for 14s 168 and 16C), just to ensure
that the racing would be fast and fair. The committee was so
organized they knew absolutely nothing could go wrong.

"Bythe end of the first day, when each group of racers had
completed only one, long, boring, windless race, the local
committee was starting its low profile campaign. The natives
were becoming restless, as they had been drinking the place dry
and were demanding that something be done about the wind.
And, if they didn't get satisfaction, they would settle for a few
human sacrifices. As it was third down and 15 yards to go, it
looked like a good time for the locals to punt. We couldn't have
this stuff for two days in a row, could we?

'Well, the next day was better but far from excellent. The race
committee got off three short races that quelled some, but not all,
of the grumblers. On a positive note, the number of hostile sailors
had decreased somewhat, as at least the winners of the four
races were happy. But our worst fears were beginning to be

Continued on page 70

= BOUNTY HUNTERS WANTED
To provide information leading to the elimination
of low power lines in all sailing and launching
areas.

- 8EWARD Bounty hunters will receive a special Hobie goodie
in return for taking these three steps:

- 1. scout your sailing areas for low power lines.
. 2. If you see low power lines, write to the power

company who owns the lines, explain the haz-
ards to sailors presented by those lines and
ask the company what they plan to do to
eliminate the hazard.

3. Send a copy of the letter to Hobie Cat. and
when you get a response, send a copy of that
to Hobie as well.

In return, Hobie Cat will send a Hobie goodie to you
and will take up the issue with the power company
to support you in your hunt for outlaw lines.
This program has met with good success over the
years. By working together, we can make the
waters safer for all sailors.

Send copies of letters to:
Hobie Cat Bounty Program
P.O. Box 1008
Oceanside, CA.92054

BECOME A HOUNTY HUNTER
NOVEMBER·DECEMBER 19 85/19
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ASK TIIE EXPERT

Hackney, a long time Hoble sailorwho
has worked with Hobies for many years.
welcomes questions on subjects relating
to Hobie Cats and how bestto enjoy them.
Those with questions should write to
HOTLINE "Expert," P. 0. Box 1008, Ocean-
side, California 92054.

RUDDER TOE: IN OR OUT?
I am encountering a problem with my

Hobie 16 which I hope you can help me
rectify... When lamon starboard tack, 1
can let go of the tiller and my boat will
continue on a straight course (very helpful
when both hands are required to pull in the
mainsheet). However on a port tack, when
I let go of the tiller, my boat will head to
weather.

I have adjusted the rudders from
completely parallel, to extreme toe-out and
everything in between. Nothing seems to
change the situation except that the helm
gets harder or easier to control. According
to'the Hobie 16 Performance Manual, by
Phil Berman, my rudders should be
parallel. That's the way they are now.

I can try rudder rake adjustment, but
after looking at my situation, it doesn't look
like I can adjust much in this area. My boat
was made in 1983 but I don't have rudder
rake adjustment capabilities.

I realize that a slight weather helm is
desirable, but why do I have it only in one
direction? Also, when my boat picks up a
fair amount of speed, it makes a humming
noise. Is this normal? Other than this
problem, I thoroughly enjoy my Hobie and
have already started to make
improvements to make it even more
enjoyable to sail. Thank you for any help
you can give me.

Philip J. Adriance

By John Hackney

Hmmm, caught in a common rut.
Rudders making noise, hard to steer on
one tack, but not another Sounds like a job
for Rutter Man!
First, let's start off with some definitions:
Weather Helm. As the name implies, this

is the tendency for the boat to go to
weather (point upwind) when the helm is
released. i.e., too much weather helm is
when the rudders are partially up and it
requires a bionic arm to steer the boat.
Leeward Helm. The opposite of weather

helm. The boat wants to go to leeward. i.e.,
it takes nerves of steel to sail this boat in
heavy air.
Toe In. The difference between the the

centerline of the leading and trailing edges
of the rudder in the locked down position.
i.e., if the rudders are toed-in two inches,
you'll wonder why an Aqua Cat just passed
you.
First, let's attack those humming rudders

with a rasp or coarse file. The cause of the
hum is the bulb, or roundness at the trailing
edge of the rudder. Remove the bulb by
tapering the rudder starting about .5 inch
away from the trailing edge and shape to a
sharp edge, then square off slightly. The
sharp edge can actually cut someone, so
take it off for safety's sake.
The next rudder adjustment is toe-in

which affects boat speed. My preference is
to adjust the rudder in the down position,
although it can be done with the rudder
up. With rudder down and locked into
position, measure the distance between
the centerlines of the leading edge and
trailing edge of the rudder about six inches
below the bottom of the boat and subtract
toe. The front measurement should be less
than the back measurement, thus the toe-
in. I personally believe in a lot of toe in
heavy weather and use as much as % inch
(leading edge closer than trailing edge)
and use about 1/4 inch in light air. From
observations at national events, most
sailors use about 1/8 to 1/4 which should be
acceptable for most uses.
Last problem is rudder rake. Although

helm feel is not as personal as your
toothbrush, ideal feel ranges from neutral
to moderate weather helm. A slight
weather helm is probably a good target for
you to shoot at. Go out and sail the boat

holding a course upwind to determine
which rudder or rudders needs repair. If
the helm is not correct on either tack, the
back hole must be redrilled. Remember
the leeward rudder determines the helm
feel on a given tack.
When testing the rudders, make sure the

rudders are locking down and the cams
are in good shape. Most times, the helm
will be the same if the holes are drilled
alike. -lb check, just lay one rudder on top
of the other and see if the holes line up. If
they do, and the helm is different, look for a
warped or misshapen rudder. Examine the
rudder for warp by sighting down the
leading and trailing edges looking for
weaviness or twisting. If warping is severe,
then a new rudder may be in order. EPO
rudders are best and may be installed for
maximum speed in heavy air. Low spots
on the rudders may be corrected by filling
them with Body Putty or Marine Tex and
lots of sanding.
If the holes in both rudders are not the

same and one is correct, then correct the
other one by using the first as a template.
To change the helm feel, fill the back hole
of one rudder with epoxy and redrill as
desired. One way to redrill is to reassemble
the rudder assembly on the boat, lock the
upper casting, hold the rudder in the new
location and redrill the hole. Now, go back
out and sail to see of this corrected the
problem and redo as desired if the helm is
still not right. Remember, moving the
rudder under the boat decreases weather
helm and going aft increases it. Also,
moving the aft hole.5 inch corrects most
problems. Once the helm is correct and
set, you should not have to change it
again. The new boats have an adjustment
so that drilling is not necessary.
Speaking if newer boats, I just got back

from sailing the new Hobie 17. Great boat!
Maybe someone will ask me about how it
sails? Anyway, if you need more
information on tuning your Hobie 16
rudders. buy Jack Sammons' book
Welcome To A Fleet, Book1 : Boat Speed
which is a great how-to manual for racer
and cruiser alike. This is "Cruiser John"
saying, Please somebod* ask me about
the Hobie 17.
Good sailing! Al
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TUNING
THE HOBIE 16:
FOR BEGINNERS

By Scott Ward

Editofs Note: Scott Ward has written
frequently for the HOTLINE. He has ,
crewed for some of the top Hobie sailors in
the U.S. as well as Bret Dryland of Aus- irst off, let's start with rough edges smoothly before reinserting
talia. We asked Ward to give some some general knowledge about what to protect your sail. Battens that are too
uncomplicated tips to those who are new makes the boat go through the water. (This long wi116ften snag on the halyard wires
to sailing a Hobie Cal especially the Hoble is basic isn't it?) The sails on a boat are the which can complicate tacking.
16. prime provider of forward energy which Next, raise the mast. After the mast is in

propels the boat through the water. Just position, feed the sail into the track. Always
like wings on an airplane, they are in the remember to aim the boat head to wind.
shape of an airfoil, the most efficient shape Failure to point the boat into the wind could
that a material object can have to derive cause strain on the sail or may even forcd
energy; or lift, from moving air. This lift is the boat to tip over.
called tha Bemulli Principle (which states Once the main halyard is clicked into
as speed increases, pressure decreases) place, wrap the halyard line around and
and is the basic theory that gives aircraft behind your sbrouds and then cleat so that
lift and sailboats the ability to be pushed it is out of the way of the jib battens when
through water. The airfoil is the best shape they sweep across. As you raise the jib,
over which the air can pass for optimum wrap the halyard line around the pulley
forward motion. and then up through the other pulley and

This little physics lesson can go a long across to the main halyard deal This will
way to helping a beginner understand how give you a 3:1 purchase to pull the jib up to
to tune a boat properly. Without this back- the desired height.
ground, it is hard to apply the correct The jib halyard is the key to raking the
techniques. This is how it works on a boat: mast back and forth. Raking a mast means

to angle the mast forward or back. Hobie
SAILTUNING Cats in general have plenty of power, so

First, take out your sails and find a it is necessary to angle the mast back to
grassy area on which to lay them down debower the boat and keep it from
flat. Look at how the batten pockets are heading excessively to windward thus
placed in the sail. The battens that fit in causing it to slow down. There are two
those pockets are designed to give the steps involved in raking a mast. The first
proper airfoil shape to the sail. Now put the step is to put the shrouds to the bottom
battens in the pockets and tighten them hole of the chainplate and the jibtackto
Ontil you can just begin to see the wrinkles about the third hole up on the bridge plate.
disappearing from the pockets. Mainsail This acts as a semipermanent angle
pockets should be very similar in tightness setting, generally raking the mast aft. As
to jib pockets. The jib battens should be you gain more knowledge, experiment
tight. Once the battens are in, be sure that with this setub by moving the hole around

8 they do not stick out of the pockets more to see what effects are caused. (The only
2 than an inch and a half. If some or all them way to learn is through experimentation.)
3 do, mark off the correct lengths, take the Going up in holes brings the mast forward,
A batten out of the sail and simply saw them thus allowing more power in moderate
.• off, being sure to remove the batten cap conditions.
g first. If thecapwill notcomeoff, saw the The second step involves tightening the
.a other end, but be sure to file and sand the whole rig with the jib halyard. With the 3:1
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Tightening the battens wW increase fu#-
ness (upper left), while loosening the
battens will decrease fullness (upper right).

While holding the mast in the palm ofyour
hand, sight down the mast to be sure that
the foil is curved evenly. If it is not, batten
adjustments are necessary (right).

purchase that I mentioned before, pull the
halyard down. This will tighten the jib
halyard and pull the mast up. This
configuration makes the jib luff wire
become the forestay.

A moderately tight rig is generally the
most effective for most conditions. In order
to gauge how tight your rig is, pull the
shrouds back and forth until they are stiff,
but not so stiff you can't move them. As
you get a feel for the boat and how it reacts
in different conditions, experiment to see
how tight your rig should be on the water.

Once you have completed tightening
the rig, put the gooseneck fitting on the
boom into the slot and tighten the
downhaul until the wrinkles are gone.
When you look up the mast now, you
should see a fair amount of mast bend. If
you hook up the mainsheet system and
pull in the main, you'll make pulling the
downhaul a lot easier This mast bend will
further benefit your sail's shape even more.

Finally, adjust the outhaul system so that
no wrinkles are left. It has been found that
when hooking up the jib clew to the
sheeting blocks, using the second hole up
from the bottom opens the space between
the main and the jib (commonly called the
slot) thus allowing the most efficient
passage of air.

As soon as you have completed these
steps, snug down the sheets to a medium
tightness and tip the boat over onto a
grassy or sandy area. This usually requires
three people, one to lift up a hull and two to
catch and support the mast. When the
boat is tipped, have someone hold the end
of the mast horizontally to the ground and
step back to have a look at your mainsail.
When you look from the leech forward, you
should be able to see a fairly curved foil. If
you don't, the battens are probably not
snug enough. Next, walk down to the tip of
the mast and look straight down toward
the tramp. The foil should be evenly
curved all the way down. If it is not, adjust
the battens, but remember not to tighten
them excessively as this will cause the
leech to hook and stall the airflow, just like
spoilers do on an airplane wing. This step
is really easier than it sounds and should
only take a minute or so. When adjusting or
tying battens, make sure they are secure.
They have a tendency to come loose in
heavier winds.

While the boat is tipped over, pull in hard
on the mainsheet and watch how the
battens shape up. They should respond
evenly and be as flat as possible withoot
hooking the leech. Tightening the battens

-
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TUNING

will increase fullness, loosening battens will without touching the ground. Then
flatten the sail. Conditions will dictate measure the angle of the rudders to the
shape, but in the beginning, keep in mind horizontal angle of the boat. In order to
that Hobie Cat presets the sail shape to change rake angle, look at your bottom
interact well with moderate tension in the rudder casting. All new boats have
battens and this works very well. Next, look adjustable castings for rudder rake.
up atthe jibto make surethere are no Use a screwdriver and a correctly sized
wrinkles there either and that the battens hex key and adjust the rudders by
will not interfere with the halyard. A simple screwing them tighter or loosening them
trick is to tape the ends of the battens with and measuring. When you think you've got
duct tape. This will allow the batten caps to it, test the rake by dailing the boat. If you
cross against the mast when tacking. As have reached the point where the rudders
you learn more and more about sailing the feel neutral, you've got the right setting.
boat, knowledge of jib shape will become Next, the rudders should be aligned.
more important. As for now, Hobie Cat's This is a quick, but very important step. If
preset sail shape is quite good and should the rudders are out of alignment, the boat
not be altered could be fighting a great deal of drag.

Aligning requires two people, a
RUDDERTUNING screwdriver and a measuring tape. With

Now let's have a look at the rudders. As both of you standing behind a rudder, put
with a sail, rudders also generate lift, but the measuring tape on the leading edge of
for different reasons. There are negative the rudder on the outermost point,
forces which act against windward speed measure and then take the tape to the
on a sailboat. The first, of course, is drag trailing edge and repeat. Gauge how many
which occurs whenever a material surface centimeters it will take to straighten, and
such as a hull toucties the air or water The then unscrew one screw on the tiller
second is a little more complicated. It is the crossbar and adjust. After adjusting
lateral resistance, or sideways force correctly; mark the setting off on the
exerted by the energy of the wind pushing crossbar and retighten the screw.
the boat from a side angle, which it does in All new boats have black foam rudders
all points of sail except dead downwind. In called epoxy or EPO rudders. These are
order to combat this force, designers use extremely stiff, lightweight rudders with a
keels to provide lateral resistance. The near-perfect foil for most of the conditions
lateral resistance keeps the boat moving a Hobie 16 will experience. They are con-
forward towards the wind with a minimum sidered to be one of the best available, but
of sideways slippage. For this reason, it is some of these new rudders may produce
important to keep the boats flat and driving an audible hum when sailing. This hum is
on the water to maintain maximum angle caused by the vibration of water flowing
for the keel to drive efficiently over the blade. To stop this, use a piece of

The Hobie 16 has no keel because it is sandpaper, about 320 grit, and rub gently
such a light displacement boat. Instead, it up and down the trailing edge of the blade
uses the rudders and its asymmetrical hull until the edge is rounded to a soft point.
shape. The rudders are extremely Always be sure to rub gently and do not
important to the boat's handling and rub through the epoxyto the foam! Next,
performance because they work to help use another piece of sandpaper, about
boat speed in two ways. The first, 600 grit, and smooth out the whole rudder
obviously, is directional control. The stroking in the direction the water will
second is lateral resistance. Since we just travel. This should eliminate the hum.
raked the mast back, the energy from the
sails is now placed over the rudders. Hobie A FINAL CHECK
Cat uses a standard hole setting in the You're almost ready. The two most
rudder which is not designed for the rake important systems have been adjusted
we have added to the rriast. The extra and tuned. The next step is to tighten,
force will likely cause a pull on the tiller lubricate and check all working systems on
extension. This pull is called weather helm the boat. Start with tightening the
and is caused by the aft vertical angle or trampoline. Find a friend and a pair of vice
rake of the rudder This can be grips. Once you've got both, untie the
counteracted by raking the rudder forward. tramp and relace it with one person lacing

To rake the rudders, put the boat on a and gripping and the other tightening from
trailer with enough road clearance to the side of the boat. There's no real trick to
enable the blades to be locked down tying and tightening the lacing, use your

discretion. TiOht tramps are important in
helping keep the crossbars and hulls tight
and it reduces air drag from underneath
the tramp itself.

Using a screwdriver, tighten the
gudgeons and the moving and non-
moving systems. Always check these
before you sail; they have a tendency to
loosen when you're not looking. Lubricate
the moving parts such as the jib and
mainsheet systems and make sure no
sand is in vital areas. These parts can jam
if sand gets in the way. If you start to feel
the sheets slipping through the cleats, take
a file and notch some grooves into the
teeth. This should prevent any problems.
Check all of the rivets on the boat, and, if
loose, drill them out and pop new ones in.
It may be a good idea to ask the advice of
your nearest dealer the first time you try
this. If you do replace rivets, make sure to
use new sealant so that water does not
trickle into the mast.

Finally, adjust your trapeze hooks
according to you and you crew's
preferences. The best way is to have the
skipper trapezing slightly higher than the
crew for the sake of vision. Both hooks
should be just touching when pulled down
to the side of the crossbar This will keep
you angled straight out and help you keep
the boat flat and driving.

After running through these few simple
projects, you'll be surprised at how much
better your boat feels in the water. The
more you sail, the more you will
understand your boat. Always try to do
things a little differently and change one
setting at atime to see what the change
affects. By doing this, you'll become a
more complete sailor Have fun. Al
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Editor's Note: Phil Berman, a writer and
former Hobie Cat national champion, has
written often for HOTLINE on aspects of
learning to sail Hobie Cats. The staff of
HOTLINE Joins with Berman in his appeal
to Hobie sailors everywhere to support the
Cousteau Society. A message from Cap-
tain Jacques Cousteau and more
Information on the Society follows Ber-
man's letter.

AN APPEAL
TO HOBIE SAllORS

Dear Fellow Hobie Catters: and his family of dedicated marine experts
The waters we love are in danger. Each throughout the world, learning what they

day, at every moment, in all parts of the learn, first and firsthand. Additionall* you'll
world, the waters of life are struggling for receive the Ca/pyso Dispatch, a monthly
survival. In North America it's acid rain, in newsletter with timely reports on Cousteau
Japan it's over-fishing, in Manila hatbor it's Society activities, such as the creation of a
industrial pollution, and in your own back- new, wing-masted catamaran. Family
yard it may be acombination of all of the membership brings younger society mem-
above and perhaps more. There has never bers the Do/phin Log, specially designed
been a time when the waters of the world and written to interest children in nature
have been in greater danger than they are and to provide them with a basic under-
at present. standing of rriarine sciences. Cousteau

As many of you know, Captain Jacques Society members will also receive a mem-
Cousteau has spent his life striving to bership card and a distinctive Cousteau
preserve the waters of our world. He has Society decal.
labored long and hard, and continues to I would like to see what all of us can do
do so well into his later seventies, in an together to help Captain Cousteau. In an
effort to educate us about the oceans and effort to keep.track of the "Hobie
the tremendous importance of their preser- Response." and to tell you how we are
vation to the quality of life on our planet. doing in the months ahead, I urge you to

For several years now, I have lamented sign up for membership in the Cousteau
the fact that I have been unable to assist Society by addressing your letters to:
Captain Cousteau in his worthy endeav- Hobie Friends of the Cousteau Society,
ors. On September 1,1984, however I 930 West 21st Street, Norfolk, Virginia
began donating 15 cents per copy from 23517.
the combined sales of my four sailing Please lend us your support. The waters
manuals to the Cousteau Society. Both of the world need our love and help if they
Murray's Marine and Hobie Cat matched are to continue to flourish in the years
my donations on each book sold as a ahead. No one is in a better position to
challenge gift to the Cousteau Society. The work toward this end than Captain Cou-
price for my manuals has and will remain steau and his dedicated staff of experts.
the same. It was not my intention to pass Few people understand the beauty and
the cost of these donations on to you, nor power of the ocean better than water
was it the intention of my sponsors. As I loving Hobie Catters. Without the efforts of
project an average sales volume between Captain Cousteau, Hoble sailors and water
my four manuals of about 7,000 copies per lovers the world over will suffer. Without the
yea4 Captain Cousteau will receive an financial support of water lovers like our-
annual check of approximately $3,150 for selves, Captain Cousteau cannot continue
the next several years from the combined his work. Won't you join me in supporting
donations of myself, Murray's Marine and this worthy cause?
Hobie Cat. Yours sincerely,

At this time, I would like to ask for your Phillip L. Berman
support, by urging you to join the Cou-
steau Society. For just $20 a year for an
individual membership, or $28 a year for a
family membership, you will receive the
following benefits: The Ca/ypso Log, an
informative quarterly magazine that brings
you closer to the vital activities of the
society. You'll travel with Captain Cousteau
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A MESSAGE
FROM CAPTAIN JACQUES COUSTEAU

tisomewhere there must be a few thousand men and
women who share with me a deep concern for the
future life on our planet...who want to know what the
sea means to mankind, and who want to help spread
that knowledge."

-Jacques Cousteau, 1973

-
8 1 /

"
development, overfishing, pollution and.,

1 .:·-, .-,-:..... 7 the other lethal aspects of human
• .::Aff/ progress.

Our research and educational programs
/13/# . .1 kilv have contributed immensely to the cause

Several times in my life, Calypso's team of saving our water system from further
and I have taken carefully calculated risks decay and especially to the vital protection
born of our deep love for the sea and its of the sea itself, the mother of all life, the
living creatures. We invented a device most important biological legacy to be
called the aqualung and became the first passed on to future generations.
men to dive undersea for sustained Our findings and our testimony about
periods. We were eager to know what lay the status of the water system are eagerly
beneath the opaque surface of the ocean sought by government agencies and
although we were not wholly certain of our committees making important decisions
technology or what we would encounter. about environmental protection and our

Our success spawned other ventures educational film programs and printed
such as the outfitting of the undersea materials reach an audience measured in
research vessel Calypso, the creation of millions of people in more than 100
exploration submersibles, the adventure of countries.
living for weeks undersea in the first ocean In part, this results from the dedication of
floor colony, voyages to such virgin our scientific and exploration teams, but in
environments as the freezing Antarctic and no small measure it derives directly from
the steaming Amazon. With each our members, people like you, who help us
embarkation into a new adventure, we laid preserve our independent voice in a world
exacting plans yet the world ahead was largely beholden to special interests.
largely unknown and tantalizingly Perhaps that has been our greatest
mysterious. success, our total freedom to sound

Seldom has the course before us been alarms, or, in some cases, to call attention
more unpredictable than it was in 1973 to positive developments in marine affairs.
when we began an experiment called the I am free to go anywhere, to speak without
Cousteau Society. During three decades of restraint, to address any audience or world
undersea exploration we had discovered a leader about the plight of the sea. The
disheartening trend, the rapid deterioration results have been clear and dramatic and
of marine communities as a result of all because of concerned individuals like
myriad human abuses, many of them you.
umwitting because of widespread As we at the Cousteau Society look

B ingorance about the nature of sea life, ahead toward our future, we are inspired
8 some engendered by greed, all of them not merely to continue our unconventional
g unconscionable.We returned to areas that research and education programs but to
il had shimmered with colorful life during our augment our existing array of projects with
3 firsts dives in the sea only to find them new, exciting daring expeditions and
1 denuded wastelands of dead coral heads analyses, with an escalating and fresh
8 and silt sadly devoid of the darting fish, the resolve to turn the tide of marine
• tentacled octopuses, the lobsters waving deterioration. By joining the Cousteau
.- delicate antennae, the feather duster Society you can participate in our work
2 worms with flower-like gills swaying and help improve the quality of life for
• ' gracefully among the corals. All were present and future generations. We turn to
f gone, victims of careless coastal you to join us. We need your help.

WHAT IS THE COUSTEAU SOCIETY?
The Cousteau Society Inc. is anon-

profit, membership supported
organization dedicated to the protection
and improvement of life. It was created on
September 19,1973 and became
operational on January 13,1974. The
Society believes that only an informed and
alerted public can best make the choices
to provide a healthier and more productive
way of life for itself and future generations.
To this end, the society produces television
films for national and public networks,
filmstrips and books for high schools and
colleges, books on important marine and
environmental issues for the public It
organizes lectures throughout the country
and publishes articles and columns in
various periodicals for distribution
throughout the world. The society
conducts educational programs in the
marine sciences that involve on-the-scene
exploration of ocean habitats.

The Cousteau Society is people who
care, who want to know more about the
world around them, who want to help
preserve and protect the great natural
resources we have been blessed with.
Thanks to Cousteau Society members, we
have been able to make great strides in
our research and education. With each
new member we are one step closer to
making this water planet a better place on
which to live. We invite you to become that
next new member.

Among the benefits of belonging to the
Society are quarterly logs of the Calypso
(for adults) and the Dolphin (for children in
member families), the monthly Dispatch
from the Calypso, and a membership card.
Dues are $20 for individual, $28 for
families. For more information and to join,
write the Cousteau Society; Inc., Box 11313,
Norfolk, Virginia 23517. XI
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CONTROVERSY
AT YACHTING
ONE OF A KIND
REGATTA

obie catamarans
did well in the Yachting Magazine"One-of-
a-Kind" Regatta held August 9-11,1986 at
the Alamitos Bay Yacht Club in Long
Beach, California.
In elapsed time results for the Yellow

fleet, Jeff Alter and Laura Mille4 sailing on a
modified Hobie 18 Magnum, teamed to a
third overall finish measured by both actual
position finish and total elapsed time finish.
Jeff Alter correctly commented that he
could have done even better in the light
airs that blew throughout all five races in
the normally windy Long Beach if he had
sailed the event in the lighter weight reg-
ular Hobie 18 without the wings or
experimental sails.
Hobie Alter Jr., sailing the spectacular

new single-handed Hobie 17 in its first-ever
competition, finished either sixth or sev-
enth depending upon how the elapsed
time is measured. The beautiful Hobie 17
was very fast going to weather as it consis-
tently matched or beat the larger two-
person production cats to the weather
mark. Going downwind was another mat-
ter and Hobie Jr. freely admitted that he still
had a lot to learn on how to make the 17
perform equally well downwind.

By Pam Bell

The most surprising and pleasing Hobie
performance was by Keith Christensen
and Chris Veneman on a stock, fully class-
legal Hobie 16. Keith and Chris finished a
solid fifth no matter how you measure
elapsed time finishes. The Christensen/
Veneman Hobie 16 team was consistently
near the front of the fleet and surprised
many competitors who came to the event
thinking they could beat the Hobie 16 in
their "faster" boats. It was not to be. Chris-
tensen/Veneman and their boat were
great!
lhe regatta was plagued by light winds

and controversy that certainly took the
edge off an event that should be a fun
showcase for the sailing industry. Winds
only exceeded ten knots in Race 4 when it
"howled" all the way up to an occasional 13
knots in too rare gusts. The balance of the
races and most of Race 4 were run at
under ten knots making cattrapezing a
ranty
The NACRA 18 M2, hardly a production

boat, sailed in a class by itself in the Yellow
Fleet and won the event on elapsed time
with four firsts and a second. The balance
of the fleet, regular production boats with
many modifications evident, battled it out
for position under limitations and condi-
tions imposed by Yachting OOAK rules
that were controversial at best,
incomprehensible at worst. The sailor frus-
tration level was definitely at eight or above
on a scale of ten.
The main regatta controversy centered

around the following areas:
First, the catamaran events were offi-

cially scored under the Pacific Multihull
Association (PMA) handicap system which
is considered by a majority of cat sailors to
be a totally discredited measurement sys-

tem. One only has to compare PMA
handicaps to Portsmouth numbers-an
"experience" handicap system -to see
how far out of line the theoretical PMA
system is to reality. For example:
- PMA doesn't penalize beam but it

does penalize trapezing. (Come on!)
- PMA doesn't penalize or reward

aspect ratio of the sails but it does penalize
sail area. (Come on!)
-PMA doesn't penalize or reward sail

weight or sail material type but it does
overall boat weight. (Come on!)
- PMA doesrit penalize or reward dag-

gerboard (or centerboard) vs.
asymmetrical hull. (Come on!)
There were more inequities, but you get

the idea so it's pointless for the analysis to
go on, and, for the good of catamaran
racing, neither should the PMA handicap
system. Scrap it! Give it the deep six now.
Is the Portsmouth rating system a per-

fect replacement as a handicap system?
No. But at least it is closer to reality than
PMA and should be used if any handicap
system is used at all. And a strong argu-
ment could certainly be made for dumping
all handicap systems (none of which work
in all conditions).
The second area of controversy that had

a lot of cat sailors in the event upset was
the addition of a fourth mark on the course
that forced all the boats to sail to the
starboard side of the course on windward
legs. The result of this extra mark for
catamaran racing is completely forseeable; :
tactical racing, except at the starts, is mini- 2
mal and most of the sailing is of the boring
and frustrating "follow-the-leader" type. -
Perhaps the intermediate mark works for 8
some kinds of monohull racing (even here 3
it is controversial) where Yachting Maga- 2
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COMMENTARY

A fourth mark placed on the course (where the illustrated boat is rounding), forced cat
sailors to adoptthe unfamiliar tactic ofsailing on the starboardside of the course on
windward legs.

zine is clearly most comfortable, but it has
no place in a catamaran event.

The third area of considerable upset was
mostly to sailors in the Yellow Fleet. It was
magnified in its effect by the intermediate
mark rule controversy that limited the
course.

The Yellow Fleet started five minutes
after the catamaran Blue Fleet. Unfortu-
nately, some of the boats in the Blue Fleet
were considerably slower than the faster
boats in the Yellow Fleet.

The result was again completely for-
seeable. The Yellow Fleet's faster boats
were sailing in Blue Fleet's dirty air for
many of their races and because of the
"follow-the-leader" forniat dictated by the
rules, had slower times than they would
have otherwise. A little thought and plan-
ning by the organizers would have had
either more separation between the two
fleet starts or the fleets would have been
run on separate courses.

The Alamitos Bay Yacht Club members
who performed the Race Committee func-
tion on the water performed superbly
within the rules and constraints of the
YOOAK special rules arid conditions.
Many of these dedicated people were key
members of the 1984 Olympic sailing
event and their experience and knowledge
were clear to both competitors and spec-
tators alike.

Unfortunately the same cannot be said
for the overall management and organiza-
tion of the Yachting One-of-a-Kind event.
That dirty word, "politics," the bane of
organized yacht racing, kept rearing its
ugly head and reminded everyone of just
how far organized sailing has to go to
attract more people to our terrific sport.

Despite the controversy and basically
unfair conditions under which the YOOAK
Regatta was run, Hobie sailors Jeff Alter/
Laura Miller, Hobie Alter Jr., and Keith
Christensen/Chris Venemah can be proud
of the way they performed and the way
they represented themselves and their
boat classes. Real "Class." X1
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YOOAK ELAPSED TIME FINISH POSITION-YELLOW FLEET

Boat 1 2 3 4 5 Total Pts.

1. Nacra 18M2 314 314 314 2 314 5
2. Nacra 5.2 2 2 2 314 2 83/4
3. Hobie 18 Magnum 3 5 3 6 3 20
4. Prindle 18 7 6 4 4 4 25
5. Hobie 16 4 7 6 5 6 28
6. G-Cat 5.7 5 3 7 3 10 28
7. Hobie 17 6 4 5 10 5 30
8. G-Cat 5.0 9 10 8 7 8 42
9. Prindle 16 11 9 10 9 7 46

10. Prindle 15 8 8 11 11 9 47
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CLYDE GOES CLEATLESS

ON HIS HOBIE® 18

..1.:-
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THE LTD OK-18
$250/pr

The LTD OK-18 is a Limited Edition (only a
few are made each time) jib sheet control
device that features self holding Ochsen
("oxen") Blocks and a unique "Clyde-proof"
traveler car. The LTD OK-18 is a custom made
KISME design that has been tested and refin-
ed by serious "A" fleet skippers.
The LTD OK-18 is guaranteed to cleat from
ANY position on ANY Hobie® 18 -- without
looking -- or KISME will give you all your
money back!
The LTD OK-18 is ULTRA clean, ULTRA sim-
ple, ULTRA low, ULTRA strong, and ULTRA
light. The Ochsen blocks have been slightly
modified to handle an optional block align-
ment system (Yes Clyde, this option is inclu-
ded in the price).
The LTD OK-18 gives you much more than an
expensive collection of "adopted" parts that
"serve the purpose" ... The LTD OK-18 was
specifically created to match the advantages
of self holding blocks with the special jib sheet
control requirements of a Hobie® 18. (Yes
Clyde, it's easier to hit the bullseye, if you
shoot at the target!)
The LTD OK-18 gives you the famous KISME 5
year, straight forward, registered guarantee.
(Yes Clyde, the one without any "bull" or fine
print!)
The LTD OK-18 gives you warranty service
with guts. It is KISME policy to turn warranty
work around in only one working day! Of
course KISME maintains a large inventory of
its own parts, but KISME also fangibly sup-
ports its Ochsen related products with the
largest inventory of Ochsen blocks
ANYWHERE in America! (Yes Clyde, backing
good intentions with PARTS is expensive.)
KISME makes a point of taking its "after-sale"
responsibilities VERY seriously -- because
KISME supports everything it sells for five full
years! (Yes Clyde, we encourage skeptics to
ask ANYONE about the speed and quality oi
KISME service.)
Of course, the H-18 will sail without our LTD
OK-18's. it will also sail without an expert at
the tiller! But, if you want top equipment, com-
fortable handling, precise control, and the
sharpest racing edge possible, you need
something...

SIMPLY BETTER

= =© KISME, INC.
118 Millridge Rd., Universal City, Texas 78148

(512) 6544258
all rights reserved
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/TRETCH RITE
® Patent<ending•

I
THE EASIEST RIGHTING SYSTEM YET

Thick 112" line stretches out for instant use
 042Internal shock cord recoils automatically
 042One piece system installs in less than 2 minutes-

No blocks or shackle
 042Excellent trapeze st biliz

I
$34.95

WINDJAMMERS WEST
1521 N. JANTZENAVE.

PORTLAND, OREGON 97217 i
(503) 289-9011

Free Shipping
Within

11 31 I U
Continental U.S. 11 1 ( • 11 111 • 111 111

il • »-11 il Al• V Il
Official Righting System for the Worrell 1000

1

1

WHAT YOU NEEDISACOMFORTABLE BOOT -

ON OR OFF THE WATER -

fits snug, light, flexible, sporty with slip resistant sole

The AICAD Wet-Boot - $52.50 The AICAD Wet-Shoe - $46.50
Blue-White Blue-WhiteUPPER is 3.Omm The upper is in the

Closed cell neoprene same 3.00mm closed-
for maximum warmth. cell neoprene as the
Tongue is foam 11 92-7 boot, it has a p.u. tongue
backed p.u. for to prevent lace pressure
comfort. Velcro & over the foot, and a
Speedlace adjustment foam filled collar
system for around the heel for
convenience and snug fit,-= - 3 - ".'fm="".accurate fitting. »-'.
Flex point at ankle for manoeuverability. Nylon speedlace for ease of adjustment, ten-
Torsion strap to hold foot at heel. mon directed to sides and heel by torsion
SOLE: Synthetic rubber compound with multi- strap, Synthetic rubber compound sole, skid
directional grip pattern. High skid resistance, resistant with high supporting sides. (Skid
with raised sides for support, resistance is optimum when in contact with
INSOLE: 'Thermolite' microcellullar E.V.A. anti-slip surfaces). Stitched construction
for warmth, comfort and underfoot protection allows controlled water seepage, no glues to
(removable for washing). come unstuck, Thermolite insole.

Exclusively Imported from New Zealand by:

GALVESTON DAY TRADING COMPANY, INC.
P.O. Box 690546 . Houston, Texas 77269-0546

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION

ORDER DIRECT TODAY ACCEPT MC/VISA
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-835-2246, EXT 56 OR 1-713-525-7951 OR
SEND CHECKWITH ADDRESS, PHONE, STYLE AND SIZE. ADD $3.00
FOR SHIPPING. TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 5.125% SALES TAX.
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HOBIE 16 EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP

Traditionally, the northern European holi-
day season extends through the months of
July and August. During this period,
droves of people are seen travelling South
to the invitingly warmer climate of the
Mediterranean countries. So what would
encourage a group of sailing enthusiasts,
Hobie Catters no less, to reverse this trend
and head across the channel to"good old"
England? Simply this year's most popular
Hobie event the Hobie 16 European
Championship.

The organizers were perhaps a little
anxious at first as to how many sailors from
the Continent would be prepared to alter

their annual migratory pattern. In fact over
100 teams representing every European
country (except Finland) were soon col-
lected together in the sleepy seaside
village of Highcliffe to celebrate, for them,
the most important event on their racing
calendar.

The facilities really were good. There
was plenty of room in the park just adja-
cent to the club for boat assembly thanks
to special permission from the local coun-
cil. A great little club house complete with
hastily erected extensions was available for
the many social events to follow And, of
course, the mandatory old English tavern
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was close by At first the locals were a little
surprised. 'Uust what are these funny look-
ing double boats that suddenly began
springing up around the carefully man-
icured lawns?' they asked. "Hobie Cats,"
they were cheerfully told. Well even the
most sceptical of elderly matrons was
soon enthusiastically following the next six
days of racing. "My - but weren't they ever
so fast and the colours..." We're not quite
sure if the place will ever be the same
again but we made quite a lot of new
friends amongst these local folk.

So what about the weather? I mean,
almost every one knows about the rather
mystical English sunshine. Well, it was not
exactly shorts and tee-shirts, but the wind
was perfect. Talor made in fact. Apart from
one light daM there was a steady 15 to 25
mph west wind blowing for the whole
week. Perfect double-wire weather to put a
smile on everyone's face. Even the light
weights were happy, if just a little tired, after
the nine race finals program.

The five race prequalifying round was
held over Saturday and Sundax July
20-21. Over 50 teams were competing for
the right to join the qualified teams already
selected from the various nationals. Four-
teen spots were open and competition
was strong. The round was won by Kay
and Ingo Delius from Germany, current
Hobie 18 European champions. Norman
and Pat Annels, former United Kingdom
national champions placed second, with
one of the bright new teams from Den-
mark, Bergsoe and Glyden in third place.

For the finals, Coast Cat France had
provided 60 new sails fitted with standard
battens. The idea being to keep as close
as possible to the famous Hobie system of
rotating boats- only this time the com-
petitors were rotating sails. On Sunday
evening, a computer print-out with all final-

ists' names was posted. Against each
name were listed the various sail numbers
they would be using over the next five
days.

The first race was scheduled to start at
11:00 a.m. on Monday By 8:00 am. eager :'.
skippers were already lining up to receive itt»
their allocated sails from the Hoble Cat '.1 .
truck. However the day was, in fact, to be ' ' ''
something of an anti-climax. It was blowing ,
"dog-of-chains" so to speak. During the
night a cold front had moved into the area
bringing with it 30 to 35 mph winds which
steadily increased during the course of the _ ,
day. This left the intrepid sailors with only
one of two options. Retire to the"pub" or • .
maybe take in a little sightseeing. Needless
to say, in true Hobie tradition, the tavern
soon became the center of the day's
activities. However, some did take the
opportunity tohead off to London, justtwo b
hours drive away.

In an effort to make up for the previous •
day's loss, three races were held backto 1
back on Tuesday. Full credit goes to the .... I.
race committee for their expert use of the -74 ··, 9 -, , t. -, , -·=. · ..
variable Hobie course chart. This first day »:21<, , tiFi • 5 - *7*• *77':f,LEL+T I&
proved quite successful for the Dutch sail- 4.-1" ..-
ors with all three races being won by 1- P..., 3-·, 036..,·1.T.., ...:, ,<.; '.. '.. :j. . :_11 .4-swk.
members of their strong team. Tony Van
Oeveren and crew Marian Van Der Wai -
organizers of the famous Texel race-won ,1•
the first with the husband and wife team '-
Onno and Jackie Van der Plaat taking the • -- -'
second. Former Hobie 14 European cham- El.,vis_
pion Peter Manvis with crew Martin Van
der Bunt capped off a fine day for the Fe'-':=2...... - :'.... . -N:-25 .1=ie.· -·4,4- - ·:. 042.·=.- ....
Netherlands by taking the third. . . ... .t - ..... ....,..:7.:,e- - -... *-.-.*%.a.

Wednesday's racing was conducted in a aw,-9..:. i'• S&*24,66212&0._irt#
light 5 to 8 mph breeze, the gale from C«"«93;».57»».1:':3<-.31·. -..3-"-0.-: --.I- LS-Il -I • -• • • ActiLL2
Monday having blown itself out. Two races MYS··-S#Arq**42mf664*#*#J
wereheld this daywith the first of the "new pi 036··«42 036·.
breed" Danish sailors Loffman and Lyng .., -*1,74.4-*..1440'&4*
winning the first. Another Dutch team, 6*Edfve• *9*M-• • • 4*"I, 036•
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Tjibbe Veeloo and Jan Trouw clearly won
their second of the day. These two are both
renowned Hobie 14 sailors who teamed
together just for the event.

A well-prepared, five man protest com-
mittee was in for a long night's work that
evening. Nine protests had been filed. For-
tunately this capable group was able to
sortthings out in one form or another and
happily the club house lights were not kept
burning after midnight on the evenings
that followed. As expected with 100 boats
milling about the course, nerves were a
little on edge during this early stage.

After the first five races were completed,
it was becoming obvious that the 1983
champions, Detlef and Reinhard Mohr
from Hamburg, were slowly but surely
settling down to some serious racing. This
despite a disastrous breakdown in the first
race. Consistently placing in the top five,
these two left no doubt that they were in
serious contention for the 1985 title.

Three races were held on Thursday,
again thanks to the race committee. They
were always on time with perfect start
lines. Another popular Danish team of
Neergaard and Daan clearly won the first
with the Germans, Leptien and Braun tak-
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HOBIE 16 EUMNAN NAMPIONSHIP

ing second. The Mohr brothers
consolidated their already strong position
with a bullet in the third race of the day.
This established the somewhat unique sit-
uation of eight different winners from eight
races. In fact, when the Delius brothers
from Germany won the ninth and only race
on Friday; no two races were won by the
same team for the entire championship.
However with a seventh as their worst
race, apart from the 60 point throw out, the
Mohr brothers had established a clear
winning margin of 22 points, a great effort
from these two mild mannered Hobie Cat-
ters from Hamburg. In second place
overall, also from Germany and also broth-
ers, Kay and Ingo Delius, current Hobie 18
European title holders. Following in third
place. the mixed French team of Daniel
Pradel and Lianne Andre from Toulon.
Fourth and fifth places went to Veeloo and
Trouw and Spyker/Spyker both sailing for
Holland.

With only one race on Fridaz all teams
were back on the beach early enough to
begin packing up forthe trip home. Many
had a long way to go and were committed
to ferry reservations back across the chan-
nel. Presentation parties after a Europeans
usually are held in the same crazy, friendly
atmosphere as the Hobie Worlds. Com-
petitors begin to relax after the racing, any
old rifts are resolved over a couple of
beers and existing friendships are
strengthened. After all the dancing and
stories, the groups eventually take their
leave with usual "see you again next year."
That will be in Austria-the first week in
June 1986. So if ever you felt you needed a
holiday in this beautiful country; come and
join us. What better way than to share in
the fun and competition that makes up a
Hobie European Championship? St
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THE HOBIE 17

THE
EVOLUTION
OF THE
HOBIE 17

BY BRIAN ALEXANDER
/lllllllI/1/ll//llllI/lllllllllll/1//llllIll/I/I//tlIIII/IIIll//lllllllIllllll1II

ohn Wake, Hobie Cat's Director of Research and Development,
took a look at the brand new Hobie 17 and declared: "This boat's an
evolution. It's not something that just came up three years ago."
Indeed, according to Wake, Hobie Alter started experimenting with
a new single-handed boat as long as eight years ago, even before

the Hobie 18 was introduced. "We all asked ourselves a question;'
said Wake, 'cant we do that better cant we do that lighter?"

The reason for this experimentation was
straight forward enough. After the Hobie
14, the first in the line of Hobie Cats,
designers became aware of the fact that
the perfect single-handed boat suitable for
the majority of male sailors had not been
built. The more years that went by and the
more races that were held, it soon became
obvious that larger men who wished to sail
alone on a catamaran would not be satis-

• fled with the Hobie 14. Hobie designers
h went into action and tried a variety of styles

• . and approaches to solving the problem of
2 obtaining speed, durability value and chal-
• lenge in a one-person catamaran and yet
B maintain all the convenience features for
f which Hobie Cat had become known.

"The overall philosophy of this boat," undertaking.
said Wake, "was to design a boat for one "The boat had to be easy to set up, easy
person to sail and keep it as simple to to put together" said Wake. "The more
operate as possible." With that credo in complicated you make the boat, the less
mind, the team set out to create a light, satisfaction the guy is going to get out of it.
easy to use boat that had good speed We had to cut down the time it takes to get
potential. the boat ready. That was certainly another

Another major consideration was time. reason for looking for a better one man
Recognizing the advantage that some sail- boat."
ors feel when they can rig their sailboards The first try was attempted by Alter.
in a few minutes and be on the water, the "Hobie knew that the 14 was not the perfect
Hobie designers realized that if they made single-man boat," said Wake. So Alter built
the boat too complex, there was a chance a boat using hulls that were narrow.
the public would reject it no matter how According to Wake, the boat was designed
advanced the technology might be. With to be 18 feet long and ten feet wide The
one sail and a limited amount of fittings, the project was spurred on by designer and
rigging process was meant to be an easy shaper Phil Edwards, one of the driving
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THE HOBIE 17

forces behind the Hobie 18. Edwards had
been involved sailing large catamarans
with friends and was intrigued with the
concept behind maxi cats. Could the maxi
cat concept, he hypothesized, be trans-
ferred from the 60 and 80 foot vessels to a
small cat driven by one sailor? Edwards
worked with foam models and finally built a
small cat with very little freeboard, the
space between the top of the water and
the top of the hull. A variety of conceptual
experiments were made. At one point a
sailboard wishbone boom rig was placed
on the boat. The centerboards were origi-
nally built to be a part of two molded,
arching crossbeams which joined the hulls
in a miniaturized version of the
crossbeams on a large ocean-going cat.

Despite all the experimentation, Alter
and Edwards, as well as the rest of the
design team could not make the boat to
their satisfaction and relegated it to the
back lot of the design cente[ Still, work on
a single-man boat continued with more
models and more concepts being
explored in between other projects, most
notably the start-up of construction on the
Hobie 33. "Hobie and Phil and Bud
[designer"Bud" Platten] used to have a lot
of single man hulls, but nothing really
stoked them so they didn't finish them," said
Wake.

Months later, while reviewing construc-
tion techniques on a Hobie 18 hull that had
been cut open, the team stepped back
and realized at once that, with some modi-
fications, the Hobie 18 hull shape would
make an ideal single-man hull. Wake and
the other members of the team then began
experimenting with the 18 hull shape. The
length of the hull was cut down, and,
building on a rough concept of aluminum
wings that had been introduced for the first

attempt, mounted wings were added. This
gave rise to the Hobie 18 Magnum.

It was obvious to the engineers that
simply cutting down the Hobie 18 hull
shape and using a single sail was not
going to make an ideal solo craft either. For
one thing, the daggerboards would serve
to complicate the boat to such a degree as
to make sailing it a big chore for one sailor.
But then, how to keep the boat from sliding
sideways through the watef? Although the
shape of the hulls was somewhat different
than the Hobie 18, they were still rounded.
Something was going to have to be
invented that would hold the boat on line
and still be simple to use. To Wake and
fellow worker Eric Witte, the answer was a
skeg attached to the bottom of each hull
that would remain stationary and therefore
would not have to be raised or lowered.

Another boat was fashioned that
included the skegs and a system for simply
plugging the wings directly into the hull
without the need for pins or external sup-
ports. Also, the hulls were constructed
without the familiar turned-down rails.
Hobie 14 mast parts were used initially as a
base from which to work.

Later, the skegs were molded directly
into the fiberglass as one piece, thereby
making them stronger and more mainte-
nance free. Although Wake and Witte were
convinced that the skeg concept was the
way to go, some of the more experienced
members of the design team weren't so
sure. For one thing, how would the boat
sail in all conditions, especially downwind
where skegs may not be needed. For
another what would the boat be like to pull
up on a beach, especially those with steep
inclines as they approach the water.

The only way to find out, of course, was
by sailing the boat. The skegs worked well

on all legs including reaching and running,
but it proved very difficult to pull up on a
beach, something that was very important
to racing sailors. "It turned out that the skeg
boat was harder than heck to pull up onto
the beach," said Wake.'We really believed
that the boat had to be a beachable boat to
fit into the racing circuit. One man has to
be able to at least pull it up out of the surf
line until he can get some help to get it up
the steep part of the beach."

By the time all the criticisms were in, the
only things that remained the same on this
prototype was the wing concept and the
hull shape. The skegs had to go. The

* . Hoble 14 hardware had to go. And,
although Wake fought against it, rails had
to be put on the boat.'We went out and
sail tested the boat with a flange put on
and we thought Oh yeah, this boat actually
felt a little better going through the water so
I had to admit that the flanged boat really
wasn't as bad as I thought it was going to
be. It seemed a touch faster and it was
definitely drier."

So rails were in and the hull shape was
set. But what about the hardware, the sail,
and above all, the skegs? Soon it was
decided that, in keeping with the single-
handed concept, the boat should not only
be as simple as possible, but as light as
possible too. That helped with sail selec-
tion. Mylar was chosen above Dacron
since it is approximately five pounds lighter
than a similarly sized Dacron sail. Mylar
also has the advantage of not stretching so
it will accept more tension and flex and will
allow for fewer battens, thus implementing
the"simple" credo.

But the hardware was just going to have
to be redesigned for this boat based upon
what the team knew about the praises and
complaints that they had received on
Hobie 14,16 and 18 hardware. This was
very true of the rudder housings which
eventually were built for the 17.

'We heard all the complaints from the 18
housings, we heard all the complaints from
the 16 housings," said Wake. "You take
those and you try to filter out and try to
design a housing that takes some of the
good from the 18 and some of the good
from the 16 and that's what you see on the
17. That's the kind of thing I mean by
evolution. It takes the really good things
from the 16 which is the cam system and it
takes the lightweight housing of the 18. It
has the rake adjustment of the 16 so you
can get nice, tight adjustments."

When they turned their attention to the
mast and boom, light weight again came
into play. "The boom on the 17 is designed
specifically for this boat," according to
Wake. "It is a much lighter and smaller
aluminum extrusion. Again, we went to the
other boats and said can't we make this
lighter?" The Hobie 17 boom is equipped
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with a 3:1 adjustable outhaul and down-
haul. A new mast, however, meant that the
boom fittings had to be custom
engineered. That lead to some frustration
because although Wake claims that metal
is"neat" to work with, rope would really be
the best since it gives and takes without
breaking. "The Polynesians really had the
right idea," said Wake. Rope could not be
used, of course, so new fittings that could
withstand constant adjusting and pres-
sures had to be developed.

The mast is the most flexible mast ever
created by Hobie Cat. The mast section
above the tang is made of a composite,
while the section below the tang is
extruded aluminum. Not only is this new
composite material essentially non-con-
ducting, but the extra flexibility permits a
wider range of rake options for the racing
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The mast base has been
specially tooled to keep
it attached to the cross-
bar and the gooseneck
fitting for the boom
attachment is housed
internally within the
base. The multi-pur-
chase downhaul makes
fine tuning easy.

sailo[
Still, there was the problem of the skegs,

or what to replace them with. This being a
single-handed boat, traditional dagger-
boards were not even considered. Skegs
had proven to be unworkable. It became
obvious that an entirely new concept was
going to have to be worked, or the team
would have to go back to the drawing
board. After nearly a decade of effort on a
single-handed boat, nobody wanted to do
that.

"Ron [Ron Holder, then director of the
design team] came back from the Christ-
mas holidays and said how about this
idea." remembers Wake. "1 said that I was
all for it, but Eric was a little bit against it. It
was two against one, but once Eric saw the
concept and we built the original dagger-
board, he was for it."

With a tapered compos-
ite mast that provides
excellent flexibility, a
wide range 01 adiust-
ments is possible.
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The light weight rudder
housings allow for rud-
der rake adjustments.
The earns will kick-up
when encountering an
obstruction.
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THE HOBIE 17

Witte and Wake went to work in a wood
shop and fashioned a retractable dagger-
board that would fit into a well placed
inside the hull without breaking the plane
of the deck. With wooden model in hand,
they showed the other members of the
team and it appeared as though the dag-
gerboard problem was finally ended. By
the time this hastily assembled wooden
model was fine tuned, a unique board
shape emerged complete with a rear-end
protrusion to add strength to the board.
Holder suggested a spring to add tension
when the board was drawn into its hous-
ing, and the basic design of the boards
was set.

To make it simple for a sailor to adjust the
boards for different tacks and to keep the
deck area as uncluttered as possible, a
small line was run from the board through
the deck where it was attached to a han-
die. When the line was released from its
small, aluminum cleat embedded into the
hull, the spring forced the board down into
the water. When the board was not
needed, the sailor could simply lift the line,
cleat it, and the board would fit neatly into
its well which was molded into the hull. For
those who use several settings, knots
could be tied into the line. To lower the
boards a little, one or two knots would be
paid out and then the line cleated. All this
means that a sailor would not have to
spend time thinking about his setting. He
could simply preset a number of settings
into the line and use them when the time
arose on the wate[

With the addition of the spring in the
daggerboard housing, the boards became
self tending. In Wake's view, this was a
major plus for the lone skipper. If he should
forget to raise the boards, no damage
would be done because the boards would
simply give way when they ran into the
sand and recess automatically into their
wells. Because of their shape, they could
not catch and keep kelp, the bane of crews
sailing in waters that support kelp growth,
so there would not be constant raising and
lowering of the boards to clear aquatic
plants.

Wake is especially proud of the job the
designers did in creating the daggerboard
wells. "This is a molded single piece as
part of the hull. 1b me, nobody has ever
done anything like this. That is a very deep
trough to be drawing out of fiberglass. Why
is this good?" he says before being asked,
"Because it minimizes leaks since the hull
and the trunk are laminated together."
When asked whether or not the well will
support the weight of a sailor who has to
right the boat many times, Wake smiles
and points to a cutaway portion of the
hull that reveals a bulkhead at the point
where stress would be exerted during
righting.

With the daggerboard problem solved,
onlythe bits and pieces ofthe boat had to .......· ,.. ...... .. -'-· -'-' '
be decided upon. The goal for all these
smaller details waslightness. "Every time -" · :• " · '·", ' -
we approached something on this boat,"
stated Wake, "we asked How can we make ' " · . ·
this lighter?"

For example, a mesh tramopline was
found to be lighter, although it does allow.··
more water to reach the sailor than with the
standard Hobie trampolines. Since sailors
are expected to spend a lot of time on the
wings, however, the engineers felt that the
trade-off of weight for dryness was worth it
because water would not be able to reach '
sailors sitting on a wing. According to the
Hobie Cat sales department, the traditional "
solid Hobie trampoline will remain stan-
dard since many prefer it and the mesh will
be offered as an option.

The wings themselves are longer than -
those on the Hobie 18 Magnum and are
constructed so that a sailor can trapeze off
the stern corner of the boat. The wings
were bent to form a 45 degree angle so ..»
sailors would not have to trapeze off a
rounded edge, but would have a stable
platform from which to sail. "This is the hot
position," said Wake of the back part of the
wings. "It's really fun to be back here on a
reach."

Does this fun extend to women as well
as men? According to Wake, few women
would have the weight and strength nec- first Hobie 17 was placed on the cycling
essary to handle the Hobie 17, especially in machine, hull raised about eight inches off
heavier winds, but he refused to rule out the ground, and was run for over 500
very talented women skippers or those hours. Cables tug on the sheet, tighten the
women that are bigger and stronger. iIt's a rig and then relax. Two hundred pounds of
little bit of a boat to handle for a girl," he weight sit on the "windward" wing. This day
said. "You figure a girl that weighs 100 and nighttorture has produced some
pounds or 110, she shouldn't be sailing this failure of hardware and one or two minor
boat. It's designed more for a 170 pound modifications were made, but none of the
person." According to Wake, the maximum major components has weakened, and, as
weight the boat should be expected to this article goes to print, the cycling is still
carry is about 275 pounds. going on. In addition, three boats were

Wake, Edwards, Platten, and the rest of sent to Hawaii to tough out the punishment
the team are proud of the work they put in. heavy winds and seas can inflict.
To listen in on conversations between Another sort of test was completed in
these designers is like listening in on artists the Yachting One-of-a-Kind regatta when
discussing a painting, or film makers talk- Hobie Alter J[ took the first production
ing about how best to approach a Hobie 17 into the races. [See Pam Bell's
problem. That necessarily leads to creative story in this issue.] A look at the elapsed
differences and there were a lot of compro- times for the boats in the same fleet as the
mises that had to be made on all sides in Hobie 17 prove that the boat, despite being
order to produce the Hobie 17. But, single-handed and cat rigged, can still be
according to Wake, just about every com- competitive with not only the other Hobie
promise that was made has proven to be Cats but with other brands as well. When
the right move and the person who fought the times of all five races are combined. the
hardest against a particular idea often had Hobie 17 finished a total of three minutes,
to admit, however grudgingly; thatthe con- 51 seconds behind the Prindle 18. The
troversial theory was sound. Hobie 17 beat the Prindle18 in the first two

Just how sound the theories about the races. The Hobie 17 even beat a Hobie 18
Hobie 17 have been was proven by a Magnum in the second race, although it
device called a cycling machine. Basically finished 13 minutes, 28 seconds behind
a cycling machine is a pneumatic pump the Magnum in total time. The Hobie 16,
that moves and stresses the boat in almost with Keith Christensen and Chris Veneman
the same way that sailing ages a boat. The aboard, finished one minutes 45 seconds
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ahead of the Hobie 17. A look at the races
demonstrates that in each race the Hobie
17 and the Hobie 16 were very close in
elapsed time. Once sailors learn more
about the Hobie 17 and its eccentricities,
Wake expects this short gap to widen.

The story of the Hobie 17 is really a story
about the creative engineering process.
Half a dozen of the country's best shapers
and technicians set out to make a new
boat, starting with Hobie Alter and continu-
ing through the years to John Wake. Along
the waK Phil Edwards, Bud Platten, Eric
Witte, Ron Holder and several draftsmen
fought over small details, argued for
design changes and finally managed to
arrive at agreements on what should go on
the boat and what should stay off. The boat
has been tested on the water in races,
cruising situations, and on the tortuous
cycle machine. Despite all that testing and
years of research and experimentation, the
final test result is eagerly being awaited by
both the designers and the corporate
executives. They are all hoping that this
most crucial test is passed with high
marks. That test, of course, will be given by
the first sailors to buy the Hobie 17. Time
has proven that the customer has the
sharpest eye of all. No matter how well
designed the boat may be, if the customer
doesn't step onto the boat and feel he's
bought the best, the effort has been
wasted. .Rl

One line running
through the hull raises
and lowers the dagger-
boards. Preset knots
can be added to allow
a variety of positions.

Unlike Magnum wings,
the optional Hobie 17
wings fit directly into
the boat for simple
removal.

Daggerboards retract
completely into their
wells. Their shape will
not carry kelp and they
will retract automatically
if they hit an obstruction.

i
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Well, I really like 'em
both. When It blows, 1
like hiking out. The boat
has such quick response,
that lreally get a charge
out of It. The Turbo's a
blast esilecially when
It's blowing. lwish I hall
one of eachl
-Woodle Coge

THE HOBIE 14 TURBO
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I like the 16 because that's where the
competltion Is. The class has the most
dellth antI quality sailors. Plus It's a
really fun boat to sail. It Is really com-
foptable.
-Alan Egusa
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0 The Hohie 17 Is really
going to excite those
geogle who like to sail a
challenging boat,but like
to do It alone. You can
take two people, and sail
well, but when one guy Is
out thwe and the wind Is
good, It's a real thrill.
The wings ape the real
hot seat.
-John Wake
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WORLD HOBIE CLASS ASSOCIATION

The racing section of the Hobie Ho#ine consists of regatta news and results as
reported by the fleets. If you would like to see your fleet recognized in this section,
please submit typed, double-spaced articles and black and white glossy photos
only. Return of photo contributions cannot be guaranteed, so please submit
duplicate photos. Send all contributions to Liz Reed, Hobie Class Association,
RO. Box 1008, Oceanside, California 92054.
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MAJOR EVENTS
4

MAJOR REGAI IAS

October 27-November 3

November 24-30

December 28-January 1, 1986

Absolut Cup Sailing Series
Hobie 14 U.S, National Championship
Lake Mead, Nevada

Absolut Cup Sailing Series
Hobie 14 World Championship
Puerto Rico

Southeast Asian Championship
Singapore

-· ' --- -1·- 042-,P"'"-- - 042»* 042-' 042• • • -

REGATTA SCHEDULE

DIVISION 2

October 19-20 Castaic,for Ladies Windy SailsLake Hughes, CA Fleet 8180 818/365-4531
November 2-3 "F' Fleet Worlds Dan KettermanSan Diego, CA Fleet #3 213/420-9306
November 17 Fall Series 2, Race 1 Dan KettermanLong Beach, CA Fleet #3 213/420-9306
November 24 Fall Series 2, Race 2 Dan KettermanLong Beach, CA Fleet #3 213/420-9306
December 8 Fall Series 2, Race 3 Dan Ketterman

Long Beach, CA Fleet *3 213/420-9306
December 15 Fall Series 2, Race 4 Dan KettermanLong Beach, CA Fleet #3 213/420-9306

DIVISION 3

October 19-20 Napa Wine Tasting TourSan Jose, CA Fleet 830

DIVISION 8

October 20 Triangle Points Race* S. Miami, FL Fleet 836
November 10 Distance Race: Big BayS. Miami, FL Fleet #36

Mike Ettl408/997-6615

Norm Ridgely305/661-4202
Norm Ridgely305/661-4202

• FLEET NEWS

DIVISION 2

Hobie Fleet 66 Benefit
Regatta
Fleet 66, Division 2

'Making headway for
GOMPERS! That's what more
than 100 sailing vessels will be
doing May 18 and 19 at Lake
Pleasant..." Did you hear
that particular message on
your favorite radio station?

Well, you and the more than
300 visitors and entrants in
GOMPERSThird Annual
Benefit Regatta!

Hobie Fleet 66 did their
usual bang-up job of organiza-
tion so that everyone had a
fun, safe time-sailors and
drylanders alike. The Lake
Pleasant Sailing Club offered
their boats and crews to give
Arizona landluubbers a taste
of the seafaring life for a mere

er 1 Tringle Points RaceS. Maimi, FL Fleet 836

DIVISION 15

er 19 20 Bayou Classic RegattaIsland Queen Resort, LAFleet • 55
ber 26 Mad Dog Renegade RegattaShell PointFleet #43

INTERNATIONAL

October 19-October 21
October 19-October 20
October 20-October 21
October 25-october 27
October 26-october 27
October 26-October 27
October 26-October 27

British Nationals TurboBlythfield
Tumpel Trophy KolnZulpichersee
Gaeta GulfGaeta
D. KlassenmeisterschaftBerlin
Auskland GoldkanalGoldkanal
Cloture Hobie SkiC.N. Crans
Fleet RegattaGratham

two dollar donation. Keel haul-
ing and plank walking were
strictly prohibited on the hour-
long sail around the lake!
GOMPERS' staff and friends
manned a booth selling cold
drinks and tickets forthe rides.

Raffle tickets for donated
prizes were sold during the
month prior to the Regatta,
with prizes ranging from a
Windsurfer to a Sony Walk-
man. No one offered deck

H.C.A.
619/758-9100

H.C.A.
619/758-9100

H.C.A.
619/758-9100

Norm Ridgely
305/661-4202

Roger Denson
504/926-6969

Jacque Myers904/599-3481

Tony Miller44 0703 464-350
Hanjo Zimmermann49 05221 82071
Carlo Lepsky39 06 379-1210
Hanjo Zimmermann49 05221-82071
Hanjo Zimmermann49 05221-82071
Christain Dalgas41 022 762-587
Tony Miller
44 0703 464-350

swabbing as a prize, however
Southwest Auto Leasing did
donate a complete auto detail-
ing! Many volunteers were
responsible for the success of
this venture, including the
local merchants who supplied
refreshments forthe workers
and donated raffle prizes.

GOMPERS received a
check for $1,400 from Dave
Baker, Vice Commodore of
Racing for Hobie Fleet 66, at

a4

Decemb
*
* Indicates a Points Regatta

Octob

Octo
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FLEET NEIWS

their July meeting, where spe.
cial certificates of appreciation
were presented by Don Mor-
ris, Executive Director of
GOMPERS.

Manythanksto the commu-
nity at large for supporting the
work we do for the disabled,
particularly to the sailing com-
munity who continue to aid us
in ourmission. Sametime,
same lake, next year!

The Absolut Cup Hobie 16
Division 2 Championship
by Dan Katterman and
Carolyn Howard

Many Hoble sailors began
the weekend, Friday evening
at a local restaurant called
Legends on 2nd Street in
Long Beach. Our host Absolut
Vodka offered a special price
on all happy hour drinks to
start the weekend right. A
casual but noisy atmosphere
prevailed as friends gathered
in anticipation of a fun week-
end at Hobte 16 Division 2
Championships. Overcast
skies and prevailing South-
westerlies greeted us
Saturday morning causing a
delay in schedule. Ninety-
three registered Hobie 16's
eagerly awaited as the light
wind at the start progressed to
nice double trap clear blue
skies by the third race. A rela-
tively new course was used to
make racing more comfort-
able that utilizes a starting line
leeward of the leeward turning
mark and a second committee
boat forthe finish which is
positioned near the middle of
the course of a standard tri-
angle course. This allows a
longer weather leg the first
time around the weatherturn-
ing mark and takes out a
sailing obstruction from right
in center of the course.

At the end of the day, arriv-
ing in the parking lot, the
racers were greeted with a
delightful sight. While Paul
Petti was romancing the Abso-
lut team on a press boat,
Joyce Petti had the Fleet three
beach team busy preparing a
BBQ of hamburgers and hot
dogs with all the trimmings
provided by Absolut. What a
sight for hungry tired racers.

Sunday brought shifty
winds and an Excedrin head-
ache forthe race committee
on the start boat. After chang-
ing the course number three
times before the first race
could get started, the wind

finally set in the correct direc-
tion and there weretwo good
races. With the excitement of
fast moving boats trying to
pass each other and still stay
in control while keeping that
leeward bow from digging in,
a couple of overheard racers
said that on a reach from B to
C mark, they couldn't resist the
urge to give a few gusty
Yahoo's! Fantastic! Just imag-
ine, sitting on a speed
machine thinking and wonder-
ing, should I sheet in a little
more? How much longer can I
get away with this? Can I drive
her a little bit harder?

As the last boat finishes,
Jack Higgins at the computer,
soon has the results of the
trophy winners, about every-
one who participated was a
winner. We all had a super fun
weekend thanks to Absolut's
help, the board and our 14 and
18 sailors. They are the ones
who put the fleets needs
before their own to give us
another great Fleet 3
Divisionals.

DIVISION 3

The 1985 Tomales Bay
Regatta
Fleet 281, Division 3
June 29-30,1985
by Rick Bennett

By all measures the regatta
was a success. The bay has a
nasty reputation of being very
windy and rough. Last year, as
we recall the winds blew about
35 mph. Consequently, those
who attend this regatta are
usually the hard core salt
water sailors. We were
pleased to have forty boats
participate in the racing. For
those who stayed at home,
Tomales was mellow this year.
Saturdays racers were
greeted with moderate shifty
winds in the morning that
quickly filled in to 15 to 20
mph. Three long races later,
the day ended with a bunch of
tired and thirsty sailors. Sun-
day morning greeted us with
lots of sun and no fog. This
meant that the winds would
probably be somewhat lighter.
The course was reset to make
the A to B leg of the course the
downwind segment and B to
C was a beam reach, with C
markjust off the marina. The
spectators certainly appreci-
ated the action.

Some of the old pros were
doing theirthing quite well.

Despite being over early in the
last race, an AC twice around,
Pat Porter and Laurie
Robertson finished first and
first overall in the 16A class.
For the fifth year in a row, Allan
Timms and Misha Orloff swept
the 18A competition with six
bullets.

Fleet 281 sailors included
Doug Holloway, John
Schultess, Richard Severen-
son, Don Winkly, Mike
Montague and soon to be new
member Jerry Johnson.

Special thanks to those who
worked so hard to make this
race a success. Vice Com-
modore Doug Little and
Denise Anderton for an excel-
lentjob on the Committee boat
and scoring. Lisa Nelson and
Ed Peterson for assistance on
the committee boat. Skip LitNe
for all the custom painted
signs and our new course
cards. Chase boat crews Rich
Stout, Rex Bennett, Don Whit-
tier and committee boat and
chase crew Chuck Ridgeway.
We are most appreciative of
our sponsors, George Home-
nko forchase boat crew and
Empire Sailing, Eagle Dis-
tributing (Michelob), Marconi
Cove Marina, Clover-Stornetta
Farms, California Cooperative
Creamery and special thanks
to Lance Aldrich of Cleek/Print
forthe design and production
of the trophys.

Roaring 20's Regatta and
Division 111 Championships
Fleet 20, Division 3
San Jose, California
by Jerry Brenny

The 1985 edition of the
Roaring 20's Regatta/Division
Ill Championships is now his-
tory and by all reports it was a
real success. Attendance was

down slightly from last year
but those who made the effort
to attend were treated to two
days of fine sailing.

Led by Commodore Mike
Ettl, the Fleet 20 crew, with the
cooperation of the weather-
man, was able to conduct four
races on Saturday with two
races being held on Sunday.
Coffee and donuts plus plenty
of"giveaways" were provided
to the racers prior to the begin-
ning of racing each day.

The Roaring 20's Regatta
has the reputation of being a
very demanding race and this
year's regatta proved no
exception. Both days started
out on the cloudy side but then
the sun broke through and the
wind started to blow, as the
name implies, in the 20-30 kt
range. Race committee chair-
man Mike Sowers and his
crew managed to contend
with a rather unpredictable
wind direction and still provide
the competitors with some
exciting racing. The safety
boats, led by Bob Eustace,
were kept busy helping those
sailors who managed to
exceed their limits. San Fran-
cisco Bay is quite shallow in
the race area and several
masts returned looking like
they had been used for dig-
ging clams. As the boats
returned from the races,
George Mabie and crew
assisted the sailors in getting
their boats out of the water
and onto their trailers. That
sure is a welcome sightto see
George and the gang coming
to assist you with your boat.

LaVerne Haubl and her
scoring committee, with the
able assistance of the local
ham radio club, were able to
have results completed just as
the last racers were returning
to the beach area. Trophies,
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DANGER
Extreme caution must be
observed when
launching and sailing

li. near overhead wires. A
7 • mast near a wire could

v be fatal!
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coordinated by Ron Fikes, events. Alice Crema, Hobie
were presented to the victors. 14A sailor and former Fleet 20
Steve Cary and Deanne Link officer, was married on Aug 31
of Livermore took home the to Robert Gilles. Our congrat-
first place trophy forthe 18A ulationsto Robert and Alice.
fleet with Ken Brown and Fleet 20's oldest member,
Randy Pevevill of Oakdale the Ancient Mariner, Bob
winning in 18Bs and Rich Sev- Eustace, celebrated his 60th
ersen and Jim Rhoades of birthday atthe fleet meeting in
Sebastopol took first in the August. Bob races both the 16
18Cs. Pat Porter and Laurie and 14 and participates in
Robertson of Homewood won regattas from the local to the
in 16As with Scott and Doug national level. When he is not
Johnson of Pacifica winning sailing, Bob can be found
16Bs. Lew Stark and Dave scooting around in his rubber
Giguere of Grass Valley took boat helping the rest of us
the 16C fleet followed closely should we capsize, need a
by Jim Douglas and Brian beeror just wantto shootthe
Huffman of Cupertino. Wayne breeze. Bythe way Bob,
Mooneyham of San Jose dom- shouting "respect your elders"
inated the 14A fleet with Dave does not give you the right of
Williams of Folsom edging out way. Congratulations, sir!
Mike Britt of San Jose forthe
14 Turbo first place trophy.

Numerous sponsors, the DIVISION 5
San Mateo County Parks
Dept., the Coyote Point Yacht 2nd Annual Hobie Cat Sports
Club and many hard working Regatta
volunteers, both fleet and non-
fleet members, pooled their Fleet 67, Division 5

Deer Creek, Utahtalents to make this regatta
one of the high points of the June 8-9,1985
Division 111 sailing calendar. Thirty-one boats turned out
Our thanks to all of them for for Fleet 67's points regatta at
their support of Hobie sailing Deer Creek Reservoir's sail-
in the San Francisco area. boat beach. The lake is

Two Fleet 20 members, nestled under snowcapped
active on both the local and Mt. Timpanogo near Heber
national Hobie scene, are cel- City, Utah. Heber City isthe
ebrating rather significant home of the famed"Heber

Creeper" railroad which
climbs one of the steepest
grades ever attempted in rail-
road history. Sailors were
treated to the sight of the old
steam engine as it made its
way along the west bank sev-
eral time a day carrying tourist
excursions. With the tem-
peratures in the 90's and wind
at double trapeze strength,
excellent sailing was assured.

Windbendsduetoshore
configurations combined with
fluctuating shifts made the
racing a real challenge for the
participants and the Utah sail-
ors made good use of their
local knowledge. Three of the
top four16 A sailors were from
Fleet 67 as Mike Shearer led
the way with 4.25 points. In
18A, Parry Brown of Fleet 67
pushed Lee Roll to the limit
and both sailorsfinished with
5.50 points, with Lee taking
first place with a one point
difference in throwouts. Craig
Simpson managed to win four
very close races in 14A to ace
out his rivals. With all the races
hotly contested, the race com-
mittee did an excellent job
scoring the races even with
four or five boats finishing
together.

Taking the wrong tack could
lead to disaster, which the 14
fleet found out as they tried to
take the back way to Park City
and the Baja Restaurant
where many sailors met for
Saturday's evening meal. You
can't always trust the locals,
guys! After enjoying a scenic
ride, they finally made it in to
help enjoy a Mexican dinner
and a few cool ones. Despite
the low number of boats, this
regatta was a closely con-
tested and thoroughly
enjoyable event.

Memorial Day Points Regatta
Fleet 48, Division 5
Heron Lake, New MexidO
May 25-26,1985

On Memorial Day weekend,
Division 5 sailors head for
Heron Lake, N.M., knowing
that in addition to great sailing
conditions and warm weather,
a special brand of hospitality
awaits them at the end of their
journey. Fleet 48, based in
Albuquerque, started the
regatta off with their traditional
Friday night happy hour, tea-
turing Bacard-aritas and other
libations courtesy of Bacardi
Rum, a new sponsor this year.
As the nearest hotel is a his-

torie relic of the 1880's and is
also 20 miles away, campfires
burned underthe bright New
Mexico stars.

Heron Lake is known for its
strong winds which start
around 11 a.m. and stop
promptly at 6 p.m., but on Sat-
urday morning, light airs
greeted 82 boats ready for
some action. The race com-
mittee had confidently set a
long course worthy of a
Nationals competition and
sailors weren't too disap-
pointed when the wind filled in
by the end of the first race.
Saturday evening was fiesta
time as Susan Carnell and the
rest of Fleet 48 served up a
Mexican feastto 200 hungry
people. A bonfire ensued and
all the happy campers could
be heard singing the refrains
in lusty voice.

Sunday brought more of the
previous day's good wind and
racers headed out to improve
their positions. When all the
results were in, Lee Roll had
won 18A, Will"It's A Boy!" Tully
had sailed consistently well in
a 16A fleet that let no boat win
more than one race and Walt
Fite took the gold in 14A. While
waiting for trophy presenta-
tion, Fleet 48 served up hot
meat and cheese nachos with
plenty of beer kept cold by
snow from the surrounding
mountains. With Monday
being a holiday, everyone
relaxed and enjoyed another
beautiful night. The evening's
activities included the tradi-
tional but infamous "Chair of
Death" (sponsored by"The
learn'), dispensing kamikazes
to those inclined to have an
after dinner drink. Knee pads
were noted in use by one well
prepared individual.

When Monday morning
came (too early...),it was
time to say goodbye to all our
friends, old and new and
cruise on back home. New
Mexico may not be famous for
its seashore but if you ever
visit Heron Lake on Memorial
Day, you'll always remember
one of the best regattas any-
where. Division 5 salutesthe
members of Fleet 48 for their
outstanding ability to host this
event year after year.

4th Annual Mountain
Madness Points Regatta
Fleet 61, Division 5
June 22-23,1985

Mountain madness refers to
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.the strange winds that swirl
around Lake Grandy and also
describes what happens to
sailors who venture out to race
Hobies in the heart of the Col-
orado Rockies. Snow patches
were still visible on the sur-
rounding mountains and what
used to be snow is now the
water in the lake, chilly-willy
indeed. Fortunately, there was
plenty of sun and tem-
peratures in the 80's as the
rac6rs headed out to test their
skills in winds which con-
stantly changed in both
directions and intensity. Two
boats even reported sailing
upwind in the same direction
while on differenttacks.
Madness.

Saturday evening sawthe
event participants move over
to Gala Marina forthe long
awaited"Black Tie and Long
Johns" party. Mountain Mad-
ness took on a new meaning
as the band played "The
Rodeo Song"justonemore
time and "Goombay Smash"
punch added emphasisto the
proceedings. Fleet 61's incom-
parable Social Directors Max
Hinneberg and Steve Tarasar
(known in family publications
as "The Team") did a terrific
job organizing all the elements
necessary for the eyening to
be a success. It was a night to
remember, destined to
become the season's most
talked about (at least until the
next Toga party ...).

On the more serious side,
the intrepid sailors braved the
elements' challenges to sanity
asthey headed outto com-
plete the five race series.
When the dust settled, Dan,
Zabel had moved up from Sat-
urday's standingsto win 18A,
Will Tully had overcome strong
competition to lead 16A, while
Craig Simpson snatched vic-
tory in 14A. Welcome Fleet 50's
Dale Lindholm and Connie
Vader to A-Fleet as they broke
from the ranks with consistent
sailing in difficult conditions.

Fleet 61, based in Denver,
has many problems to con-
sider when hosting a regatta
2.5 hours from home at a cold
mountain lake with no facilities
in place. The Fleet came
through with the help of sev-
eral friendly chase boat
owners and sponsors Papillion
Distributing and Gala Marina
and put on an excellent, safe
regatta. Well all be back next
year as soon as they let us out
of the asylum...

DIVISION 6

Gulf Coast Championship
Fleet 8, Division 6
Houston-Galveston
by Walt Tucker

The weekend had finally
arrived. One we had been
looking forward to all year. Big
names, a lot of boats and a lot
of man powerto get things
rolling.

I arrived on the beach about
two p. m. Friday. There were
already four boats on the
water. People would be com-
ing from all over the Gulf Coast
area forthis one weekend.

As I set up camp, a few
more boats arrived. These
were from Oklahoma. Then
two more cars and a motor-
home pulled up. It was Rick
Eddington with the team from
California whom I had been
waiting for. Jeff Alter, Allen
Egusa and Keith Christensen
were three of the five on the
California team and all were
ready to go sailing. The Sail-
boat Shop in Houston loaned
Jeff, Allen and Keith new boats
forthis race. Fleet members
supplied the othertwo boats
or so that the five could all
race. They spent about two
hours rigging out the new
boats.

The winds were blowing
about 15 knots on Friday after-
noon. During the day I
watched it shift more to the
south and continue to build. If
the wind would be like this on
Saturday we would have some
good racing.

Carlton Tucker came pulling
up late that afternoon with the
Floridateam members. The
big guys had arrived so things
were going well so far.

Friday night came and we
had about 60 to 70 boats on
the beach. Not a bad start.
The last skipper I talked to
came at about one a.m. and
he came from Baton Rouge,
Louisiana.

Saturday morning came
and things were getting
started. Boats were lining up
to get in at the gate. People
were running around talking to
everyone and getting more
excited about the race. Skip-
pers meeting was atll a.m.
and white flag at noon. This
was to give the racers time to
get ready orto rest up a little
more forthose who had
arrived late.

Skippers meeting was
called on time and the beach

rules were read since so many
people were from out of state.
The meeting was then turned
over to Vice Commodore of
Racing Chuck Hoffmann to go
over racing rules and starting
sequence. The racers were
informed that the boat count
was 148 with 51 of those racing
in 16A. our largest class. The
racers were then told that the
main committee boat was
"First Choice", a 47 foot Cen-
turion owned by our own 16A
fleet member Bill Choice, Sr.
on which Marty Weick and
Steve McCanathy were in
command. The leeward pin
boat was"Ctuise Inn", a 43
foot Endeavour owned by
David Bauer.

The first race went off on
time at noon. The winds were
light but Gulf toast Champion-
ship was under way. The first
race took about one and one-
half hours. We broke for lunch
and started the second race at
3:3Op.m. The winds had
started to pick up a little and
just like on Friday had begun
to shift. We had time to
change the course before the
second race started. By the

time we were about half way
through the winds had finally
gotten to about 10 to 12 knots,
fair racing but it could have
been better.

Jeff Alter who had won the
first race had dropped back
into second and Mr. Kruut
from South Africa by way of
Florida had worked his way up
to first with Carlton Tucker right
behind him. Allen Egusa
moved to third as Jeff Alter
dropped back to fourth. This
was the waythey finished.

The third race was right
after the second. 16A fleet had
two general recalls so they
had to start after the end of the
other starters. Marty and
Steve delayed the start to
makethe starting line longer.
With 51 boats, it was tight at
the line but finally 168 fleet
was off. Rick Eddington from
Houston pulled out a first in
the third race with Kruut sec-
ond and Allen Egusa in third.
Chuck Miller from Fleet 99 out
of Corpus Christi pulled out
fourth place with Jeff Alter in
fifth. The third race finished up
about 6:00 that evening. Now
the fun could begin.
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Join a Fleet
Thought about joining up with fellow Hobie
sailors in your area? Send us this coupon
and we'll let you know where your closest
fleet is located.

0 I would like information on how to
contact the fleet closest tonie, which,
according to the Fleet Directory listing in
the HOTLINE, is fleet #-

0 l can't find a fleet that is located near me,
therefore send me information on how to
start a fleet.

Nama

Address

City State 7ip

Send to: The Hobie Class Association
Attn: Liz Reed
RO. Box 1008
Oceanside, CA 92054
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The beer was cold and flow-
ing. The barbecue pit was lit
and the fire was about ready
to start cooking. Larry Band-
emer and Rob Laird headed
up the cooking team. Their big
question from everyone was,
'What are you guys cooking?"
When told fajitas, their next
question was to find out what
fajitas were. We knew they
weren't from Texas. After Larry
explained to them what a fajita
was, they couldn't wait to eat.
Along with the fajitas we had
guacamole dip, hot sauce,
chips, beans, chili con queso
and pico de gallo. The food
went fast for the 425 people
we served.

Afterthe meal, Tommy Delis-
andri headed up the raffle with
a lot of good give aways. As
soon as the sun went down
the mosquitoes came out and
things began to wind down
though many continued to
enjoy the music supplied by
Chris Shaw who kept us enter-
tained all weekend with his
great sound system.

Sunday began with an eight
a.m. divisional meeting to dis-
cuss next years schedule and
elect new officers. The meet-
ing lasted about 30 minutes
and the work began again.

The winds were at about 8 to
10 knots Sunday morning but
by the start of the first race it
had died.

Listening to the weather
radio we were hoping the bad
weather would get just close
enough to us so that we could
finish the races with wind but
after one and a half hours and
no finishers we had to aban-
don the fourth race hoping we
could wait a little and get a
white flag up by one p. m. for
the last race. The wind did
finally pick up a little so we
started to move the marks to
the winds. Between noon and
one p.m. the race committee
moved the course around
three times because the winds
were so shifty. One p.m. came,
white flag went up and the last
race was under way. Winds
were fair so the racers were
given short courses to wind
things up.

Trophies were ready, sc6res
were figured up and at about
3:30 p.m. I began trophy pre-
sentation. Ray Seta, Division 6
Commodore gave out divi-
sional trophies first then we
began presenting trophies for
this race. Local racers did
really well, Rocket out of Flor-
idatook first in 14 class and

also had lowest points overall
with four first place finishes.
Fleet 8 racers took 10 trophies
out of 27. Not bad for our fleet.
We were disappointed to give
up the team trophy this year.
Last year Team Texas won it
and it had looked wonderful

. on display at the Sailboat
Shop for the past year. Team
California won it this year.
They'll need to come backto
Gulf Coast Championships
next year probably in Florida
to defend the team title.

Thanks once again to all
who helped to put this race on
and also to those who came
from so far to race in it.

DIVISION 7

Beefeater Madism Regatta
Fleet 472, Division 7
Marshal Park
Madison, Wisconsin
July 13-14,1985
by Dennis Carlson

The First Annual "Madism"
Hobie Points Regatta spon-
sored by Beefeater Gin got off
to a super start on Saturday
July 13, with 15 to 25 mph
winds out of the south. After
two morning races on Lake
Mendota near Marshall Park,
sailors enjoyed a lunch of
hamburgers and brats-
accompanied by lots of
Michelob, most likely
enhanced bythe warm, humid
weather!

During lunch the wind
began shifting, so the race
committee reset the marks
before calling the first after-
noon start. However, much to
the chagrin of the race com-
mittee, the wind shifted
another 45 degrees to the
west between the first g On and
the start of the 18A fleet. What
a fearsome sight! A hoard of
Hobie 18s on a port tack head-
ing for the committee boat on
the starboard end of the line.
When the gun went off,
believe it or not, the entire fleet
had cleared the line without a
single collision and the com-
mittee boat remained
unharmed.

Five minutes later the 16A
fleet wasn't so lucky. A couple
of 163 were unwillingly pushed
across the starting line early
and a couple more collided.
Fortunatelr no boats were
damaged and the race
went on.

In spite of the wind shift, the
velocity continued at about 20

mph with some gustiness. The
race committee had to again
reset the course for the fourth
race; and due to the great
winds, they set good long legs
and called a course five
ABCABCF. Most skippers and
crews double-trapped the
fourth race, which was a quick
one, leaving plenty of time for
a fifth race that day.

After five heavy-air races,
lots of tired, hungry and thirsty
sailors headed for shore.
Michelob, supplied by
Spitzer's Hobie Sailing Center,
flowed freely and chicken din-
ners disappeared in record
time.

Sunday arrived with hot,
humid, no-wind conditions.
After a couple of volleyball
games and some beer to
lessen the effects of the heat,
11:30 came and went with still
no wind. The race committee
decided to use Saturday's five
races to score the regatta. The
winners received some of the
finest trophies the sailors had
ever seen, thanks to Beefeater
Gin; the sponsor received a
well-deserved round of
applause in appreciation.
Beefeater also supplied Fleet
472 with large, highly visible
competition racing marks.
Other give-aways were sup-
plied by: Coca Cola, Trentec,
Florida Sailcraft, Hobie World
Class Association, Kisme,
Agri-Glass, and Murray's
Marine. Thanks to all!! Hope to
see everyone again next year!

DIVISION 8

Division 8 Championships
Fleet 80, Division 8
Daytona Beach, Florida
August 10-11,1985
by Simon Fuger

Larry Shu, race chairman
on "B" course, peered into the
radar screen and got a sense
of Deja Vu. What had been
isolated blimps were rapidly
forming into yet another mas-
sive thunderstorm. Walking up
the companionway of Steve
Eastman's 80 foot sloop
"Ragusa", that had been his
home for the last two days, he
wondered how much abuse
would be hurled his way as he
hoisted the abandon race flag
yet again. No time to lose, the
18 Magnumswerealreadyjos-
tling furiously for the favored
position on the line with 15
seconds remaining before
their start.
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Meanwhile, four miles away
on "A" course things weren't
going much better for Judd
Dando, race chairman on
board William Buckley's old 75
foot boat "Cyrano". Here the
need to get in the races before
the thunderstorms hit was cru-
cial as determined sailors tried
to pry their way into the few
remaining national slots that
hadnt already been filled.

So it seemed it had gone all
weekend, this cat and mouse
game between 163 boats, ·
their sailors, the race commit-
tees and the forces of nature,
particularly untrammeled on
these hot August afternoons.
Yet despite the inclement
weather, a total of four races
were sailed by nearly every-
body. It always started
deceptively clear and deterio-
rated as the day progressed,
typical of Florida summer days
except that the thunderstorms
donned their ominous mantles
much earlierthan is custom-
ary. Fortunately, since both 'A'
and"B" course had accessto
radar, they were able to rea-
sonably determine the
severity of the oncoming
storms. This led to one race on
"B" course being run in condi-
tions where visability was
reduced to fifty feet by driving
rain and finding the marks
became a matter of memory
and guesswork.

Forthe 163 boats registered,
it was a weekend of mixed
sailing conditions, bouts of
double trapping were followed
by tedious drifting, sometimes
in the same race. Nonetheless,
as is their wont, the"good
guys" seemed to be able to
make th'eir boats go no matter
how much the conditions
changed. In the end, every-
body got enough sailing in to
challenge even the hardiest of
old salts,

If the weather gods saw fit to
toy with the assembled
hobiephiles, there was no way
of dampening the vigor with
which the on-shore activities
were tackled. The hotdogs
(both Saturday and Sunday)
were devoured with relish, the
music, both live and D.J.'d,
belted out the tunes of the
islands and amidst the soft
drinks and juice stood the
might 32 oz. Miller King Kan
whose sheer girth was the
measure of many'a sheet
tendering Argonaut. Before
the weekend was overthis
Scylla and Charybdis of the

brewing industry had claimed
many an unsuspecting sailor.

So with sailing having been
completed and the four races
being digested by atandem of
computers, what to do but
extoll the virtues of the afore-
mentioned King Kan, lament
the weather, present a series
of what ifsto marine types who
had heard it all before. throw
in a few colorful things about
the race committees and once
again reaffirm that finite com-
mitment to the Hobie spirit. A
spirit wrought from the joy that
sailing and competing brings
to this diverse, emotionally
and geographically, group of
people.

It was on to the door prizes,
over 100 of them in all, which
meant that nearly everybody
walked away with something
other than just memories. To
those, by virtue of skill or luck,
who were in trophy contention,
their moment was close at
hand. In the 14 Turbo, Write
Gres used his only second
place finish as a throwout leav-
ing a perfect score for first
place. Dick Shulman, the the
14Bs also sailed a perfect
series to win his fleet. In abbre-
viated racing, Fred Mcintosh
managed to ease out Dick
Moldtfor the 14A title. Racing
for the 16C was considerably
tighter with Scott Hubertaking
the honors from Craig Broom-
berg as a result of his first
place finish in the last race of
the series. Dennis Jones let
thu rest of the fleet fight it out
for second place as he
coasted to an impressive win
in the 16Bswith Richard
Massfeller ultimately in second
place. In a gargantuan strug-
gle that belied their statures,
Dave Sloan took the glory
from Miles Wood to capture
the 16A title. The battle of the
wings was headed for a fifth
race showdown between Bill
Watters and the ever ebullient
Michail Wiley when nature
interferred and gave the vic-
tory to Bill Waters on the tie
breakerin the 18 Magnums.
With four first place finishes,
Hollie Caffee took the 18Bs in
his stride. Having been away
from racing most of the sea-
son didn't slow Jim McCann
down as the master got the
measure of current 14 World
Champion Bob Curry and his
crew Julie Renfro (fourth inthe
Women's 16 Nationals).

Speaking of masters, tro-
phies were awarded to the

more seasoned sailors in
order of their finishes. Third
place went to Gaulden Reed,
second to Jim McCann and
first placeto Hollis and Nancy
Caffee. Despite a large turnout
by Fleet 80, the"Go Fast" tro-
phy nearly eluded the local
folks as Fleets 5 and 45 put on
a strong showing. Ultimately,
however, Fleet 80 prevailed
and took home its fifth "go
fast" award for the year.

Certainly, the weather could
have been more cooperative
at the Division 8 Champion-
ship though the camaraderie
couldn't have been better. As
anybody who has ever put
together a regatta can attest
an awful lot of effort goes into
making an event a success.
Fleet members and strangers
came out of the woodwork to
help and the contribution by
the sponsors is critical. We
would like to thank our major
backers, Hawaiian Tropic, S.R.
Perrot the local Miller dis-
tributor, D'Ute's of America,
Holiday Inn, Ardmore Farms
and Beach Photo as well as
Waite n Sea Marine for the
Hobie skiffs and Aloha Marine
the local Hobie dealer. Most
importantly, we would like to
thankall the participants who
came to Daytona to share the
weekend with us. We sincerely
appreciate your support and
hope your stay was an enjoy-
able one.

DIVISION 11

2nd Annual Hobie 16
Women's Championship
Fleets 24 and 443,
Division 11
Town Bank, New Jersey
August 17,1985
by Wally Myers

A women's Division Champi-
onship is an event each
division should host, Not only
does it give the often time
aews their well deserved day
of glory, but it also shows the
usual male skipper that their
women do know how to race
and quite well at that! This
year's event was held at Town
Bank, N.J. atthe south-
ernmosttip along the
Delaware Bay. Eight to fifteen
knot breezes, fair skies and
many willing hands made for a
fantastic day of sailing.

The first race got going at
11:00 sharp. Give them a
course four. Okay! Ten minutes
laterthe start for five of the six

entries. Off on starboard and
real close together, but where's
Adrienne? Oops! Still check-
ing the course out upwind. No
problem, three minutes late,
starting in "clear air"is a little
risky, but good for a first at A •
mark. Close behind was Lynn
Pearson with crew Chris Car-
roll and a duel on the next two
legs develops with the lead
changing at each mark.

Back in the pack, the cur-
rent is causing some problems
upwind and it's getting
stronger (there's a wake com-
ing off the stern of our
committee boat at anchor).
Third, fourth and fifth round A
mark. Now where is Hutchie
Cummings and crew Betsy
Meredith? Over? Oh, no!
Adrienne DeFuria and crew
Cathy Ackroyd regain the lead
from Lynn and pull away
upwind, up current and hold
on for a big win. The race for
fourth and fifth proved tight on
the second lap with Robin
Altofer and crew Gaile Rockey
pulling away from Barbara
Aston and crew at the end,
flying a hull across the finish
line. Hutchie crosses shortly
behind and we all breakfor
lunch.

On the beach there was a
break in the racing action
while the event's sponsor, Bay-
view Sailboats of Ocean City.
N.J. provided an entertaining
display of Alpha sailboarding.
Tevis Wernicoff passed out
goodies to all the contestants
and there were many poses
for photos. The wind picking
up, race Chairman Wally
Myers announced "white flag
in fifteen minutes". It was time
to get serious again-Off the
Beach!

In the afternoon we shorten
the course because the cur-
rent is running overtwo knots.
Give them a course one. This
provestokeep the fleet
together. A starting pattern
develops with Lynn taking the
line first and running it and
Adrienne late again. Everyone
else is starting pretty close.
The current jugglesthe fleet
upwind and oscilating winds
make it very interesting.
Adrienne takes the lead at A
mark with defending champ,
Barbara Bullock and crew
Marty Schmidbauer second.
Lynn goes out further into the
bay and usesthe currentto be
first at C mark. Adrienne
passes Barbara B. Close
cover on the final beat and the

-.-
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positions stay the same.
Everyone is c16se and double
trapping attimes. What a
sight!

Race three and four saw
more wind so the girls were
given course three for both.
After four races, the girls
looked tired, but everyone was
so close, we had to go for
number five, anothercourse
one. The current has finally
dropped and the wind is 10-15.
Lynn starts down the line
again and pulls away for first
at A mark followed closely by
Barbara B., and Wow, Hutchie.
Adrienne is back in fourth bat-
tling with Barbara A. and
Robin. C mark roundings are
unchanged and the final leg
begins. The leaders tack onto
starboard almost all at once,
that is except for Hutchie in
third. She hold on port an
extra 60 seconds. The wind
backs and the covering is
heavy. No one can lay the
finish. As the boats are
headed, Hutchie pulls up and
crosses the leaders, tacks at
the pin onto portto take her
first bullet. To the beach for
awards and refreshments.

Boats apart and the final
positions tallied found Robin
Altofer in sixth, Barbara Aston
in fifth, Hutchie Cummings
fourth and Barbara Bullock in
third. Close racing found Lynn
Pearson and Adrienne
DeFuriatied for first but using
the tie breaking system,
Adrienne took second and
Lynn first. Five races in a nor-
mal weekend and these girls
did it all in one day. They are to
be commended fortheir
energy and enthusiasm.

Plans for next year are
already in swing and hopefully
next year will see a few more
boats added to the all girl fleet.
It's time to promote these
women racers. The women
have a blast finding out what
they really can do on the race
course. The men have as
much fun running the event as
they do cheering them on.

Division Eleven
Championship
Mid-Summer Sizzler 11
Fleet 452, Division 11
Waretown, New Jersey
by Art Ciociola

The Division 11 champion-
ship was held on June 29 and
30 at Beach Marina located on
beautiful Barnegat Bay. The
weather for the preceding

week had been absolutely
beautiful with sunny skies,
moderate winds and a flat bay.
Needless to say, race day
dawned cloudy, cool with a
threat of showers and light air.
The race committee knowl-
edgeable of the prevailing
southerly winds which always
pick up in the early afternoon
sent the first racers off on a
long course. Mother Nature
decided today was different
and after an excruciatingly
long first race a major wind
shift to the west allowed racers
to finish three additional races
with 10-15 knot Winds. A very
late lunch and the Michelob
beer truck awaited the tired
sailors.

Sunday brought sunny skies
and 15 knot winds which
allowed the race committee to
again send the racers off on
long courses for the remaining
two races. This time everyone·
enjoyed the extra distance
with the excellent conditions.
Higher wind gusts kept sailors
attentive as two demastings
resulted. Back on the beach
lunch which was provided by
Beach Marina and was
enjoyed by everyone along
with the ever present Michelob
beer truck and Pepsi.

The awards presentation
was preceded by several raf-
fles of various Hobie parts
graciously donated by our
local ddaler, Sailboat Head-
quarters. The awards
themselves, consisted of silver
bowls to the winners of the 18A
and 16A fleets and to the
remaining winners, exquisitely
handcrafted silk screens by
Donna Brearley were
presented.

The winner of the 18A fleet
was Read Hayward with five
bullets but his victory was any-
thing but assured as Mark
Schleckserdogged him dur-
ing the entire regatta which
allowed spectators to view
some excellent race strat-
egies. Some very consistent
sailing allowed Wolf Korn-
webel to win the 16As and to
be Division 11's representative
tothe National's. The 16Bs win-
ner was John Yates as a tie
breaker gave him the victory
over Alden Huff in a very close
match. The16C class was won
by Tom Hippensteal with bul-
lets also earned by Andrews
and Ruth. The 14 Turbo class
was won by Doug Ball with
four firsts.

Of course no race can be

successful without the support
of its sponsors. Therefore,
Fleet 452 would like to thank
all of the sponsors of this event
including "Bain de Soleil" who
very nicely donated suntan
lotion. In addition, many
thanks to the chase boats,
Quacker and Lucky Lady who
graciously donated their time
and Tonge & Brearly architects
who donated the regatta
-1-shirts and the use of the
committee boat. In conclusion,
Fleet 452 would like to thank
all the participants and hope
we will see all of you again
next year!

Hobie Racing In Arabian Gulf
Has Its Ups and Dhows
by Don Jeka

Hobie sailing is a major pas-
time for members of the
Bahrain Yacht Club, an
enclave of devotees who find
the Arabian Gulf ideal for hull
flying.

Bahrain is an island country,
famous in the past for its pearl-
ing industry and now part of
the prosperous Middle East oil
industry. The small island sits
like an expensive pearl itself
between Saudi Arabia and
Qatar, offering shallow draft
sailing craft an ideal racing
venue.

And race they do, with an
ambitious weekend program
of at least three races per Fri-
day (our Sunday) throughout
the year. Weather here is idyllic
most months with tem-
peratures in the 80s and 90s
and winds between five and
25kt, except for the "harsh"
winter months. Then, the tem-
perature dips into the 50s and
the"shamals" sweep out from
the deserts of Saudi Arabia
and blow with a fury, some-
times for days at atime.

Mosttimes though sailors
only worry about sticking the
top of a Hobie mast into the
coral reefs that lie off the sail-
ing club. A rescue boat
accompanies the fleet on
every race where there's a
threat of trouble, but capsizing
is never much more than a
time consuming bore.

Bahrain Fleet 438 is one of
the largest in the Gulf region
with over 40 active racing
Hobie 16s. Add the crews,
wives, girlfriends, boyfriends
and itinerants and you mingle
with over a hundred kindred
spirits on any given weekend.

Racing tactics include flying
through the fishing fleet of

dhows which leaves port and
stearns through a well marked
channel late in the afternoon,
two dozen or so in tight forma-
lion. Sometimes wind building
from the west will weave fine
particles of sand into a veil as
dense as a New England fog
bank.

Race days produce an
exotic mix of French, Dutch,
Australian, British, New Zea-
lander, Bahrainis and a few
Americans all dicing for a
good start. Skippers and
crews shouting instructions
reminds one of the chatterin
the United Nations cafeteria.
All of this observed from a
smart new tower on a spit of
coral cabtured from the sea,
and serving as the "committee
boat." From that vantage, one
usually sees a dominant white
sail in front of the fleet. It is the
boat of Age (Ah-gah) de Vries
with wife Elfreide usually as
crew Age is Fleet Captain for
BYC and while you see him
out front many times his hand-
icap often puts him back in the
pack. This club rates personal
handicap points. The formula,
subject to adjustment, is
elapsed time X 100, divided by
85 plus personal handicap
which can range from 12
points to minus two points.
Obviously, it is to encourage
participation among sailors of
all abilities.

Depending on the vagaries
of Arabian Gulf winds, courses
are either triangles, sausages
or fixed, with three races per
Friday. Pre and post race
hmbiance is well covered with
a full kitchen, bar and bar-
becue. The club is
exceptionally well staffed.

This is a family affair. Many
young families are here in
Bahrain on temporary duty
from other parts of the world.
At BYC, a youngster's sailing
program is dedicated to keep-
ing interest high and
developing sailing and racing
skills.

In addition to Fleet 438 in
Bahrain there are several
other Hobie Fleets in the Gulf
region. In Saudi Arabia, Fleet
412 in Jeddah and 253 in
Dahram, Fleet 411 in Dubai,
UAE, Fleet 493 in Muscat and
a fleet in Sharjah.

Crew Cooperation
by Lori Lowe

You've all been there-atthe
lake, ready to start the first
race of the day. Of course
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you've got mild to no wind
AND an uptight skipper. You
think "O.K.," 1'11 just let him blow
some steam and get rid of his
pre-race jitters. This could be
the start of a great weekend of
sailing OR a miserably
abusive two days. This is when
the job as"crew" really begins.

So, what do you do? First of
all, listen to your skipper but
don't be too critical of what he
says. Make positive comments
about the weather, other boats
orthe race course-but
DON'T mention the lack of
wind. Start checking out the

race course. Let him know
when and where you see the
marks and committee boat.
Then keep your eye on the
committee boat for the "white
flag."When you hearthe warn-
ing horn, get readyto set your
watches with the "white flag."
As you wait for your race to
begin you'll give your skipper
input onthe starting line,
watch yourtime and flags,
keep your eye on the commit-
tee boat for any additional
flags and watch for your fleet's
race course.

O.K., the moment has

REGATTA RESULTS

DIVISION 1

BELLOWS BLOWOUTFLEET 8 DIVISION 1HAWAIIJULY 13, 1985

HOBIE 18A POINTS
1. Froome//c/aull 2.32. MCFaull/Kaan 6

HOBIE 16A POINTS
1. Myhre/Paul 2.32. Woehl/Francis 93. Irvine/Irvine 114. Myrter/Woehl 115. Fields/ 13Valentine6. Wythes/Ching 16

HOBIE 16B POINTS
1. Dyke/Greg 2.3

HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Metzger/Trinies 2 5

HOBIE 14 POINTS
1. Lung, D. 342. VanDeVerg 4.8

COCA-COLA 16 STATE CHAMPIONSHIPSFLEET 8 DIVISION 1HAWAII -AUGUST 24-25, 1985
HOME 18A POINTS

1. Froome/M/Faull 12 52. Driscoll/Vierra 13 43. Rothwell/ 14Rothwell4. Myhre/Pate 175. McFaull/Kaan 176. Jacobs/Boomla 177. Ching/Fung 318. Goodman/Goodman 38
HOBIE 183 POINTS

1. Irvine/Orrick 8.32. Gilbert/leidel 8 113. De Rego/Miltier 134. Reilly/Reilly 165. Dyke/ 22Grosswendt6. Caires/Annis 23
HOBIE NA POINTS

1. Proome/McFaull 11 42. Myhre/Paul 123. Waterhouse/ 17Waterhou4. Myrter/Woehl 205. Furukaw// 22VanDeVerg6. Jacobs/Boomla 247. Irvine/Orrick 318. Wythes/Luebbe 359. Rothwell/ 44Mccarthy10. Schatz/ 45Wetherwax11. Driscoll/Fung 5112. Everest/Blanq 59
HOBIE 168 POINTS

1. Rodrigues/ 9•Feyerisen2. Lung/Fulk 9.83. Tanner/Kelly 114. Leaquist/ 18Flawagen5. lyle/M//aull 19
HOBIE 16C POINTS

1. Taylor/Quigley 7 42. Metiger·rrinies • •
3. Taylor/Taylor4. Fullard/Liange 20

FROOME' S CAMPOUTFLEET # DIvISION 1HAWAIIJULY 27-28, 1985
HOBIE 18A POINTS

1. Froome/Mc/aull 3.82. Goodman/Goodman 113. Rothwell/ 14Rothwell
KBIE 183 POINTS

1. Delego/Miltier 42. Childers/ 10McKenna
HOBIE 16A POiNTS

1. Dryland/Cambre 3.82. Schatz/Tanner 163. Driscoll/ 17Feyerisen4. Fields//ung 235. Myhre/Paul 266. wythes/Marsbar 287. Irvine/Mccarthy 328. Woehl/ 33Concowich9. Myrter/woehl 36lg Furukawa/T.L. 10
HOBIE 16B POINTS

1. Dyke/McFaull 6.32. Rodrigues/ 9 4Peyerisen3. Lemquist/Burns 124. Schranz/Schranz 185. Blang/Everest 20
HOME lk MIMS

1. Metzger/Trinies 3.82. Myhre/Penn 123. Taylor/Taylor 13
HOBIE 14 POINTS

1. vanleverg 5

DIVISION 2
1985 Todos SantosFleet #4 Division 2Ensenada, Baja californiaAugust 4-5., 1985

HOBIE leA POINTS
Timm, Stevepaul Parizeal : ,/4Kimball, Jim 14MiGraw, Jock 16Aucreman, C. 17Douglas, D. 17Miller, Matt 18 3/4Brown, Chuck 19Brown, Rich 20Buchanan, R. 22Biakanja, K. 24Conner, Jeff 31Randy, Mark 32Brown, Roger 38Hicks, G, 38Lewis, chris 40Winterhaulter 44Davis, Greg 45Blakc, Richard 54M/Grath, Mark 56May. Rich 57Libarator, A. 58
HOBIE 183 ERIm
Hershfeld, J. : 6Huebner, PaulCoffey, Jim 9Jenkins, Roger 13Guild, lurk 14Samson, Marc 15Robertson, Stu 16 3/4Tirenour, Frank 18Grimes, Ed 21Erway, Brian 22Smith, Hector 24Moore, Jim 35Terrick, Jim 36

fOME llc
1 Mardell, Frank2 Bisson, Phil3 Schmitier, M.4 Anthony, Steve5 Thomas, Keith6 Zimmerman, G.7 Ma/Arthur, R.8 Johnson, W.9 Hartsell, John10 Schulten, Al11 Browand, Bob12 Swenson, Ted
13 Wells, Kirk14 wintheiser, M.15 Honaker, David16 Smith, Don

HONE 16A
1 Tucker, Carlton 5 42 Egusa, Alan 7 3/43 Kruyt, David 104 Christensen, K. 13 3/45 Hauser, John 146 Myrter, Steve 157 Newsome, J. 168 Alter, Jeff 189 Kurt, Brian 2010 01tmans, Don 2711 Materna, Tom 2812 Fogerty, Fred 3613 Tyler, Ross 3914 Chee, Mike 4015 Casher, Jeff 4016 Ploss, Dexter 401 wagniere, Ron 43Ke-terman, Dan 45Martin, Gary 46Veneman, Chris 49Nash, Wayne 56Smith, Brian 57Parseghian Van 58Sanders, Bill 59Delave, Dan 68Gilb, Steve 69Dixon, Scott 71Myrter, Bill 76Jansky, Gil 84Hansell, G. 84Greer, Bill 84seaman, Bob 84Miller, Rex 84

HOBIE li POINTS
Hammond, Mike 4 3/4petron, Jeff 5 3/4Billings, John 10 3/4Nur,es, Carl 12Corell, D. 16Howard, Jim 18 3/4Roberson, J. 9Dubois, Tim 3Hoffman, Ruth 5McCall, Ken 7
Muto, Kurt 8Petti, Paul 2Nichols, Scott 3Froeb, Charles 6Grimes, Jin 9Mares, Larry 3Bloomer, Tom 4Williams, Jim 5Hilinski, Scott 6Halberstadt, M. 8Lo/khart, Roger. 0Jackson, Alan 2Hars/heid, D. 2Vandervort, p. 3Hurley, M.t 4Scholte, Paul 5Olson, Tim 7Saupstad, Chris 8Nichols, Jan 9MunSey, Hart9 ..,4Braught. Don 76Piper, David 78Pinner, Trey 5Hansen, Eric 8Ziollowski, J. 4Permutter, J. 4Leonard, Al 1 6Rounds, Tom 18
112BIE 16C POINTS
M//adden, Tim 4 3/4Adam, Greg 5 3/4Donesley, Grant 11Addison, Paul 13 3/4Benson, Bill 18Dorminy, Jim 18chalk, Marcia 21Goelitz, Harry 27

arrived, it's time to count down
for your race. Whatever you
do, count accurately-the
start is quite important. If you
don't get a good start, it will be
your job to keep up the ship's
morale. Locate your mark and
give your skipper some
encouragement. Once again,
listen to your skippers instruc-
tions. At this point, effective
communication is of utmost
importance. If you disagree
with an instruction or have
another idea, let your skipper
know Don't argue, just give
him your input. In the end, it is

POINTS
5,
6 3/48 3/41818182223252528

38414848
POINTS

preston, Jim 27Grisswold, Rich 28Norton, Jim 28 3/4Mensing, David 29Morris, John 30IiI lmann, Scott 35Delfino, Carl 42. Miller, Shannon 42Greenhalgh, D. 45Twomey, Tim 47Foster, R. 49soto, Richard 52Dashner, Mark 63Pain, Randy 63Lindley, Tom 63Harmon, Phil 63
HOBIE 16 NOVICE POINTS
Porter, Ed 2%Williams, Rick 6Guenther, Marla 6 3/4Gaber, Michael 15Riding, Larry 15Koneral, Brian 16Hornby, George 16Ortega, Bob 28Willey, Rod 30Ediwnson, Lee 39Carmichael, K. 40Murray, Roger 41Navarrette, C. 42Simmons, Van 48Carr, Steven 48Yates, Stephen 48Thornburg, B. 48Delatorre, M. 48
HOBIE 14 A POINTS
Fields, BruceBlount, Dick :tWalsh, Geoffrey BRocket 8Christensen, T. 10Bierring, Erik 16
HOBIE 14 TURBO POINTS

1. Brooks, Henry 242. Livingood, Mark 4 3/43. Heyer, Bob 94. Brooks, Sue 115. Kiffmann, H. 15

1985 CASTAIC REGATTADIVISION 2MISSION HILLS, CALIFORNIAJUNE 1985
HOBIE 1 BA

1. Tim, S.2. Wright, C.3- woods, w.4. Brown, Rick5. Mclraw, J.6. Holowach, M.7. Brown, R.8. Mark, R.9. Aucreman, C.10. Kimball, S.11. Hicks, G.12. Brown, Chuck13. Miller, M.14· Douglas, D,15. Biakanja, K.16. Churchill, D.17. Bernbaum, B.18. Conner, J.
HOBIE 183

1. Halter, J.2. Murray, D.3. coffey, 3.4. Black, R.5. Mark, D.
HOBIE 18/

1. Gina, G.2. Pilato, F.3. Hodge, B.
HOBIE 16A

1. Seaman, B.2. Christensen, K.3. 1teath, F.4. Hauser, J.5. Alter, J.

5 1/48 3/4121313 3/4
POINTS
3

10
POINTS

9 1/214 3/414 3/417 3/420

POINTS
7 1/21114 3/4212426 3/426 3/4282930333537394163646S

POINTS

Still his decision. but let him
know your ideas also. The
time to have major disagree-
ments is between races. This
is also the time to get them
worked out. It's not a good
idea to start a race mad at
each other.

Last but not least, keep your
sense of humor. Hobie racing
is meant to be fun as well as
challenging. It has really
added an exciting dimension
to my relationship with my
skipper, even though there are
many time I have to just grin
and bare it!

6 Alter, H. Sr,7 Materna, T.8 Dockstader, L.9 Hansell, G.10 Veneman, C.11 Blount, D.12 Newsome, J.13 01 tmans, P.14 Casher, J.15 wood, D.16 Walsh, G.17 Kurt, B.18 Wagniere, R.19 Nash, W.20 winkler, u.
HOBIE 158 POINTS

1 Wennerstrom, M. 6 1/42 Dambros, J. 7 1/23 Rounds, T. 124 Korkosz, J. 165 Corell, D. 166 Hammond, M. 187 Elder, M. 228 Pinner, T. 249 Braught, D. 30
HOBIE 16( POINTS

1 Crider, M. 51/22 Rauch, H. 51/23 Chalk, M. 9 3/44 Polanco, R. 155 Andrade, F. 236 Overdevest, T. 25Wilkes, J. 25Beck, J. 32Robinson, D. 32
HOBIE 14A POINTS

1. Bjerring, E. 4 1/42. Goebel, G. 5 1/2
HOBIE 14 T POINTS

1. Hilliard, C. 3

BIG BEAR HOBIE CUP REGATTAFLEET 16 - DIVISION 2BIG BEAR LAKE, CALIFORNIAJUNE 29-30, 1985
HOBIE 18A POINTS
Parizeau, P. 3Tin, S. 9 3/4Wright, G. 16Lindley, T. 21Smith, D. 22Biaranja, K. 23Brown, R. 23Brown, C. 26McGaw, J. 35poitras, R. 42Aucreman, C. 4Eggen, R. 8Liberatone, A. 0. Runyon, T. 4Clair, B. 5Conner, J. 7Effinger, D. •Browi R.Burton, 3. 9Ruiz, R. 9Mark, R. 4Buchanan, B. 2Bernbaum, B.A. 5Wooding, B. 9Holowach, M. 10Tschaikowsky,A.1 4

HOBIE UB POINTS
Bision, M. 5 1/2Mark, D. 11 3/4Halter, J. 12 3/4. Cottey, I. 14Hershfield, J. 15 3/4Jenkins, R. 20Stameisen, G. 21Burns, E, 32Terrick, J. 35Hartmut, W. 37Murray, D. 42
Em lk POINTS

1. Gira, D. 4 3/42. Anthony, S. 4 3/43. Cooley, R. 7 3/44. simmerman, G. 10

i

9. 2410 2511 2812 2913 3214 3415 4016 4117 4S18 4919 S220 5621 5822 6023 6324

12.3.4.5.6.
8.9.10111213141516177. 18 7.18. 8.19. 9.20.21.22.23.24. i425. S26. 627.28.29.30.31.32.33.

234S6
.0. 8

1. 92. 102. 3 113. 4 124. 5 135. 6 146. 7 158 168. 9 179. 0. 1810. 1911. 2. 2012. 3. 2113. 4. 2214. 5. 2315. 6. 2416. 2S17. 8. 2618. 9.19. 30.20. 31.21. 32. 122. 33. 234. 335. 436. 51. 37. 62. 38. 73. 84. 95. 106. 1. 117. 2.B. 3.9. 4.10. 5.11. 6.12. 7.13. 8.
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5. Ruiz, K. 11 3/46. Swenson, T. 167. Applebaum, G. 228. Pilato, F. 24
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10
·0841 3/4
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REGATTA RESULTS
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HOME 16A POINTS
1 Alter, J. 32 Seaman, B. 103 Alter, H. Jr. 12 3/44 Christensen, K. 145 Hauser, John 166 Ketterman, D. 257 01tmans, D. 338 Sanders, B. 369 Newsome, J. 3710 Schafer, W. 4011 Martin. G. 4212 Wagniere, R. 4413 Eddington, R. 4414 Casher, J. 4515 Materna, T. 4716 tyler, R. 5117 Chee, M. 5718 Winkler, T.U. 6419 Nash, W. BO20 De Lave, D. 9121 Hernandez, P. 8422 Christensen,T.R. 8723 Wentworth, S· 9224 Gilb, S. 9425  042Forgrave,J 9926 Veneman. C. 10127 Cooke, L. 10528 Dixon, S. 10829 Day, R. 12030 lose, L. 12231 Pogerty, F. 13032 Hall, H. 13633 yansell, G. 13634 Dockstader, L. 136

HOBrE 168 POINTS
1 Kin, R.2 Payne, S.J.3 Wennerstrom4 Vandervort,5 Roberson, J6 Mares, L.7 Moe, C.8 Searles, H.9 'cholte' P.10 Pinner, T.11 Elter, R.12 Shibata, D.13 Jernigan, C14 Dambros, J.

HOBIE 16 DIVISIONALSDIVISION 2LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIAAUGUST 17-18, 1985

4 1/461/2
g.• H2629313238464650S 254

HOBIE 16A P
1 Veneman, C.2 Seaman, B.3 Egusa, A.4 Christensen, K5 Alter, J.6 Hauser, J.Christensen, C.Newsome, J.Hernandez, P.parizeau, PPorter, P.Materna, T.Shearer, M.Leo, S.Forgrave, J.MacDonald, S.Heath, F.Martin, G.Miller, M.Howard, R.Dockstader, L.Fogerty, F.Sanders, B.Delave, D.Schafer, W.Ward, D.Christensen, T.Shay, RHitch, T.Tyler, R.Kurt, B.Winkler, U.Gilb, S.Shearer, A.Rathbun, P.Butcher, R.Blount, D.wagniere, R.Dixon, S.smith, B.Miller, R.

HOME 16B
1. Nunes, C.2. Roberson, J.3. Scholte, P.4. vandervort,5. Lockwood, P.6. Barbarika, H7. Johnson, J.
8. ClilI, R.9. Korkosz, J.10. Miebach, B.11· Chee, C.12. Shibata, D.13. Mares, L.14. Bailey, G.15. Mixadden, T.16. Piper, D.17. Corell, D.18. High, B.19. Bond, /.20. Crider, M.21. Thoms, W.22. Perlmutter,23. Lehmaw, B.24. Pinner, T.25. Nicolle, P.26. Harnmond, M.27. Stanislawski28. Dambros, J.29. Halberstadt,

HOBIE -ls
1. Patton, T.

:t13 3/4G. 23232527
3136373840464952S658597071713. 12BO8587919899M. 102
POINTS

2. Hopkins, M.3. Bowles, D.4. Campbell, B.5. Harmon, P.6. Tamalunas, P.7. Herron. C.8. Alkema, D.9. Hardesty, B.10. Chalk, M.11. Polanco, R.12. Carr, S.13. vaIn Houten, G.14. Greenhalgh, D.15. Grimaud, A.16. Havlicek, J.17. Mark, D.
HOBIE 16N

1. Domolos, M.2. Hoffman, L.3. Modesti, T.

DIV.214 CHAMPIONSHIPS
FLEET * DIVISION 2LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIAAUGUST 10, 1985

iigBIE 14A
1 Materna, T.2 Egusa, A.3 Blount, D.4 Schafer, W.5 Fields, B.6 Christensen, C.7 Wagniere, R.8 Walsh, G.9 Glover, R.10 Seaman, B.11 Sherriff, B.12 Jenkins, R.13 Bjerring. E.14 Patterson, M.15 Froeb, C.

HOBIE 14T
1. Livingwood, M.2. Brooks, H.3. Brooks, S.

HOBIE 148
1. Darnell, L.

1985 HOBIE 18 SOUTHERNCALIFORNIA CHAMPIONSHIPSFLEET 8166OCEANSIDE,

HOBIE 1 BA
1 Miller, M.2 Timm, S.3 Parizeau, P.4 Wright, C.5 McGraw, J.Lindley, T.Schafer, W.Aucreman, C.Douglas. D.Biakanja, K.Cary, S.Mark, R.Alte" JDavis, G.Myrter, S.Conner, 3.Black, R.Brown, R.Mill, JKimball, J.Ruiz, R.Lewis, C.Brown, C.DeLong, T.Eggen, R.Smith, D.Brown, R.Kurt, B.Effinger, D.

HOBIE 188
Yonker, B.Huebner, P.Jenkins, R.Pettit, J.pecoquin, B.Nunes, C.Ritenour, F.Grimes, E.ybarrola, T.Martin, G.Mardel, P.
HOBIE 1%
Ruiz, K.Margetts, ..Halter, M.Moe, C.MacArthur, R.Anthony, sPO\4", D.Bjerring, E.FolsoM, C.proiette, P.Savage, J.Browand, B.Pilato, F.Hartsell• J.Chartier, R.
HOBIE 16B

DIVISION 2CALIFORNIA

1. McCrackin, Ben2. Hardwerker, T.3. Arrington, A.4. McDonald, Lee5. Wilder, G.D.6. Jones, Skip7. Gross, Danny8. De/our, John9. Lister, Kim
HOBIE 16C

1. Lueck, Chip

4,,410151920222332
POINTS
4,

POINTS
2 1/4

10111315182022263334363741
POINTS

3 1/231/210

9 3/4171820202227303745474754586568
POINTS
4 &5•
12

POINTS
2%
91616 3/41921232529

POINTS
344 3/49 3/4121S17192125293138414242435051525455S 6606364647485B 7

POINTS
246 3/410101316192122232631313336
POINTS

2 Ananian, Cliff3 Neville, Nick4 Pitts. Don5 Owens, Billy6 0 ° Briant, pete7 Slorensky, Don8 Johnson, R9 Barker, Joe

7 3/410 3/4161922263133

D#VISION 3
TOMALES BAY REGATrAFLEET #281 DIVISION 3SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIAJUNE 29-30, 1985

HOBIE 14 POINTS
Timms, A. 3 3/4Stone, G. 15Cary, S. 16Moncibais, G. 17Hill, J. 19Yahalom, R. 24Hauff, B. 32
HOBIE 188 POINTS
Brown, K. 7,Johnson, J.Rempfer, R. 11 3/4Seversen, R. 24Wagner, L. 27Trevey, B. 28. Sharp, S. 30
HOME 16A POINTS

1. porter, P. 6 42. MacDonald, S. 17 3/43. poncin, J. 19 3/44. Montague, M. 205. Gustin, J. 236. Pascoe, P. 27 3/47. Parseghian, v. 298. Reese, E. 389. Katz, R. 3810. Skvarla, M. 3811. Jokwh I. 4412. Stitt, M. 4813. Holloway, D. 5414. Sloan, D. 5715. Heath, R. 71
BRBIE 16. POINTS

1. Jonk, B. S2. Tirey, D. 943. Leonard, A. 144. Hill, A. 16
HOBIE 16C POINTS

1. campbell, J. 3 3/4
HOME UN POINTS

1. Thiry, V. 3 3/42. Mettier, T. 8 3/4

D8VIS• ON 4
CASCADE LAKE REGATTAFLEET 8105 DIVISION 4CASCADE, IDAHO.JULY 13-14, 1985

HOBIE 18
1. lander, P.2. Insinger, J

mME 16A
1. Stanczak, S.2. Elliott,. J.3. Holford, M.4. Trask, J5. Wagner, J.6. Polhemus, S.7. Kircher, M.

1985 ALBERTA PROVINCIALHOBIE CAT CHAMPIONSHIPPOINTS REGATTAFLEET 8446 DIVISION 4BUFFALO LAKE, ALBERTACANADA
HOBIE 18 POINTS

1. Golonowski, R. 2 3/42. Tymkow, B. 53. Gottenberg, D. 74. Bevan, A. 7
HOBIE 16A POINTS

1. Kelly, R. , L.2. Liddell, G.3. McBain, l. 84. Morrison, K. 135. Serr, L. 156. Basford, P. 177. Thomson, D. 19
..BI. 16. POLMS

1. Smith. D. 2,2. Hill, M. 123. Blackburn, R. 134. George, D. 165. M/Master, P. 176. Jones, M. 217. sloan, T. 247. St/Alert, F. 248. Nishiyama, R. 259. Sansom, M. 2910. Doutre, K. 3511. Olson, J. 36
Holm IC POINTS

1. Hern, K. 24

POINTS
4454
POINTS
6 3/4
:%15171921

2. Ruck, C.3. Moore, J.4. Chisholm, D.5. Shaw, D.6. Spalding, G.7. Mclregor, J.8. Hughes, T.8. Bobey, N.
i193£-14

1. Wetter, R.2. Malouin, W.3. Bock, R.

DIVISION 4 CHAMPIONSHIPSFLEET 72 DIVISION 4YALE LAKE, COUGAR, WAAUGUST 10-11, 1985
HOBIE 1 BA

1. Severs, J.2. Marshack, K.3. Skidmore, D.4. Horswill, J.5. Gorman' B.6. Toews, J.
HOBIE 18B

1. Whalen, L.2. Cravens, D.
HOBIE 16A

1. Corrie, J2. Ruggles, S.3. Nold, E.4. Williams, B.5. Marshall, L.6. Zopolas, A.7. Hoag, J.8. Fuller, K.9. Nichols, G.10. Smith, J.11. Davis, S.
HOME 16/

1. Carter, B.2, Byers, L'3. Lowell, J.4. Ramieyer, J.5. Ells, B.6. Reinheirner, E.7. Haller, D.8. Diehl, M.9. Babcock, D.10. Lee' I.
HOBI' ll

1. Skene, M.2. Tyler. M.3. Arneson, R.4. Machuca, L.5. Ernesti, E.6. Wilcox, T.7. Naffin, G.8. Schenk, D.9. symington. J.10. Owen, B.

PAYETTE LAKE REGATTAFLEET 8105 DIVISION 4McCALL, IDAHOJUNE 22-23 , 1985
EOBIE 18

1. lander, P.2. Insinger, J.3. Quick, K.4. Rasmussen, D.5. Micracle, D.
HOBIE 16A

1. Stanczak, S.2. Hofstetter, C.3. Elliott, J.4. Hanson, B.5. Holford, M.6. Wagner, 3.7. Krurnm, B.8. Kircher, M.9. Itami, J.10. Polhemus, S.11. olson, C.12. schinnerer
HOBIE 163

1. Trask, J.2. Smith3. Wood, E.

ENIM
4 1/44 1/2

POINTS
6 3/47 1/28 3/411 3/419252831323537

POINTS

DIVISION 5

DEER CREEK...ET #67 DIVISION 5DEER CREEK, UTAHJUNE 8-9, 1985
110BIE 18A POINTS

1. Roll/Wigton 542. Brow• Brown 553. wittrup/Wittrup 9 3/44. Bleyl/Bleyl 15
HOBIE 183 POINTS

1. Urban/Green 3
110BIE 16A POINTS

1. shearer/sorenson2. Johnson//lash 8 3/43. Shearer/Shearer 104. Fulton/Tuckett 13

9 3/410 3/410 3/4182627292930333342

POINTS
8 1/211 3/4121515 3/417 3/425273737

poINrs

6 3/411

POINTS
4 1/44 3/48 3/4172020

8 1/28 3/48 3/412 3/416212S283436

POINTS
13/4

5. Shay/Bittle 16 3/46. Shearer/Lowe 187. Jensent/ 26
HOBIE 168 POINTS

1. Barnes/Barnes 542. Harper/Cain 8 3/43. Bowen/Scott 9 3/44. Brems/Parrish 145. Thurman/Cassedy 15 3/46. Lenz/Ryan 187. Ostler/Ostler 268. Haymond/Webb 28
• IE 16( EgiliI

1. Jones/Tobari • •
2. Jones/Jones3. Humiston/Willard 134. Holland/Holland 155. Vance/Lace 266. Thompson/ 277. Cline/Ballard 278. Key/Harris 32

HOME 14 A POINT•
1. simpson, C. 32. Cox, J. 6 3/4

HOBIE 14 T POINTS
1. Gorce, M 3
2. POASE, J. 9 3/43. White, L. 104. Fuller, T. 11

HOME 14T POINTS
1. loree, M. • •2. Clark, G.

Ath ANNUAL MADNESS POINTSREGATTAFLEET #61 DIVISION.5LAKE CANBY, COLORADOJUNE 22, 23, 1985
ligBIE 18'

1 ZabeI, 0.2 Collins, F3 "Crady, K.4 Roll, L.5 Clark, B.6 Hodges, W.7 Braun, J.8 Wittrop, M.9 Herzfeldt, K.
HOBIE 18B

1 Barday, B.2 Rindahl, B.3 Howser, M.4 Flores. R.5 Seiffert, R.6 Snyder, J.7 Peterson, B.Ward, D.Hock. D.Brown. S.Marsh, L.Pitzjarrel, J.Flynn, D.
HOBIE 16A
Tully, W.Shearer. A.Adams, B.Shearer, D.Aleccia, J.Roybal, M.Johnson, M.Cowan, DTrautman, J.Kaphammer, B.Steve, M.Slagle,. J.Cross, D.
• gBIE 168
Lily. G.Tully, J.Brem. ..tqhite, S.Watt, B.Hillis, G.Bowen, I.Wynder, B.M/Combs, R.Hammer, R.Gatto, J.Lewism J.Liby, G.BandL MHumiston, P.Smith, D.Ackerman. ..Shaw, I.Kecker, B.Lenz, M.Lindholm, W.Shaw''J.Hagar, J.Harper, B..assett, S.Puckett, E.
HOBIE 16c
wagner, S..smun, B.Mdilliams,Machette, M.Schneider, LDickey, R.Key, D.Decker, 0.Long, M.Reece, L.3'ietory, T.Foote, R.Patterson, MEnquist, M.Cassel, I.Whyman, R.Seitz, 1

9 3/411 3/4J. 13 3/41422 3/42732323436364451515S6062

POINTS
6 3/410 3/410 3/4123/4181823 3/4313234404547

POINTS
4 3/451/26 3/4
II1720232326303839

POLii.T.2
767 3/416 3/42020 3/4212329
3138464949S9616I62636468696972769098
POINTS

POINTS
3 1/241/2
131618181821

54/HOBIE HOTLINE

--4.• =

613141621232525

2
456

23456

POINTS

6.
8. 7. 8.
9. 8. 9.

10. 9. 10.
11. JO. 11.
12. Ll. 12.
13. 2. 13.
14. 3.
15. 4.
16. 5.
17. 6. POINTS
18. 2
19. 8. ,"620. 9. 1121. 0 1422. 6.1823. 2 8.24.25. 4. POINTS 9.
26. 5. 10.
27. 6. 11.
28. ... 12,
29. 28. 13.
30. 29.
31.32.33. 1.2.34. 1.35. 2.36. 3. 5.37. 4. 6.38. 5.39. 6. 8.40. 7.41. 8. 9.,. 10.10. 11.11. 12*13.14.15.

1. 16.17.2.3. 18.
4 19.
5. 20.
6. 21.22.
8. 23.
9. 24.25.10.11. 26.

12*13.14*15.
3.
5.6*7.8.9.10.11.12.13.14.15.16.17.



POINTS
9 3/41414 617212227 3/4283138 3/4404243444647. 485858
POINTS

REGATTA RESULTS

18. Taylor, S. 6819. Sharp, K. 7220. Balgley, R. 80
MOBILE._148 NINiZ•

1, Simpson, C. 5,2. Fite, W. , &3. Cox, J 7 3/4-4. Fite, S. 13
1122Illil ERL:ill

1. Culhane, T. 3

DIVISION 6
WINDJAMMER/DIVISIONALSDIVISION 6TEXASJUNE 29 - 30, 1985

HOBIE ISA
1. Bradley, J.2. Pellone, K.3. Richnow, B.

HOBIE 18B
1. Wright, K.2. Oyer, J.3. Richard, P.\4. Begley; J.5. Taylor, K.

ROSIE lu
1 Millen, C2 Seta, R.3 Wilson, B.4 Goodman, R.5 Kic, 3.6 Hightower, L.7 Terhegger, J.8 Shaw, R.9 Back, S.10 Rolnick, R.11 Cummings, M.12 Hamilton, C.13 Hardy, M.14 Lit/h, J.15 Mchally, D.16 Popejoy, J.17 Whittington, R18 Dunn, B.19 Roland, L.

HOBIE 163
1 Drum, G.2 Lord, R.3 Mc/arlard, J.4 Rice, S.5 Sneider, T.6 Schiller, M.7 Valenta, M.8 Endres, A.9 Frye, B.10 Beran, J.11 Urband, B.12 Sweetman, C.

HOBIE 16(
1 Marbow, G.2 Harris, R.3 valenta, D.4 Cox, R.5 Large, K.6 Volz, S.7 Wyatt, C.8 Foster, B.9 Mclride, D.10 Volker, T.11 Brown'. J.

HOBIE 14AT
1 Acquart, S.2 Dominy, B.3 Williamson, W4 Baker, J.5 Deyo, D.6 colby, P.7 Woods, R.8 King, J.9 Hawkins, G.

7 3/49 3/4142020 3/422 3/424242525 3/438

SPINDLETOP CHARITY REGATTADIVISION 61985
HOBiE 18A

1. Pellone, K.2. Richnow, B.3. Yurinak, R.4. Johnson, M.
HOBIE 188

1. Richard, P.2. Wright, K.3. Taylor, K.4. Cullen, P.5. Parish, B.
HOBIE 16A

1. McNally, D.2. Whittington, R3. Hightower, L.4. Seta, R.5. Goodman, R.6. Hardy, M.7. Bradley, J.8. Teddlie, D.9. Mayo...10. Roland, L.11. Teske, E.12* Wilson, B.13. Caraway, M.14. Hamilton, C.15. Mallum, D.16. Koons, D.
HOBIE 16B

1. Ashworth, G.2. Sneider: T.

POINTS
, ,
S41112
POINTS
4454111617
POINTS
64.,1315 3/42124 3/4253031 3/433364345464653
POINTS
6415

POINTS
1011 3/4151621233035

648 3/413 3/41722 3/424252728323338
POINTS

POINTS
4 &
10 3/411 3/415

3 Rowley, S. 15 3/44 Novich, M.. 165 Roberds, W. 16 46 Trahan, C. 217 Myers, R. 228 Stallcup, R. 259 Hullman' C. 2710 weissinger. W. 3211 Wickman, W. 3412 Tucker, W. 36
HOBIE 16C POINTS

1. Schiller, M. 642. Ihle, C. 8 3/43. Willis, B. 12 3/44. Stine, D. 14
5. Cox, R. 196. Trent, V. 197. Fillmore, J. 238. Weissinger, W. 249. Laine, P. 3410. Davidson, T. 3711. Vera, P. 41

HOBIE 14T POINTS
1. lill I. , ,2. Acquart, S. 23. Anderson, P. 3

HOBIE 16C
1 Geerligs, J.2 Palazzo, J.3 Barrett, G.4 Withers, N.5 Hutchins, R.6 Carlson, D.7 Ploussard, S.8 Morgan, D.9 Scott·, C.10 Olson, G.

HOBIE 168 POINTS
11. Kantz, J. 3812. Gagnon, M. 4313. ThrelgalI, M. 4614. Dumont, D. 4715. Kalinouski, J. 4216. ormsby, H. 57

HOBIE 14 POINTS
1. Baker, D. 3 1/42. Smith, S. 5 3/43. Nelson, G. 104. Flora, N.V, 125. Larivieme, R. 20

ILYMPIC REGATTAFLEET 899 DIVISION 6CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXASAPRIL 13-14, 1985

HOME 18A POINTS
1. Righnow/Granger 4 k2. Smith/Smith 6 3/43. Yurinak/Krotzek 8 3/44. pellone/pellone 15

HOBIE 188 POINTS
1. KrieseI/Stollies 4 42. Smith/Love B3. Taylor/Wyatt 9 3/44. Richa/d/Porter 10 3/4

HOBIE 1BM POINTS
1, M//1/in/Brown 4 42. Dominy/Rector 543. Smith/Smyth 11

HOBIE 16A POINTS
1. Whittington/Whittington 14 52. Choice/lettle 153. Wilson/Wilson 16 44. Buck/Deyo 175. Teske/Teske 17 3/46. Terheggent/Kellogg 207. MINally///Nally 258. Seta/Talbert 289. Ro.urke/Cowan 3010. Hightower/Zak 3111. Miller/Nolen 3512. Fitch/Fitch 4313. Mallum/Sharky 4614. Eckenroth/Avila 5015. lolard/Roland 5216. Popejoy/Carr 5417. Bradley/Rowley 5618. Koons/Rogers 6019. Hamilton/Summons 6020. Irwin/Clutter 6621. Schaf/Dannemiller 77

HOBIE 16/ POINTS
1. Schiele/Lobit 12 3/42. Endres/Wolff 13 3/43. Ford/Scibienski 17 3/44. Dunn/Sneider 18S. Choice/Walther 18 3/46. Webster/Webster 18 3/47. Putman/Hampp 228. Eggleston/Holley 259. Roberds/Gansky 2710. Quick/Chapman 2911. Valenta/Mailhes 2912. sweetman/MCNamara 3713. Padon/Hatripze 4614. Barker/Barker 4915. Sanchez/Trieber 51

HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Thornton/Thornton 12 3/42. Frye/Frye 13 43. Maurer/Maurer 15 3/44. Valenta/Kent 20

POINTS
61/29 3/413 3/41516 3/41717264448

5. Rice/Rice 21 3/46. Foster/Vance/Nase 237. Myers/Myers 338. Willis/Byerly 379. Buck/Grace 4310. Rourke/Rourke 4411. Henize/Fitch 4412. Daniel/Edward 4613. Loomis/Reids 4714. Mikulec/Mikul" 4815. Wessing"/Wessinger 4916. Hilliard/Thomas 5117. Brown/Antione 5318. Wilson/Otto 5419. Simpson/Whitley 5720. Kelley/Oyer 5721. Graham/Guham 6022. Large/Satterfield 6023. Cantu/Cardenas 6424. loehler/Ray 12
NBIE 14A POINTS

1. Acquart, S. 4 •2. Colby, P. 7 3/43. McCrackin, J. 11
HOBIE 149

1 KIC, J.2 Morrison, R.3 Baker, 3.4 williamson, w.5 Nowlin, J.6 Woods, R.7 Hahn' D.8 Wilson, B.9 King, J.10 Janda, S.

POIiit•
5584121617 3/42123253540

DIVISION 7

1985 HOBIE PRAIRIEREGION CHAMPIONSHIPFLEET 098 DIVISION 7CLEAR LAKE. MANITOBACANADA
6BIE 18 POINTS

1. Greg"/Dechaine 4 3/42. Starkey/Starkey 4 3/43. Johnson/Ashcroft 64. Killeen/loost 85. Nagle/Stirton 86. Anderson/Herauf 127. Gray/Gray 138. Eibisch/Eibisch 159. Hainer/Hainer 18
HOME 16A MIMS

1. George/George 3 3/42. Sollosy/Juoro 4 3/43. SchubachlTaylor 54. peto/Durling 145. Anderson/MCMahan 146. Kilimnik/Kilimnik 157. Brehm/Brehm 158. Berquist/ 179. Lepage/Lepage 1710· Borecky/Harrison 1911. Savard/Savard 2012 Nowicki/Minaker 2113. Taylor/Taylor 2214. Magn"son#Juchnowski 2415. Tillman, B. 6016. Youngman, S. 6717. Nichols, J. 7018. Pillman, D. 7119. Olson, T. 8220. Stanislawski,C. 8621. Perlmutter, J. 9522. Bienemann, R. 10123. Corell, D. 10624. Braught, D. 10925. Elder, M. 11026. Blauer, I. 12027. Rounds, T. 12028. Petti, P. 12029. Buchanan, D. 12030- Rauch, H. 120
HOBIL.16 254 POINTS
Hilinski, J. 3 1/2Hurley, M. 8 3/4Icliel, D. 10Englehart, M. 10Rowles, D. 15Delaurie, J. 163/4Orton, S. 17Balnchett, M. 20Addison, P. 21Mensing, D. 22Greenhalgh. D. 34Hannon, P. 39Longaberger, G. 43Havlicek, J. 48Cronin, D. 48Wein, R. 48
HOBIE 16N POINTS
Carlson, L. 4 1/2Kellogg, B.Carr, S. 7 3.4Orverdevest, T. 9Van Leivwen, G. 16Newhaus, M. 19Bowen, J. 22Griswald, R. 24
IBIE 144 POINTS

1. Biownt, b. 4 1/42. Fields, 3. 6 3/43. Bjerring,. C. 124. Goebel, G. 13

10,000 LAKES REGATTA 1985FLEET #515 DIVISION 7LAKE MINNETONKA, MINNES6TASEPTEMBER 7-8, 1985

1[218. 18. EQLMIE
1. Glick/Glick2. Hohn/Duckee 8 •
3. Leekley/Hotvet 11 44. Sexton/Lane 195. Eaton/lundquist 22

BBIE 18' POINTS
1. Myers/Ritter 3 3/4

HOBIE M POINTS
1. Carlson/Sherman 10 142. Johnson/Funk 113. Hildebrands/Hartman 16 44. Willemssen/Willemssen 18 3/45. Helfrich/Belfrich 19 3/46. line/Cummiskey 237. Hesch/Vitz 25

HOBIE 168 POINTS
1. Condon/Condon2. Brozo/Starkey3. Fines/Rich US4. Cochran/Wiechmann 165. probst/ 18

DIVISION CHAMPIONSHIP RECATTAFLEET #84 DIVISION 7SAYLORVILLE LAKEDES MOINES, IOWAAUGUST 17-18, 1985
HOBIE laA

1 Starkey, M.2 George, T.3 craven, G.4 Metzger, D.5 Leekley, C.6 Killeen, W.7 Thackery, R.8 Senesac,. S.9 Recker, G.10 Garrett, J.11 Newport, T.12 Foster, T.13 Evans, S.
HOBIE 18B

1 Wheeler, D.2 Winger,,G.3 cline, D.4 Hepper, B.5 Schilb, G.6 Mauk, B.
HOBIE lu

1 Jagger, T.2 Brewer, D.3 Railey, J.4 Preller, G.5 Faltermeier, M6 Johnson, S.7 Phipps, R.8 Tursi, S.9 Brittain, K.10 David, 0.11 Baldwin, D.12 Swanson, R.13 Hensler, R.14 McKee, P.15 Russell, S.16 Irwin, T.17 Reifschkeider18 Brindisi, M.19 Stayner, L.20 Flore, J.21 Andrysik, R.22 Willemssen, J.23 Dankle, J.24 Bendixen, C.25 Allen, B.26 Elsberry, K.
2 Oxley, A.Zachar, J.Minne, C.Buckingham, 0.

HOBIE 16B
Wilson, B.Kirkpatrick, T.Nelson, T.Jespersen, D.Spyksma, B.McGranaghan, M.Sprague, D.Tateosian, M.Hawley, B.Stoffel, B.Sleeman, LexSwotek, E.Daharsh, S.Hauser, B.Dixon, E.Marsden, T.Cal/brese, F.Kachel, A.Kirkpatrick, T.
HOBIE 16C
lickbush, C.Rodewald, M.Healy, R.Arbige, B.Runyan, D.Winberg, E.Wolff, B.Hinds, L.Beenk, E.Cochran, D.Mientus, L.Hartman, G.Rapp; D.Young, G.Martens, W.Forley, /.Davis, B.

12 &14182023 3/42730313Z 3/4365057S7S9677082

POINTS

POINTS
11 412 4212730353636 3/44243485056616163656770
POINTS

3 3/4

7 3/4
8

,275

6
00000104
194142

POINTS
551011 3/4162727

POINTS
8 3/416 3/419202124 3/429333941445058

HOBIE 14 POINTS
1. Watson, C. 6 1•2. Tyler, S. 7 3/43. Phipps, C. 14 3/44. Hamilton, G. 155. Bailey, D. 25

HOBIE 147 POINTS
1. Buxton, T. S 3/42. Miller, H. 8 3/4

DIVISION 8
DIVISIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPSFLEET 880 DIVISION 8DATONA BEACH, FLORIDAAUGUST 10-11, 1985

HOBIE 18A PINTE
1* MICann/Lemay 5 3/42. Curry/Renfro 10 3/43. Mayo/Smith 10 3/44. Cozart/Muino 10 3/4S. Linton/Kichler 186. Thompson/God 187. Dunn/Allen 208. Deans/lindy 219. Johnson/Johnson 2410. Carlson/Reynolds 2411. Duffield/Duffield 2412. Linton/Linton 2413. Duke/Parker 2714. Cope/Kay 2815. Hohenhausen,/Hohenhausen 3916. Dew/MacKenzie 4117- Braun/Ledgerwood 4418. Whitworth/Clacher 4719. Dunn/ludley 5320. Sheppard/Melendez 5521. Lindley/

22. Elder/Lindley 56
Armistead 6123. Corliss/Thompson 6324. Mullen/Mullen 6425. Obendorf/obendorf 6926. Hansen/Patchy 7527. Hutchinson/Cannon 8128. Cady/Peterson 84
HOBIE 188 POINTS

1. Caffee/Nancy 2 ,2. Smith/Murph 63. Lung/11/11 84. Varano/Varano 145. Delee/Cooper 176. Brown/Dawson 171 .AbassilHindawi 218. Hunter/Skinders 21
9. Bell/Schwartz 2310. Hamlet/spraggins 3111. Sova/ · 31

HOBIE 1* POINTS
1. Walters/Elizabeth 342. Wiley/Buckshot 3 m3. Blakeman/Miller 104. Fuger/Welch 135. Oberman/Wenninger 136. Reed/ 137. Meeking/Robin 148. Hamlet/Mulling 239. Rapp/Mosley 2710. Mullany/Espinoza 2811. Anderson/Schorr 3012. Prendergast/Prendergast 3413. Hawkins/Staley 37

NOBIE 16A POINTS
1. Sloan/Sloan 6 3/42. Wood/Read 7 3/43. Conaty/Freund 8 3/44. Kornwebel/Jeter 8 3/45. 0'/ain/Reynolds 136. Humphrey/woomfir 177. Dickinson/Kramer 198. Camp/Ramirez 219. SImmons/Sammons 2110. Dees/Lynn 2611. Daniel/Melvin 3012. Zorn/Mcveir 3013. Ashton/Ashton 3114. Whiteleathe//Barber · 3315: Cunningham/'Mitchell 3816. Gallagher/Gallagher 4317. Carson/Schulman 4418. Boone/Judi 4619. Gallagher/Braun 4720. Dawson/Sch/rff 20

MQBIE 148 POINTS
1. Schulman 2 42. Melendez S 3/43. Shireling 74. Lusk 85. Bodie 15

HOBIE le
GresJoslinDekreekDonovanCOSSKeysor

POINTS
245 3/4
101314

NOVEMBER 042DECEMBER1985/55

POINTS

7.28.29.30.

1.2.3.4.5.1 6.2 7.3 8.4 9.5 10.6 11.7 12.8 13.9 14.10 15.11 16.12 17.13 18.14 19.1516
1.2.1 3*2 4.3 5*4 6.. 7.6 8.7 9.B 10.11.12. 1.13. 2.14. 3.15. 4.16. 5.17. 6.



r/<//jJ• 1• /f• //• • ///&TS

DIVISIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPSFLEET 880 DIVISION 8DAmNA BEACH, FLORIDAAUGUST 10-11, 1985
HOBIE 16A POINTS

21. Snyder/Blickenstaff 5122. Okragleski/Okragleski 59
'i: Z=ty"s'la 62

Gilcoine 6425. Post/Cindy 6926. Murdoch/Bow 7227. Bowerfind/John 7628. Bertolet/Stanley 7829. Hawkes/lawkes 8030. Bennett/Bennett 8831. Haley/Manrot 90
HOBLILl.SI MDN

1. Jones/Jones 3 42. Massfeller/Massfeller 133. Vasiliades/Adcott 13 3/44. Avant/Tim 155. Krutek/Krutek 236. craig/Delmain 237. Dickinson/Dickinson 258. Berry/Jeter 259. Broomfield/Broomfield 2710. Ellis/Burre 1 2811. Philipson/Philipson 2912. Long/Braun 3013. Boetcher/Boetcher 3114. Boone/Boone 31 3/415. Shirley/Virden 3316, Bailey/Bailey 3317· Detrick/Detrick 4118. Birutis/Whaley 4319* Sandlin/Anderson 4420. Michael/Michael 4521. Griffin/Griffin 4922. Riderour/Eubank 5423. Meyers/Stiff 5924. Gronbach/Anne 6325. LengyeltAnderson 67
26. winn/winn 7127. Maltin/Rapp 72

MOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Hubel/Pike 5 3/42. Broo/berg/'Sylvester 6 3/43. Young/Young 10 3/44. Esser/Free 13 3/45. Gelatt/Devine 246. Vaughan/Guthrie 247. Boston/Floyd 248. Dewitt/Betz 259. McKee/Myers 2710. Beai/Beai 2811. Norvell/Werden 3112. Gross/Dickinson 3213. Ricker/Offner 3314. McKenzie/MCKenzie 3415. MCDonald/Gieger 4216. Bergman/King 4417. Lamin/Lambert 4518. White/Harrington 4719. Cooper/Gardnor 5520. Rominger/Dickinson 5821. Wright/Ayers 5922. Francis/Malone 6123. Jameson/Jameson 7024. Osborne/Rank 7125. Heinz/Heinz 7126. =arably/Karably 7227. Corn/Corn 7228. shannon/Stewart 7729, Reigre//Eisenhauer 7730. O'Connell/Mike 8531. Anderson/Rirmer 9632. Buckner/Hackenbar 96

!12• IE._11& EQI-i.If
1. Mcintosh 2 3/42. Mc>ldt 5 3/43. Sammorts 64. Buie 6S. Brooks 9

DIVISION 9
BARE WHAT YOU DARE IIIFLEET *64 DIVISION 9SOUTH COVE COUNTY PARKLAKE KEOWEE, SOUTH CAROLINAMARCH 30-31, 1985

HOBIE YBA POINTS
1. Dunn/Dunn 4 3/42. pitt/Hicks 7 3/43. Kendrick/Beach 9 3/44. olson/Pendergrass 10 3/45. Jones/Alexander 116. Estapa/Walters 127. Robertson/Robertson 198. Land/Coates 209. Ellis/Beckman 2010. Dingman/Dingman 2411. Wfus/Loftis 28

12. Graham/Graham 3113. Camp/welsh 3414. Whitley/Braswell 38
HOBIE 188 POINTS

1. Hanchey/Chappel 3 42. Hurni/wrenn 4 3/43. Roberson/Roberson 5 3/44. Brown/Jones 145. Miller/Miller 15
MOBIE 16A POINTS

1. Percy/Moreland 3 42. Smith/Smith 6 3/43. Humphrey/Woomer 114. O'Cain/Reynolds 115. Efird/Gilbert 166. Robinson/Robinson 177. Curtis/Curtis 188. Ayscue/Ayscue 199. Smith/Collins 2410. Hunter/Grant 2711. Craig/Grant 3112. Setili/Keahey 3213. Berry/Short 3214. Kiemele/Taylor 36
HOME 10 POINTS

1. williamson/Fowler 5 3/42. Dalba/Morris 6 3/43. Helfrich/Helfrich 84. Florence/Perez 14 3/45. Fahlbe/9/Fahlberg 156. Weatherford/Weatherford 187. Poplin/ 19 3/48. Alton/Alton 209. Hermann/Hermann 2010. Sifford/Smith 2511. Carpenter/'Schumpert 2612. Wiegman/Wiegman 2913. Massey/Massey 2914. Richbourg/Richbourg 3215. Russell/Russell 3816. Hill/Wiles 4217. Price/Poutier 5418. Harriman/Schley 5619. Phares/Johnson 6220. Kaufhold/Kaufhold 6621. Carter/ 6622. Peavy/Bennett 68
HOBIE 16C POINTS

1. Jarrett/Hoke 5 3/42. McCroskey/MCCroskey 5 3/43. Taylor/Revell 114. Hosaflook/Kluttz 11 3/45. Griffin/luggar 14 3/46. Templeton/Holley 207. Latha• /Latham 218. Miles/Miles 249. Player/Leslfe 2910 Corunv'Auston 2911: Wiley/Perez 3012. Coleman/Moon 3213. Kline/Hickl 3414. Ragan/Griffith 3615. Allison/Pridmore 3716. Gray 3717. polkinhorn/Ruff 4118 Owens/Kelly 4219: Inng/Godfrey 4420. Hunt/Green 63
21. Chandler/Chandler 6422. Glore/Glore 6623. Conkling/Conkling 6624. Mulkey/Bowman 7125. Fudy/Fudy 7826. Brown/Brown 78

HOBIE 14 POINTS
1. Myers, D. 2 4

HOBIE 147 POINTS
Merrill, K. 24Faille, S. 6 3/4Freymeyer, B. 9Wilson, C. 9House, J. 13O'Connell, M. 16Carnes. P. 21

DIVISION 10

15TH POINTS REGATTADIVISION 10WILMETTE, ILLINOISAUGUST 10-11, 1985

HOBIE 16/
1 Smith. G.2 Field. S.3 Findlay, R.4 Woodruff, SS Cleworth6 Herbert, R.7 Katz, J.8 Williams, B.9 Findley, J.10 Kellogg, J.11 Bidwell, M.12 Eisele, T.13 Lawson, P.14 Peterson, J.15 Grosskoff, J.16 Wadsworth17 Brown18 Kurz19 Hartman20 Minne21 'lohm22 Pigulski23 looks, s.24 Sarai

HOME 168
1 Bailey2 Bidwell3 Mack, L.4 Luksha5 Loar6 Kordash7 Morris8 Cunningham9 Terrill10 Tenny11 HofferRichersonBoehnChambersKernHoeferKandaIerDraderKreigerO'Handley

HOBIE 16(
1. Rife, K.2. Mormann, p.3. Woolen, R.4. Gassoway, V.5. Harmon, N.6. Gates, J7. Lunkes, M.8. Reilly, E.9. Olsend, G.10. Brookman, B.11. Adams, J.12. Libert, J.13. Troller, J.14. Belek, C.15. Teboripav, K.16. Ray, D.17. Szersha, R.18. Craig, B.19. Wood20. Carr, E.

HOBIE le
1. Green, D.2. Rech, B.

DIVISION CHAMPIONSHIP REGATTADIVISION 10IAKE ERIE @ CEDAR POINTSAN....., OHIOAUGUST 23-25, 1985
HOBIE 16A POINTS
Walsh, D. 101Baravetto, J. 102McNulty, S. 109Peterson, J. 111Baker, B. 111Campbell, S. 114Flucke, R. 116Powers. I. 127Miller, D. 128
HOBIE 16B POINTS
Huffer, D. '23/4Stiemsma, D.Yoder, M. 17Neil, G. 17Laure, D. 17 3/4Robinson, R. 19Nordhaus, T. 20Simpson, G. 20Fairgrieve, I. 21Mcconkey, B. 22Grassi, A. 24Terrell, T. 27Knoll, J. 30Roesch. M. 33witham, S. 34Suttmiller, H. 37Quinn, M 42Jaeger, R. 43Ronian, D. 47Dunbar, D. 55tool, S. 56Heathman, R. 56Swank, K. 61Kemp, D. 66
12BIE_16/ POINTS
Enders, G. 6 3/4Resch. D. 13 3/4Wester, M. 20Steller, D. 21 3/4La Rocque, P. 25Brunotts, R. 28Carlson, D. 32Amador, S. 36Carroll, J. 36.asmer, k. 40Croft, A. 41Root, S. 42
Whithers, M. 42Leroy, E. 46Bay, D. 52Voight, K. 52Payne, D. 55

18 Said, T.19 Hutlock, L.20 Olsson, G.21 Kinney, T.22 Medlen, R.23 Lueck, S.24 Hillman, S.25 Camden, M.26 Glawitsch, S.27 Wilhelm, A.28 Klein, R.29 Morgan• D.
HOBIE 14A

1. Wall, B.2. Bird, M.3. Storer, J.
HOBIE_kiI

1. Horthrop, D.2. Green, D.3. Kuchenbuch, J.4. Eisele, T.5. Uptegraff, C.6. Glenn, G.7. Allen, T.

THE CASEVILLE REGATTADIVISION 10CASEVILLE, MICHIGANJULY 20-21 , 1985
HOBIE 18A
Sundberg, C.Robert" C.Frakes, RRose, D.Brisbois, J.Nette, R.Oehler, R.Fredrick, J·Klinger, J.Jacobs; L.McCallUm, S.Kosht, D.Medlar, J.Jacobs. A.Breece' D.Derost, I.Rockwell, C.
iRBIE 1_6A POINTS
Tarpstra, J. 9 3/4Kellogg, J. 12 3/4Field, S. 17 3/4tiovir, D. 18 3/4Herbert, R. 23Warner, B. 28Nurdock, D 32Woodruff, S 32 3/4williams, B. 33Nette, K. 34Nachardy, D. 36Bidwell, N. 38Burwell, C. 42Wall, B. 46DeSyntar, S. 47Noel, N. 54Cockran, R. 58Damman, N. 59Wadsworth, p. 68
/2/IL-16/ M'ImS
M/Kellop, J.Walsh, D.Grassi, A.Wellman, p.Finta, T.McMichael, B.Voight, K.

THE MUSKEGON REGATTADIVISION 10MUSKEGON, MICHIGANAUGUST 3-4, 1985

HOBIE laA
Sundberg, C.Roberts, C.Oehler, R.Klinger, J.Thiessen, B.Cockran, J.Griswold, K.Breece, D.Rose, D.Platte, D.Murphy, N.Gola, N.
HOBIE 188
Duncan, G.Patton, N.Kosht, D.Pell, N.Tejchna, J.Linguist, N.Campbell, T
HOBIE 16A
Bidwell, N.Smith, G.Woodruff, S.Rooks, S.Kelloggi. J.McKellop, J.Field, S.Williams, B.Herbert, R.Grassk/pf, J.Holden, R.Peterson, J.Wadsworth, p.Kartz, J.
HOBIE 'B
Johnson, R.Tenny, R.Hood, S.Kuk, J.Witham, S.Coleman, J.Davis, R.

POINTS
31/24 1/2
:1213I8

POINTS
6 3/4910 3/411 3/41213 3/41421222828313244

POINTS
5 3/46 1/2101212 3/41315

POINTS
21/44 3/49151S16202121223237

POINTS
5 1/28 1/21616 3/4212225263336364042S3556062

• ,/4
9 3/4101119

POINTS
i,/46 3/4
POINTS

8. Netzdorf, T.9. Grennan, R.10. Thorsey, Pw11. Po. tel, I.

HOBIE 16C
1. L/Roque, p.2. Enders. G.3. Amador, s4. Schap, H.5. Allen, J.6. Norehouse, J.7. Troller, J.8. Harrounx D.

HOBIE 14
1. Hall, B.2. Bird, N.3. Storer, J,

HOBIE 14T
1. Horthrop, D.2. Noel, D.3. Glenn, G.4. Kuchenbuch, J.5. Eisele, T.

CLARK LAKE REGATTADIVISION 10CLARK LAKE, MICHIGANMAY 11-12, 1985
HOBIE 18A
Sundberg, C.Wedemeyer, J.Jacobs, A.Roberts, C.Green, S.Laure' J.Haehnle, D.Kovach, J.Fredrick, J.Oehler, R.Vemeulen, L.
HOBIE 188
Toncray. R.Stiemsma, B.Schell, J.Verhoeven, 3.Melling, M.Breece, D*Holtkamp, J.Bristol, R.Findley, D.Keil, D.
HOBIE 16A
Herbert, R.Smith, G.Woodruff, S.*:11: ams, B.Fields, S.Kellogg, J.AVIS, /.Selene, R.Burwell, C.Bidwell, M.Goldsmith, B.Holden, H.Field, S.Lemaitre, F.Blohm, G.Mouallon, B.Bidwell, D.Gallagher, L.Mewhort, K.
NOBIE 168
Minne, S.Rathbun, M.Hornai, M.Fish, B.
Kosht, A.Knierim'.G.Camden, M.Beckman, B.Hodgions H.Steffer, F,
HOBIE 14T
Morthrup, D-Eisele, T.Maze, J.Glerln, G.Wall, B.Rogers, C.Jab/0/, T.Melling, H.

HOBIEFEST '85FLEET #115 DIyISION 10WILMETTE, ILLINOISAUGUST 10-11, 1985
HOBIE 18A
ISCOOehlerFrederickLonguevilleKoshtMurphyHenderson• erreeFongHeneghanCampbellCarpenterSail 1943BriggsMurrayKeil
TQElIE 16/
Smith, G.FieldFindlay, R.WoodruffCleworthHerbert

POINTS
2 1/44 1/211

POINTS
4 1/24 3/45 3/41113152022

POINTS
4,12 3/419202223

POINTS
2 I/45 3/4

1314

POL• IR

*t7 3/415182221313738384242444463

56/HOBIEHOTLINE

7. crawford 19 598. Medley 19 POIMIfi 17639. papas 22 316310. Powell 24 326611. Jacobs 33 366972727383878787

POINTS

1. POINTS12. 2.13. 3. 1.14. 4. 2.15. 5. 3.16. 6. 4.17. 7. 5.18. 8. 6.19. 9. 7,20. 10. 8.11. 9.POINTS 12. 10.13. 11.14.15. POINTS16.17. 1.2.3.4.1. 5.2. 6.3. 7.4. B.5. 9.6. 10.7.8. POINTS9.10. 1.11. 2.12. 3.13. 4.14. S.POINTS 15. 6.16. 7.17. 8.18. 9.19. 10.11.12.13.1. 3 14.2, 8 15.3. 11 16.4, 16 17.5. 17 18.6. 22 19.7. 24
POINTS

1.40. 2.41. 3.42. 4.43. 5.44. 6.45·46· 8.47* 1. 9.48. 2. 10.3.4. POINTS5.1. 6. 1.2. 7. 2.3. 8. 3.4 9. 4.1. S. 10. 5.6.2. 11. 67.3. 12 7.4. 8. 8.9.5. 10.6.7. 11.12. 1.2*13. 3.14. 4.15. 5.16. 6.17.18. 7.
19.20.21. 1.1.22. 2.2.23. 3.3.24. 4.4. 5.5. 6.6.HOBIE 18 POINTS 7.1. 8.2.1. Isco 3. :: 9.10.2. Oehler 4. 10. 11.3. Fredrick4. Lingueville S. 11. 12.6. 12. 13.5. /osht 7. 13. 14.6. Murphy, M. 8 14. 15.7. Henderson 9. 16.8. Ferree 10.9. Fong, R.10. Hineghan 11. 1.11. Campbell 12. 2. I.12. Carpenter 13. 3. 2.13. 14. 4. 3.14. Briggs 15. 5. 4.15. Murray 16. 6. 5*16. Keil 17. 7. 6.



• ,/4
5 3/4111618
POINTS
7 3/48410

54
7 3/48 3/41317212728282833353S37384247
626363
POINTS

r· -·----'.,····'"· ··· ·· . - ·'-'

1 REGATla RESUUS

7 Kartz8 Williams, B.I ......, .10 Kellogg11 Bidwell12 Eisele13 Lawson14 Petersen15 Grosskopf16 Wadsworth17 Brown18 Kurz19 Hartman20 Minna21 Blohm22 Pigulski23 Pooks24 Saras
HOBIE 168 POINTS

1 Bailey 132 Bidwell 13 43 Mack, L. 184 Luksha 18 3/45 Loar 23 3/4Kordash 26Morris 28Cunningham 30Terrill 32Tenny 32Huffer 33Richardson 39Boehn 44Chambers 47Kearn 48Hoefer 49Kandaler 52Draper 55Kreiger 67O'Handley 67
HOBIE 16.. POINTS
Rife 15 3/4Mormann 15 3/4Wooten 17 4Gassoway ...
HarmonGates 3/4LunkesReillyolsenBrookmanAdamsLibertTrollerBelekTibor/PaviCRaySzeNba• P
CarrMaloney

DIVISION CHAMPIONSHIP REGATTADIVISION 10LAKE ERIE 0 CEDAR POINT
SANDUSKY, OHIOAUGUST 23-25, 1985

if28IE ISA
1. Sir*dbe/g, C.2. Roberts, C.3. Howes, B.4. Tannert, T.5. White, R.6. Rose, D7. Oe'ler. R.8. Brisbois, J.9. Jacobs, L.10. Butleson,· R.11, lacy, S.12. Murphy, M.13. Laure, J.14. Bliss,·B.15. Frederick, J.16. Isco, G.17. Matuszak, J.18. Sullivan, D.19. *ovach, J.20. Klinger, J.21. White, D.22. Downing, S.23. Ross, B.24. Delaney, T.25. Kosht, D.26. Duncan, G.27. Suhan, J.28. Diel:nan, B.29. ...1, I.30. Jacobs, A.31. Platte, D.

HOBIE 188
1. Martin, G.2. Haas, G.3. Miller, K.4. Schelb, J.5. Zaleski, L.G. Breece, D.7. Forlong, K.8. Campbell, T.9. Pell, N.10. Burger, V.11. MCKAY, R.12. Nosko, L.13. MCLain, M.14. Harris, C.15. Forshey, J.16. Koeth, G.17. Flack, E.18. Simpson, M.

19. Flynn, T.20. Haughee. B.21. Marquardt, J.
HOBIE 18M

1. Fahle, M.2. Ulickl, K.3. Spitler, s.4. Miller, S.5. Dayka, J.6. Marquardt, J.
HOBIE 16A

1. William, B.2. Buckley, B.3. Herbert, R.

POINTS
: ,/4
101515 3/4202226323S363637414343444550SO58606567727476777784
POINTS

313232 3/4343436395051526364717481828694

4 Smith, G.5 Woodruff, S.6 'Grosskop/, J.7 Cleworth, J.8 Howie, D.9 Steffen, F.10 Terpstra, J.11 Bidwell, M.12 Lashaway, L.13 Weir, M.14 Bounds. M.15 Mclellop, J.16 Warner, D.17 Lemaitre, F.18 Kart" J.19 Balboa, R.20 Grant, D.21 Rooks, S.22 Blohm. Glen23 MacHardy, D.24 Taylor, C.25 Field, S.26 Hartman, T.27 Baidai, R.28 Pero, T29 Wadsworth, P.Haller, S.Demetry, M.Mette, K.Burwell, G.Lawson, P.Pasley, L.Smith, D.Harder. J.Keidel, R.Wall, P.

1984 6 1985 DIVISIONCHAMPIONSHIPS
DIVISION 10CEDAR POINTSANDUSKY, OHIO

HOBIE 18A
BurlesonWedemeyerLaureRuetenikSundbergIscoFahleThiessenFrederickRobertsDielmanFrakesLashawayDowningGriswoldKovaehMatuizakOehlerMedlerSchaeferRosePlatteBlissIlliVermeulenMurphyJones, C.Smith, L.Sullivan, D.Delaney, T.DuncanslusserDelaney, J.DeVisserBurkardBrisbotsGreenwald, H.TyskaJacobs, I.Quinn
HOBIE 18.
ROSSKlinglertaleskiNoskoRoupeBristolPattonPellHarperHaistSadallahSuhanlate.Dev• reauxBraneBreeceSimpson, M.. SchelbMcKayGreenwaldHoodTitusBaldwinSmith, K.FurlingKoethGaryWalsh

I :irMurray
HOBIE 18M

1. Spitler2. Johnston : L.3. Rosenberg 74. Kuzyk 10
POINTSHOBIE 16A

Smith, G.WilliamsHowiiLiefeldBidwell,Grant, D.FindlayHerbertFieldPeroWoodruffLawsonCampbell,WallSteffen

8 3/41111 3/417M. 2027324043444650S. 5153S3

121719232S273034343439404445495050S258586062 3/4657073777979868789909092100101

1315 3/419 3/4202223 3/4262931313334353S383941434749.5455575861626466697173
POINTS

POINTS
66·2:4 3/45
19 3/4• 3/4

67
/
9

S
0

03
POINI'S

16 Soleno17 Calluzzo18 Brown, X.19 Wier20 Sinclair21 Grant, J.22 Metulf23 Lashaway, L.24 Grosukopt25 Baidas26 Pasley27 Cozzi28 Simpson, G.29 Perry30 Highstone31 Bonesteel32 Rooks 133 Kordash34 Bolin35 Campbell, Skip36 Hartman37 Keidel38 Marti39 Minne40 HallerHaasPetersonMolineMcKellopMencinLeonardPerkinsChambers
MOBIE 168
MetteBeebeCornellsuttmillerCar•BakerMCConkeyMc:QultVDunbarWolczykDemetryFullingMohneyBarthWalkerGrassiHamakerWalshFluckeRonianHolmesQuinnPasmanTennySteinerStoweFteyKusankeKinkelLynnetKnepper
HOBIE 16C
ByersKasmerLeonardTilestonResch
:2'VeumLeroySaidFinstonDetzelHillmanWilhelmAllisonPayneLueckWadsworthVoightHallettHutlockTeyberVermanSpeakmanBrown, D.
HOBIE 24
HorthropstorerAllenRosenbergThaelerMackDutton
HOBIE 14T
EiseleKuchenbuchGlenn
Bidwell, D.AlexanderMazeHaist

i L.
14161818

POINTS
1/45 3/4

6 3/4

7

7
0606363686970737979

PoirrTS

DIVISION 11
MID-SUMMER SIZZLER IIFLEET 454 - DIVISION 11BARNEGAT BAY, NEW JERSEYJUNE 29-30, 1985

HOBIE 16A POINTS
Fornwebel, W. 10 1/2Schmidbmer, G. 16 1/2Myers, W. 19l IlI. P. 22Glanden, J. 23 3/4PlacConnell, R 27 3/4Kulkoski, D. 33Pagels, B. 35Strauss, B. 40

53565758S859 3/462646I

2 3/43 3/4
1111161923232S252526272729303134353637454545
POINTS

Ackroya, D. 42Sullivan, J.. 52. Krause, J. 55Kulkaski, R. 56Keiser, J. 61Gillis, J. 62Morris, T. 64
HOBIE 16B POINTS
yates, J. 10 3/4Huff, A. 10 3/4Thorne, J. 171/2Villa, B. 22 3/4white, R. 27Deforia, A. 32Wiggins, D. 32. Brown, C. 39Winthers, R. 41Wagner, R. 42Morey, J. 48Wiegert, B. 53witt, W. 561 . Plarmlr,3, C. 561. Hartoch, G. 59Olsen. B. 59 3/4
HOBIE 16C POINTS
Hippensteal, T. 12 1/2Andrews, B. 16 1/2Conover". 22Cummin, J. 28Ruth, D. 31 3/4Aston, B. 32
Payne, R. 33. Spiel, M. 33Miner, T. 33Kita, C. 37Rickey, B. 38Gruber, M. 44Bauer, B. 63Fiorentino, R. 66
HOME 1*T POINTS

1. Ball, D. 52. Merello, J. 71/23. Snedeker, F. 154. Redmond, C. 19

1985·SPRING WINDS REGATTAFLEET 24 - DIVISION 11OCEAN CITY, NEW JERSEYJUNE 15-16 , 1985

HOBIE 18 POINTS
1. Hayward/Thompson 6 1/42. Gauthier/Gauthier 8 1/23. Leboeuf/Southern 164. Alldian/Alldian 235. Morris/Morris 256. Cowan/Wagner 307. Patterson/Redfield 318. Fisher/loren 369. Schleckser/Keenan 4310. BuCks/Wigo 44

HOBIE 16A POINTS
1. Maclonnel/Carroll 1 1/22. Schmidbaue//Gooding 10 3/43. Kornwebel/
4. ViL.. 15 3/4215. Myers/Pearson 24 3/46. Glanden/crompton 29 3/47. Christy/Glanden 308. Flanigan/Flanigan 339. Kulkoski/Custara 4310. Kraus/Scott 4911. Ackroyd/Ackroyd 5412. Ferrara/Ferrara 5713. Keiser/Edwards 6714. Strauss/Strauss 6815. White/White 7116. Gillis/Deferro 7417. McI.oughliNCarvella 7818. Andrews/Norton 7919. Kulkoski/Curiolo 8420. Hamilton/Behm 9121. Maser/Maser 9722. Hiller/Gla,Bey 9823. Harna/Weiss 102

112BBIE 168 POINTS
1. Thorne/Thorne 7 1/42. Villa/Villa 20 3/43. Huff/Huff 30

1985 SKIPPER OF THE YEARSERIES -- RACE 01FLEET 8250 DIVISION 11SHREWSBURY RIVERNEW JERSEYAPRIL 14, 1985
HOBIE lu POINTS

1. Sullivan, J.2. Gillis, J.3. Kulkoski, D.

1985 SKIPPER OF THE YEAR SERIESREGATTA 84FLEET 0250 DIVISION 11SANDY HOOK, NEW JERSEY

112BIE 16A
Kornwebel, W.villa, B.Kulkaski, D.Fecowicz, B.sullivan, J.Maddock. J.

POINTS
4 3/410 3/413 3/4141517

7. Wiegers, B. 188. Ochab, B. 199. Kitchennan, J. 2510. Nystrom, J. 28
HOBIE 14T POINTS

1. Roberts, M. 4 42. Reid, M. 5 3/43. O'Hara, M. 8
4. Wiggins/Wiggins 365. Witt/Richser 376. White/Hughes 387. Krech/Wharry 39 3/48. Brown/Brown 429. Winthers/Killoski 410. Corella/Eble 4 3/411. Edwards/Edwards 512. More/Morey 513. Hyland/Bourgeois 514. lk)rey/Edger 515. Yates/Yates 516. Butler/Lawson S17. Pinto/Cuccia 618. De/uria/Deruria 619. /opp/Smith 720. Fatica/Fatica 821. Gramont/Fisco 922. Richardson/Fenton ' 123. Evans/Ryan 124. Gouza/Couza 125. Naness/Garcia 126. Buttner/luttner 127. Fecowils/Kimmel 128. Kahn/Malone 129. Stowe/Stowe 1

HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Hartock/Rees2. Cowan/Robinson W;3. Wagner/Nixon4. Payne/payne5. Rickey/Rickey6. Rhine/Rhine7. Ruth/Reardon8. Conover/Gigi 1/49. Kita/Kita10. Mcarinulclrinn11. DICurtis/Swinich12. Cummin/cumin13. Albert/Gerner14. Dougherty/Kirby15. Weeks/Block16. Pelchat/Parsons17. Montana/Montana18. Wood/Wood19. Bauer/Claydon20. Barth/Benham21. Mulhern/Walton 1,22. Altorfer/Eisenhower 107

23. Brown/Faux 1202/. MCGowan/MICowan 12,125. Bickel/Wentz 13026. VanHorn/Logan 130
HOBIE 14T POINTS

1. Snedeker 6 1/22. Redmond 8 3/4

YACHT CLUB OF PLEASANTVILLEFLEET 873 DIVISION 11NEW JERSEYJULY 20-21, 1985
HOBIE 18

1. Arata, Hal2. Bullock, B.
HOME 16A

1. Glanden, Jim2. Myers. Wally3. Kornwebel, W.4. Schmidbauer, G.5. Lave, Peter6. Rulkoski, Dan7. McConnell, R.8. Krause, John9. Ackroyd, D.10. white, Harvey11. Andrews, Chris
12. Miller. Bill
i• : 41"r· Ja"Sullivan, John15. Strauss, Bruce16. Huff, Alden17. Fithian, Paul18. Kulkaskt, Rich19. Hamilton, R.

HOBIE 168
Yates, JohnWilliamson, M.Defuria, A.White, RodgerMoran, JackFatiea, MikeWlegers, BillButtner, JoeWagner, BobDownes, BuckWitt, WaltenCummin, JerryRichardson, R.Brown, ClarkShimp, ClarkEdwards, Bob
HOBIE 16C
Raphael, RlckKita, TimQuigley, FrankRuth, DougKullaski, S.Conouer, RoyMcarinn, MarkMontana, ArtDougherty, T.Bauer, BobTallor, MikeGartner, 8111Nolan, Dan
1!2BIE 14T

1. Snedeker, Fran2· "PP. Dave

12 3/41616 3/4
#4
2530 3/4324142465359
POINTS

3 3/48 3/4

15 3/4
1: ,/427 3/429293033 3/43443464851S76481
POttlTS

POINTS
3 3/410

POINTS

E L.2226 3/427293144S355
59
60656S67737476
POINTS

-7

---......»....

10111213141516

1234567891011121344 S41. 5 166. 30. 42. 67. 31. 43.8. 32. 44. :9. 33. 45. 110. 34. 46. 211. 35. 47. 312. 36. 48. 413. 37. 514. 38. 615. 39. 716. 1. 817. 2. 918. 3. 1019. 4. 1120. 5. 126. 137. 148.1. 9.2. 10.3. 11.4. 12.S. 13.6. 1. 14.7. 2. 15.8. 3. 16.9. 4. 17.10. 5. 18.11. 6. 19.12. 7. 20.13. 8. 21.14. 9. 22.15. 10. 23.16. 11. 24.17. 12. 25.18. 13. 26.19. 14. 27.20. 15. 28.21. 16. 29.17. 30.18. 31.19.20.21.22. 1.23. 2.24. 3.25. 4.26. 5.27. 6.28. 7.29. 8.30. 9.31. 10.32. 11.33. 12.34. 1].35. 14.36. 1 S.37. 16.38. 17.39. 18.40. 19.20.21.22.1. 23.2. 24.3. 25.4.5.6.7. 1. 2,8. 2. 89. 3. 94. 125. 156. 167. 20
POINTS

1.2.3.
4. 1.
5. 2.
6. 3.
7. 4.S.67,8.9.10111213/ 141516

HOBIE 18A POINTS
11. Hayward, R. 3 3/4 22. schleckser, M. 9 3/4 31. 3. Leloeuf, K. 12 42. 4. Alldian, D. 18 53. 5. Fisher, M. 24 64. 75. 86. 97. 1. 108. 2. 119. 3. 1210. 4. 1. 1311. 5. 2.12. 6. 3.13. 7. 4.14. 8. S.15. 9. 6.
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DIVNSION 12

NEWPORT CREAMERY-NOTHING BUT THE BEST'RHODE ISLAND CHAMPIONSHIPSFLEET #448 DIVISION 12GALILEE, RHODE ISLANDSEPTEMBER 1, 1985
HOME 18 POINTS

1. TortolanilTortolani 24
HOBIE 16A POINTS

1. Scarduzio/Packhem2. Boulay/Boulay ::3. Gamache/Gamache 94. Linke/Heilenheim 95. Lemme/Lemme 116. lockwood/Waddicor 187. Boulanger/Boulanger 21
IRBIE 168 POINTS

1. Jackson/Franco 2,2. Kincheloe/Franco 4 3/43. Brosco/Brosco 84. Voorvaart/Millhanon 10

MEGREW' REGATTAFLEET I448 DIVISION 12FORT GETTY, JAMESTOWNRHODE ISLANDJOLY 20-21, 1985
HOME 18 POINTS

1. Bates/Steere 4 42. Tortolant/ 6 3/4Tortolani
HOBIE 16A POINTS

1. Franco/Franco2. Boulay/Boulay : ,/43. Linke/Linke 10 3/44. Gamache/ 12 3/4Heilenheim5. Scarduzio/ 16Delvecchio
HOBIE 16B POINTS

1. Lockwood/ 44Waddicor2. Boulanger/Paul 5 43. Brosco/Brosco 11
HOBIE 14T POINTS

1. MILone, Bernie 64

THE BUZZARD REGATTADIVISION 12 CHAMPIONSHIPSMATTAPOISETT, MASSACHUSETTSJULY 27-28, 1985

HOBIE NA POINTS
Adelman, 3. 5 3/4Drake Barber,F. 14 3/4Shae, B. 18 3/4Finn, W.J. 25Thompson, B. 30Walklet, C. 44Dalliere, D. 46Dugas, R.A. 48Blom, G. 50Fox, S. 51Burgess, B. 56Cutillo, J. 59Weigold, G. 69Coccari, p. 73McCarthy, J. 90Gilman, E. 93
HOBIE 188 POINTS
Baker, B. 4 1/2Eckblom, J. 16Bill. G. 20 3/4Farmer, D. 27McNall, R. 27Sculley, R. 29Lilienthal, D. 43Argenta, B. 49Graffy, R. 54Foster, C. 57Belisle, J. 57Hawkins, D. 61Brown, W. 75
HOBIE 16A POINTS
Campbell, A.Walsal, R.Bounds, M.P.\Sirrins, A.Davis, H.Kimball T.*atty. C. 3r.Najar, R.Venegas, J.G.Deeble, W.R.Ferrara, B.Robinson. A.Hands, M.J.Franco, B.Saunders, W.D.Becker, D.
Rosenfield, s.crossley, R.Baker, S.Boulay, 3.Linke, H.MCCarthy, J.Ferguson, D.West, R.

17 1/217 3/417 3/423 1/5414553S6S7676969 3/4B0858588

25 Franklin, L.26 Stanley, A.27 Horne, R.28 Role. I.29 Love, J.30 Kelly, M.
HOBIE 168

1 Hawley, B.2 Brewer, J.3 Nichols, D.4 Lemme, M.5 Way, B.B.6 Hessinger, B.7 Snyder, B.8 Scarduzio, N.9 Watson, J.10 watts, B.11 Bromkam& D.12 Ulm, D.L.13 Bustin, R.14 Christopher, C.15 Gamache, B.16 Telesmanick, R.17 Driscoll, J.18 Rook, M. E.19 Marra, R.L.20 Baldwin, J.21 DeMess, c.22 Blain, M.23 Silverstein, S.24 Boulanger, R.25 Dillon, J.26 Carroll, K.27 Klein, B.

3RD ANNUAL LEMME'S SAUCEMEATBALLS REGATTAFLEET 8448 DIVISION 12GALILEE, RHODE ISLANDAUGUST 3, 1985
HOBIE 16A mINIS

1. Franco/Franco 242. Linke/Linke S 3/43. Lemme/Lemme 84. Scarduzio/ 12Holmsen5. Gamache/Gamache 126. Lockwood/ 17Waddicor
HOBIE 163 POINTS

1. Voorvaart/ 2 4McElhanon2. Boulay/Famache 63. Salonia/Tormay 84. Blydenburgh/ 11Del""5. Melone/Riggs 14

ALBURG INVITATION 1985DIVISION 12 FLEET 187LAKE CHAMPLAIN, VERMONTAUGUST 10-11, 1985

HOBIE 18A POINTS
Adelman, J. 3Perry, G. 13Finn, W.J. 14Barber, F.D. 17Masse, R. 18Palmer, T. 20Shea, B. 20Walklet, C. 29Dallaire, D. 33Dansereau, M. 37Cutillo. J. 39Baker, B. 44Comes, C.A. 50
HOBIE IB POINTS
Nadeau, D 4 1/4Leduc, R. 4 1/2McCarthy, J. 11Laurendeau, R. 14Lilienthal, D. 20Sculley, R. 23Houghton, L. 23
HOBIE 16A POINTS
Campbell, A.Darress, W.Renaud, J.Merlin• J.Tremblay, M.Boulay, J.Gerand, G.Renaud,. D.ScarduzioBaker, S.Kervin, J.P.Raphael, C.Charbonneau, 3.
HOBIE 16B
Gravei. R....., R.Sauve, J.Pater, S.Fichtner, C.Sullivan, T.Starzione, T.Bernard, A.Collins, N.Bartlett, N.P.

8 1/21112 1/212 3/414162S263334

DIVISION 14

MID-AMERICASFLEET #23 DIVISION 14LAKE TEXOMA, TEXASMAY 25-26, 1985
HOBIE 18A POINTS

1. Barnett/welch 32. Winblad/Winblad B3. Curtis/Curtis 134. Walton/Raines 17

5 1/21414 3/41616 3/41721 3/4233638493849
POINTS

4 3/4• 3/4

1 3/4

2
81018191718

149

5. Twyman/Schuman 18 3/46. Edwards/mir 197. Palmer/cantrell 208. Cummings/poort . 349. Costa/Costa 3610. Pellone/Derichbaver 39- 11. Rossi/Aronson 4112. Morris/Hanley 4413. Burrows/Fulton 52
• BIE 188 POINTS

I. Murray/Hill , ,2. Rumsey/Foshion 5 3/43. Giles/PSG 94. Campbell/Goforth 113/45. Fields/Fields 126. Greene/Chase 137. waldrop/Waldrop 188. MIKee/Garcia 209. Wischmeyer/Carter 2210. Jacobi/Eaton 2411. Griffir/Daily 33
HOBIE 18C POINTS

1. Lawson/Lawson 462. Acosta/Heath 63. Meek/Adams 7 3/44. Mattingly/Nahlan 8 3/45. Berkbigle//White 116. Van Sickle/Van Sickle 157. Cherry/Farrar 17
HOBIE 1BM POINTS

1. Angus/lasinger 32. Beach/Harris 6 3/43. Knapp/Knapp 134. Flowers/Flowers 145. French/French 17
HOBIE 118 POINTS

1. Balthaser/Horton , i2. Ralph/Smith 9 3/43. Freed/Freed 164. Collins/Collins 185. Eddington/Drum 196. Kelly/Bush 217. Mccredie/Fuller 348. Holmes/Fritzen//ier 359. Vockroot/Surr/ers 4410. Rourk/Suzette 4711. Keeton/Johnson 4812. Hightower/Spillar 5313. young/young 5414. Jarvis/Schayler 5615. Bass/ 6016. Cregar/smith 5317. Stahl/Stahl 65 3/418. Bridgman/Gagnon 6619. Trotter/Trotter 6720. Vaughte//Peters 7121. Sparks/Harrison 7122. Hamilton/Summer 7523. Reyes/Henry 7624. Hester/Lowe 8425. Pugh/Wilkins 8526. Stout/Stout 8627. Brewer/Hantla 9128. Keeffe/Keeffe 9829. Dickinsor*Dickinson 10230. Nigus/Lee 10431. Loeffelh/1//Priewe 11132. Flyner/Myner 11933. Johnston/Smith 11934. KicsiS/Kicsis 12335. Matson/Davis 14236. Koller/Knowles 144
HOBIE 168 POINTS

1. Bryant/lzel2. wade/Netzer :063/43. Frye/Fiye 11
4. Puckett/Campbell 115. Watts/Bodkin 176. Ettner/wolf 17 3/47. walters/Elms 208. Taylor1Trotter 219. McDowell/McDowell 2210. Pattullo/Graff 2611. Davis/Davis 2812. Sawyer/Green 2913. Flynn/Rourke 3014. Morrison/Taylor 3115. Denison/Denison 3216. Whisenhunt/Whisenhunt 3517. Crites/Steely 35

18. g 036:-'.,/38
HOBIE 16C POINTS

1. Green/woodriff 242. Messersmith/Carroll 6 3/43. Hothem/Bradshaw 94. Rourke/Neatherly 135. Griffin/Griffin 146. Mantia/Mantia 177. Wyeth/Wyeth 208. Neihouse/Delozier 269. Carter/Carter 2610. Boehler,/Hurlblt 2611. Moore/przylucki 3112. Barlow/Craig 3413. petersen/Thomson 37

14. Russell/Zigler 4015. Dudley/Rochell 4016. Ruestow/Alexander 4117. Lippard/Haggard 4218. Laughton/Johnson 5019. Sullivan/Sullivan 54
20. Dickson/Dickson 5521. Saggi/McNeed 5522. Bevis/Bevis 5623. Gumienny/Gumienny 6224. Cederson/Horner 6225. Cordey/Wait 6226. Jameson/Platter 6327. Glick/Handcock 76

HOBIE 14A POINTS
I Bigelow2 Rainbow3 Abbott4 Tyler5 Bateman6 Hamilton7 Sherrod8 '/01%9 Feuerborn10 Graham

': Zll13 Richardson14 Taylor15 Tiger
MOBIE 148

1. Smlth2. Gray3. Bonner
HOBIE 14c

1. Fulton2. Graham3. Gregg4. Mer/ker5. Field
HOBIE 14T

1. Acquart2. Cedar3. Dullinger4. Fuller5. Crowe6. Diggs7. Lawrence8. Trent9. Bulton10. Collins

DIVISION 15
WILLIAM GRAMPRIE MEMORIAL& DIVISION 15 CHAMPIONSHIPPANAMA CITY, FLORIDAAUGUST 3-4, 1985

'4
1112141616 3/41717 3/423

APRIL FOOLS REGATTAFLEET 070 DIVISION 15OCEAN SPRINGS, MISSISSIPPIMARCH 30-31, 1985

HOBIE_1•
1. Newkirk, Kirk2. Thompson, W.3. Ederer, Mark4. Slater, Chris5. Lewis, Steve6. Mason, Bill7. Holland, Scott8. Dingman, Paul9. King, Keith10. Olson, Lynn11. Jones, Chuck12· Kaeding, Greg13. Gason, Ron

HOME 188
1. Boothe, Gene2. Cock//fot, Br.3. Doyle, Bill4. Donze, Sam

HOME 16A
Smith, KevinO'Brien, KellyPercy, MikeMCRee, MikeBrock, JimKernion, BradZorn, GerogeDalton, JohnBrooks, ToddGaston, ShaneKalata, LarryPutman, S.Stone, LynnGuarino, JoeSelf, RobertJeffcoat, AlScott, M.

POINTS
34
7 3/4141616 3/41821212223252938414149

POL• §
6 L.10 3/416 3/4202228293137393942

2 65 3/4
1415
POINTS

2 Nolte, P.3 Xeeren, J.4 Soles, D.5 Handwerker, T.6 Blankensop, C.7 Lockett• S.
112BIE 168

1 Shelton, J.2 Humphries, A.3 Segraves, D.4 Dooley, R.5 Richards, C.6 La/atte, B.7 Baxter, B.8 Sutterfield.S.9 Buckingham, J.10 Bailey, B.11 Essig, S.
HOBIE 16C

1 Wilder, G.2 McDonald, K.3 Debl"is, F.4 Larimer, P.5 O'Briant, P.6 Morgan, J.7 Baker, B.8 Parks, B.9 Harris, D.10 Doyle, M.11 Pollitt, D.12 Jones. S.13 Chenault, D.14 Harris, J.15 Dye, J.16 Tabor·, C.17 Hopper, B.18 patterson,Sr., R.

THE BROKEN MAST REGATTAFLEET #134 DIVISION 15MEMPHIS, TENNESSEEJUNE 22-23, 1985
• BIE 18 A POINTS

1. Longueville, /. 6 42. Lewis 6 3/43. Lovelace, L. 144. Williams, R. 175. Lamborn, G. 196. Harrison, M. 20
HOBIE 16A POINTS

1. Mclean, J. 8 4

POINTS
:%7 3/410

7%11 3/41319 3/42025252630 3/43232404148S2

HOBIE 18A POINTS
1 Ederer, M. 642 Webre, S. 9 3/43 Jorgensen, L. 9 3/44 Jablonowski, W. 185 Duke, T. 18Holland, S. 18 3/4Mulvaney, G. 20Miller, G. 32Dame>nile. T. 32Lewis, S· 33Gaston, R. 38

HOBIE 183 POINTS
Lindgren, J. 54King, K. 8 3/4Miles, S. 11Rettig, 3. 14 3/4Steves, K. 15Moreno, E. 18 3/4Turk• J. 27Rodriquez, D. 30Towne, N. 33Hartsfield, B. 36Herbert, R, 39Bell, M. 50
HOBIE 16A E2• Ei2
=m, C. : • •Smith, K.McRee, M. 94Brooks, T. 13Gates, J. 17Andrews, M. 24Suares, J. 27Putman, S. 31Kenton,· B. 35Gaston, S. 37Pollendine, S. 40Irby, s. 44Vest, B. 48Jackson, D. 50Guarino, J. 59Starr, R. 60

POINTS
13 3/414 3/41519 3/4212126 3/435374041474753586265
69

10 3/411 3/414152427
POINTS
5 3/416172020 3/42427
30313438

INTERNATIONAL
1985 CANADIAN NATIONALHOBIE CHAMPIONSHIPSJULY 5, 6, 7, 1985

EBIE 18A POINTS
1. Woodward/Woodward 72. Alexander/Alexander 183. Cohn/Koe 22 3/44. Skidmore/Chamberlain 265. Beluga/Rosinka 276. Starkey/Tricia 287. Karaim/McGregor 358. Worsfold/Bates 35 3/49. Severs/Severs 3810. Martlin/Adams 3911. Robadeau/Robadeau 4312. Marshak/Marshak 4313 Dunn/Devin 6814. Johnson/Ashcroft 7115. Reid/Reid 7216. DeBosenkemper/Prytula 7517. Gregor/Duchaine 7618. Gray/Cory BO19. Gant/Gant 8020. Henderson/ 8821. Chadwick/Lew 9422. Dietz/Gilette 10423. Harvey/Harve. 10824. Toews Jr./Blakewood 114

110BIE 183 POINTS
1. Birmingham/Norden 64

.4
r-7

..

P--7

2
241

t
,"ly

12

NOVEMBER 042DECEMBER1985/59

122129134138140159
POINTS

POINTS
2%69
POINTS

6.7.8.9.10.11.
ROBIE IVT POINTS

11. Miller 27 1.12. Lawyer 31 2.
13. McManus 33 3.14. Germonprez 37 4.5.6.7.8.9.1. 10.2. 11.3. 12.4.5.6.7. 1.8. 2.9. 3.10. 4.11. 5.12. 6.13. 7.1. 8.2. 9.3. 10.4. 1. 11.5. 2. 12.6. 3. 13.7. 4. 14.8. 5. 15.9. 6. 16.10. 7.

11.12.13.14. 1.
15. 2.
16. 3.4.5.6.7.1.2. 8.

3. 9.
4. 10. 1.
5. 11. 2.12. 3.6. 13. 4.7. 5.8. 6.9. 7.10. I. B11* 2. 9.12. 3. 10.13. 4. 11.5. 12.6. 13.7. 14.1. 8. 15.2. 9. 16.3. 10. 17.4.5.6.7.8.9.10.11.12.13.14.15.16.

17. 9218. 9519. 9720. 10221. 10322. 10623. 11424. 115
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REGATTA RESULTS

2. Anderson/LeBlanc 143. Kennedy/Worth 14 3/44. Whittemore/Whittemore 17 3/45. Lunn/Murray 226. Herberts/McKenzie 257. Durose/Ewonus 318. Bomford/Spencer 31 3/49. Stubbington/Susanne 4510. Northrup/Northrup 4611• stanley/Crawford 53
HOBIE 16A POINTS

1. Belland/Belland 21 3/42. Knight/Hodgion 23 43. Jung/ 24 3/44. Karassowitsch/Stanley 255. Allen/Allen 276. Kelly/Grigg 31 3/47. Marshall/Marshall 388. Burwell/Godfrey 399. Carrington/ 4310. Blackburn/Blackburn 4711. Slakov/Wiecke 4912. Anderson/McMahan 5113. Corrie/ 5414. Lawton/ 5815. Mcllashan/ 6916. Garry/Roy 7317. Srmith/Gaudet 7818. Wager/Wemp 8219. Bref 8320. Hepple/Simonson 8421. Sollosy/Juoric 8522. Machtaler/ 8623. peto/Burling 8824. Schubach/ 9225. LePage/Kukmans 10226. Lidd/11/ 122
HOBIE 16B POINTS

1. Denny/Klinkhammer 71•2. Larson/Julie 17 3/43. Jones/Ruck 234. Morrison/Taylor 285. Allinott/ 296. Moore/louthgate 29 3/47. Sloan/Finney 33 3/48. Anderson/Anderson 389. Hughes/ 4010. Hern/Marechal 4011. Jones/Cook 4312. Basford/Labutis 4413. Doutre/Doutre 5114. olsor 254louat 5315. Burns/ 5616. MiLellan/McLellan 5617. Nichilion•Eduardsen 74
1122IE ]6C POINTS

1. Domingo/Bartholet 13 42. George/Hornby 153. McMaster/ 194. Edwards/Edwards 24S. Sansom/Airdrie 24 3/46. Pahti/ 257. Hilton/Hilton 368. Serr/Sissons 389. Parker/ 40 3/410. Tomhszewsky/Bos 4711. Marson/Richter 4812. Meadows/Meadows 5013. Owen/Symington 5314. Dunn/Dunn 5415. Gatin/Johnson 6616. Brehm/Brehm 71
HOBIE 14
GrossverrinderSurnmerfieldLiddingtonWetterGloir

HOBIE 14

POINTS
1016 3/418 3/41925

POINTS
1. Dick, paul • •
2. Lambert, Brian3. Kidder, John 124. Myers, Babe 16

HOBIE 14 TURBO POINTS
1. DeKreek, Vel 4,2. Thornton, C. 5%3. -Knight, Ron 12

COORS LIGHT - O'NEILLS KICK-OFFMARCH 30-31, 1985
HOBIE leA
Cary, S.Yahalom, R.Hill, J.Gabbard, D.Moncibais, G.Gilbert, T.Gignere, DRiddell, D.Goodell, B.Johnston, R.Ettl, M.Alotis, P.Olson, C.

POINTS
1015 3/416182325253133364347

HOBIE 183
1 Hauff, B.2 Howard, T.3 Debaa, P.4 Franklin, D.5 Sullivan, D.6 Spain, G.7 Wagner' L.8 Johnson, J.9 Nixon, R.10 Allen, S.11 Stierwatt, R.12 Grant, S.

HOBIE 16A
1 Pasloe, P.2 McDonald, S.3 Porter, P.4 Boshna, B-5 Tobie, p.6 Gustin, J.7 Matthews, W.8 parseghian, V9 Mooneyhem, W.10 Adams, B.11 Skvarla, M.12 Mc).tague, M.13 Johnson, D.14 Hoffman, H.15 Tintrns, B.16 Katz, R.17 Rutlege, M.18 Reese, E.19 Skuprliewiez, C.20 Sloan, D.21 Stitt. M.22 Burling, T.

23 Schulthess, J.24 1Iolloway, D.25 Montag", E.
HOBIE 168

1 Arnerich, M.2 Ryan, J.3 Brown, B.4 //berer, P.5 Quinn, F.6 Clarke, M.7 Duoos, D.8 Bailey, B.9 Leonard, A.1 BaumgartenBennett, M*Wistman, M.Bowen, %Siewart, M.Smith, R.Brucia, J.
HOBIE 16C
Miller. C.Leal, R.Houser, A.Harris, R.McGarvey, F.Robinson, R.Welterterp,Lewallyn, R.Ford, S.Lawaye, B.Palasky, S.Lyles, G.Middendorff,
HOBIE 16N

1. Hendry, M.2. Coutches, M.3. Goodwin, G.4. Schroyer, C.S. Slate, T.6. lock, M.7. Panattoni, S.
HOBIE 14A

1. Carney, B.2. Neathery, R.

1985 SUBARU MIDWINTERSEAST REGATTA

POINTS
6 1/27 1/212 3/4161920R. 262627314049D. 52

pon/S

HOBIE 184 POINTS
1. Wood/Rector 7 3/42. McKee/Chevy 113/43. Thompso•Thompson 13 14. Barnett/moreland 145. McCann/Downing 176. Cozart/Smith 23 3/47. Linton/Kichler 258. Schleskse//Keennal 319. Mayo/Dittinno 3210. Cady/Varney 3411. Dunn/Allen 4012. Carlson/Carlson 4613. Schlig/Draft 4814. Hohenhausen/Cheryl 4915. Duffield/Jill 5116. LohmayeK'Camperio 5217. Cope/Cope 5818. Steven/Vargo 6419. Lipka/Brewn 7420. Corliss/Sassaman 7521. Shaw/Hoyt 7922. DePree/Plant 7923. Dalton/Brooks 8424. David/David 90

HOBIE 1 BB POINTS
1. Obendorf/Yenker 4 312. Aydelotte/Clacher 12 53. Dunn/Dunn 144. Brew/LaPrade 165. Larkir• Lalosa 226. BrowuHall 267. Harles/Cole 308. oates/Paul 319. Mullen/Mullen 3510. Hutchinson/Cannon 3711. Dew/Mackenzie 3812. FurlinglZimmerman 40

POINTS
7 3/48 3/41717 3/417 3/42325 3/4262833353844465161

8 1/29 3/49 3/42121 3/4 036
4
66

6

4
'4768395

POINTS
5 1/27 1/210 3/414142326283437394B

POINTS

13. Gray/Hrica 4114. Varano/Stone 5415. Caffee/Oates 5616. Paterson/paterson 62
17. Campbell/Campbell 6718, Spayth/Charles 8020. Gills/ 8021. Thompson/Salmon BO

HOBIE leM POINTS
1. Bodie/Michaels 542. Watters/Walters 6 &3. Hamlet .../ 124. Campbell/Salmons 185. Simmons/Roberts 18

HOBIE 16A POINTS
1. Tucker/Manrodt 5 12. Sloan/Brown 10 3/43. Smith/Lambert 114. O'Brien/0'Brien 175. Franzen/Scott 19 3/46. Walter/Walter 317. Conaty/Freund 31B. Sanchez/Dean 369. Sammons/Simmons 3610. Ashton/Ashton 3611. Gallagher/Castelanni 4012. Miller/Miller 4113. Renelt/Melvin 5014. Dickinson/Kramer 5115. Brooks/Hennecke 5316. Caldwell/Caldwell 5717. Nickerson/Keysor 5818. Percy/Robinson 6819. Bertolet/Kenny 7120. Bowerfind/Bowerfind 7721. Schulman/Diane 8822. Perkins/Perkins 9023. Heil/Johnson 9024. McClure/Mcclure 9225. Haley/Stamper 9426. Momier/Toni 9827. Ridgley/Bailey 9928. Drake/Drake 10729. Healy/Karnitchnig 10830. Ethridge/Bishop 114

HOME 168 POINTS
1. Warringer/Barnes 442. Danner/Gallagher 11 3/43. Bennett/Bennett 124. Okragleski/Carbonnell 15 3/4

SKIPPER/CREW
1. 0'arlen, Kelly2. Holmes, Sheila3. Winter, C/oline4. Renfro, JulieS. Dunn. Karen6. Sloan, Patty7. Taylor, Carrie8. ScarduziS N• ncy9. Stone, Lynn10. DeSmyter, Sid11. Fuller, Judy12. Tullb Anne, .*I13. Gustin, Jan• ce14. Scott, Mellss,is. Treble, Lori16. Kellogg, Judy17. Laure, Debbie18. Smith, Michele19. BIdwell, Cherry20. Kroula, Janet21. Alley, Cindy12. Aorc, Jan23. Schiller, Mdline

::: H,-th. M./g//.tWall, Pam26. 0 Rocque, Peggy

5 Bennett/,Bennett 216 Meyers/Stiff 227 Jones/Jones 238 Philipson/Philpson 249 Berry/Jeter 2710 Hunt/Gonyea 4411 Jordan/Postlmayr 4412 Boone/Jensen 4413 Kuftic/Gilcoine 5214 Shimer/Shimer 5315 Murph/Murph 5616 Detrick/Detrick 5717 Kartz/Phillips 5818 Frank/Cook 6219 Wolfe/Carr 6220 Jeffers/Jeffers 7221 Frazee/Scheepers 7622 Moore/Liaguna 7723 Gronbach/Caffee 8324 Fahlberg/Moore 8825 Dor/WWalsh 9326 Jennings/Lawrence 9627 Cunningh/4Mitchell 10028 Kunz/Dinger 10629 Chestnut/Chestnut 112
HOBIE 16B POINTS

1 Schulman/Lusk 6 3/42 Starkey/Wiltshire 12 3/43 Taucher/Taucher 14 3/44 Boone/Boone 185 Korakis/MacDonald 206 PiermarinilRidolfi 277 Griffin/Griffin 298 Bucina/Haynes 379 paradis/Seifert 39 3/410 Ridenour/Mary 4111 Lengyel/Zoumbaros 42
12 Amici/Lindgren 43Broonberg/Sylvester 46Clark/Reynolds .51Mclonald/Geiger 57Rapp/Niles 58McCandless/Eysmann 68 3/4Beal/Beal 69Halpin/lavidsor, 72Collins/Gilliam 74Bamache/Cos 74MacMillan/Zeagler 76

ABSOLUT CUP 85HOBIE 16 NATIONALSTRAVERSE CITY, MICHIGANSEPTEMBER, 8-9,1985

23. Sylvester/Sylvester 7924. Martin/Poreda 8225. Brendle/Jennings 10126. Rode/Rode 10827. Ma/rod//Southard 108
HOBIE_IMi POINTS

1. Knapp/Jimy 32. Sherard/Rickey 93.. Dickinson/Dickihson 10 3/44. Bukowski/Fergusen 185. Sandlin/Gendon 186. youngl.owe/Musser 207. Gorgen/Van Sant 258* Rawls/DeQuesada 289. Keysor/lito 3110. Scott/Scott 3711. Stone/lingbrake 44
HOBIE 14A POINTS

1 Figueroa, E2 Whitehurst, 3.3 Kirby, A.4 woodruff. S.5 Mcintosh, F.6 Miller, M.7 Re/fro, J.8 Sarduy. M.9 Dick, P.10 Nelson, J.11 Craig, J.12 Wall, B13 Br.ooks, B.
iRBIE 148 POINTS

1 Lung, J. 32 Urette, G. 7 3/43 Whitworth, T. 124 Sanmons, J. 135 Roche, C. 186 Horney, R. 20
HOME HT POINTS
Joilin, B. 5 &Post, D 6 4Dekreek, V. 8Donovan, L. 22Coss, P. 22Keysor, C. 23MCNeir, M. 29Shireling, B. 30Danagher, M. 34MICallister, B. 37Medley, B. 42Ferry, D. 50Gres, W. 52

QUALIFYING RACESSKIPPER/CREW HOMETOWN 1 2 3 4
1. Marner, Paul/Randy Lake Canada 3/4 3/4 3 (27)2. Warner, Daniel//im Rusnack Michigan 2 (9) 5 23. Grant, Doug/ Illinois 3 ( 13• 8 3/44. Hardee, Greg/ Michigan (21) 6 4 6,5. Traitman, Jack/Mry Lou Caldwell Colorado (12) 3 12 36. Reidle, Jeff Minnesota 5 2 (19) 137. Nichols, Roy/Elizabeth Nichols Michigan (17) 11 3/4 11 22 3/48. Griffee, Michael/Marsha Griffee Indiana 9 8 7 (17) 249. Wills, Marty:• Beth Wills Indiana (22) 14 2 8 2410. MCCreddie, Dennis/ Texas ( 26• 4 10 10 2411. Strauss. Bruce/Barbara Strauss New Jersey 7 ( 27} 6 14 2712. DILave, Dan/Kim williams California 11 (25) 13 4 2813. Shay, Bob/ utah 13 (21) 11 5 2914. Baidas, Bob/Nancy Baidas Michigan 15 5 9 (25) 2915. Allen, Greg/Joanne Mees Michigan 10 15 ( 20• 15 4016. Healy, Matthew/Richard probst Michigan (18) 7 16 18 4117. Krause, John/Barbara Krause Virginia 6 ( 221 14 21 4118. Reese, Ed/Kathy Ward California 8 16 18 (19) 4219. Mitchell, JohN Florida (27) 10 21 12 4320. Kiefer, Mickey/ New York 4 17 23 (25) 4421. Kartz, Jim/David Green Indiana (24) 19 24 7 5022. Young. Dennis/ Texas 14 20 (23) 16 5023. Peterson, Jim/Phillis Peterson Indiana 16 12 {26 ) 22 5024. Heath, Russell/Margaret Heath California 20 ( 23] 22 F 5125. Brems, David, lanita parrish Utah 19 18 17 t 20 ) 5426. Leonard, Hal/peg sylling Illinois 23 (24) 15 23 6127. Wadsworth, phillip/Howard Wetlzer Ohio 25 26 {21 ) 24 75

TOTAL
4,

11 3/416
1820

TOTAL
1414 3/419 3/421222325313234353940404850515355576364657476
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0. 13. 1.11. 2.12. 14. 3.13. 15. 4.14.15. 16. 5.17. 6.16. 7.18. 8.19. 9.
1. 20. 10.
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3. 22. 12.
4. 13.
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::8 ABSOLUT CUP 19859. HOBIE 16 WOMENS NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS10. TRAVERSE CITY, MICHIGAN11. SEPTEMBER 4-6, 198512.13. HOMETOWN mEI1 2 3 4 5 6Florida 3/4 • /4 3/4 2 NATexas 2 8 2 10 2S. Africa. 3 7 3/4 17 410 Flwida 5 13 9 3/4 312 North C/rolind 6 5 6 2114 California 6 2 8 7 721 New York 15 11 3 3 624 Rhode Island 7 10 4 4 1927 Floridd 10 8 6 9 8Michigan 10 9 11 B 5POINTS Texas 8 2 13 11 13Colorado 11 12 3 16 95 1/2 Californi/ 5 4 16 14 237 3/4 Florida 13 5 10 12 14Virginia 17 9 6 13 12Michigan 9 16 18 5 18Michigan 4 17 18 26 11Michigan 13 15 11 12 15 15Indiana 18 3 17 24 15Minnesota 14 16 15 19 10North Carolina 20 12 7 18 2018 17 20 16Texas 19 14 14 22 17California 16 19 7 23 23Michigan 20 15 18 21 23Michigan 21 14 19 25 22
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-Attractive Enhancement without Alteration
-Perfect for Cruising or Racing i
-Lightweight/Only one pound ; PATENT PENDING '
-Water-Resistant Storage Pouches on Port

and Starboard with Velcro Flaps AFTER
-Insulated Center Cooler holds up to

Eight canned drinks (accessibility from · ,
Port and Starboard sides with Velcro Flaps) - -- ---- J

-Attaches simply with Shock Cord Customized ; '
and Stainless Steel S·Hooks

bags available :-Made from#400 Denier Nylon Pack
-Provides Convenience for between on request f

Race relaxation Please call for
-Grabbers hold Eyeglasses, keys, gloves, etc.

Specifications. :,-I==I=mm--=I=-==-,
TO ORDER BY MAIL:

1 p,0-, ..d -0 I Available in: Electric Blue, Black, Red, Yellow, White andbagls ) at $139.95 each
/ -oplional sail numbers .1 $10.00 : Light Blue. Accent Strips available in same colors.

U.S.A. Shipping and Handling $5.00 Optiona14 inch BLACK VINYL sail numbers sewn in upperSalis Tax lums residents add 5.125%3
• Total Amounl Enclosed : right corner is available for a personal touch.Omon.y oider• O ch.ck Sp 042illyBackpack i.la. S SAILING ACCESSORIESo Visa/Muiercaid Specily Accent S,zipes color

numb" ...1... CUSTOMIZED ORDERS
I SHIP TO. N... : IFURilaE (817) 282-2812
:

Address rily
Stat. 710

( ple.se .11.. four • . six w..ks lor delivery ) I - - P.O. Box 1724 Hurst, Texas 76053
• -/t.X...1_,1•

&==-==--=-=--=--=-4 r
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Predicts
New skippers will appreciate KISME products
because they are simple, easy to install and vir-
tually maintenance free.
Experienced recreational sailors will appreciate
KISME products because they are very reliable
and in some cases offer an increased margin of
safety.
Serious racers will appreciate KISME products
because they usually offer more precision and
exceptional sensitivity without being delicate or
fragile. yet they are usually lighter in weight
than what they replace. KISME especially
challenges the serious A, B. or C fleet skippers
to compare our products with whatever they
now use.

One prediction is a sure bet:
Everyone wins with KISME, regardless of their
sailing category or experience level because we
give an old fashioned, straight forward perfor-
mance guarantee with ALL of our products . . .
and for some very UNIQUE KISME products we
will also guarantee your satisfaction... and we
give you the guarantee in print on every
package.

You'll always get your money's worth
from

=
Mi• qnn*&lid-I../p =©1983 KISME, Inc.

118 Millridge Rd., Universal City, Texas 78148
(512) 659-4258

all rights reserved

164:
......

SKIP ELLIOT SAILMAKERS
870 PRODUCTION PLACE

NEWPORT BEACH, CA92663
(714) 645-6697

RECUTS REPAIRS
SPECIALIZING IN HOBIE CATS©

Malnsail Racing Recut
with Teflon Boltrope ........$85.00

JIb Reshape Seams............ $65.00
Pie Shape Tell-Tale Window ...... $10.00
Vision Windows

Mainsail.................$25.00
Jib....................$20.00

NEW SAILING SUITS
1 pce. dinghy suit . . . . . . . . . . . . . $69.00
1 pce. insulated suit. ........... $99.00
Dry Suits..................$249.00

***1 WEEK SERVICE ***
All shipments via UPS. freight collect CO.D.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Why spend a lot of money on
something that looks like it was
designed by NASA to hold a
telescope in the space shuttle.
when all you want is something
to hold your mast. that looks
better than rolled up carpet?

astgrabber

----------

* One Piece * No Moving Parts
* No Metal Parts *IT FLOATSI

Simply the Best

See your authorized
Hobie 442Dealer.

Suggested retail under S15.

Capstone Box 1212 Hollister, CA



TRIU• PH IN TRA
port women's sailing. and fog away. The wind lifted and the day
The September 4 skipper's meeting fea- turned out to be great for sailing.

tured a small surprise which consisted of a In race 2, groups B, C and D were on
practice rtice and then a round robin the water with light but building wind and a
series. But why?Well, it seems someone clear start. Another Course 3 was set and
was late and unable to make the Wednes- would remain in place for the rest of the
day races. World Hobie Class Director day. My team managed to find a wind shift

Editor's Note: Before the Absolut Cup Sandy Banks, being kind hearted, and the resulting velocity carried us
events in Traverse City, Michigan, we asked decided to give that team a fair chance of around A mark with a clear lead. The early
two top Hobie sailors, Kelly O'Brien and winning. I don't think anyone minded until lead stayed with us and we had taken
Dorian Goldberg, to give a racer's eye view of they had to sit out one race which makes another bullet.
the racing. As luck would have it, both you feel kind of anxious just sitting there Groups A, B and D ventured out to the
women sailed on the winning teams in the watching someone else winning. It's hard course for race 3 with winds climbing to
women's championship and the open cham- to think that, had you been out there, you 12-14 knots. The start was all clear again
pionship respectively. Here then, is a special might have won. with the girls double trapping and really
look at the Absolut Cup from two winners The practice race started off with light air trucking. Caroline Winter dominated the
who had front row seats. and an individual recall with three boats race with a lead, speed and style that

over early. The race was very close with looked very impressive. But much of the
Caroline Winter winning and Sheila action occurred behind Caroline where a

0']1-1 Holmes a close second. The question in very tight race was developing for places
. • many minds was, Is Caroline going to walk two through five.

away with the cup again? That race sure Someone's crew ( 1 won't mention who)
I 6 made her look like she could. went for a long swim on a windward leg as

]OV W ES aqua water set the scene for exploding two approaching A mark. It was a spec-

After a couple of delays, the first race got her skipper had a hard time turning the
started at about 4:00 p.m. with groups A, B boat around due to all the others directly
and C on the water. The wind blowing behind her. Then there were many skip-
around six to nine knots, sunshine and pers and crews who took a dip in a lull or

WIVAY
energy. The first start was all clear with the tator's thrill and a photographer's field day.
boats moving well off the line sailing a Winter ended up winning the race.
Course 3. I was first around A mark with The women once again impressed
Caroline Winter and Sheila Holmes close Banks with another clear start in race 4
behind. It turned out to be a gruesome with winds close to 17 knots complete with

Ii· AVi CIZE · 1
battle for the win but I was able to hold on. slight shifts and a few major lulls. Team
Sheila finished second and Caroline third. O'Brien dominated this race with tremen-
This was going to be atough competition. dous speed and good teamwork. The lead
Wednesday ended with only one race was large enough to make people on the

off and the welcoming party to come. At beach wonder who they were racing
the party, everyone had a chance to talk against.

BY KELLY O'BRIEN about this year's divisional accomplish- The fourth and final race of the day was
ments and past women's championship all set to be one of the most exciting of the
events. Of course, the enjoyment of the event, with winds still blowing in the 17 knot

It was September 3,1985, Traverse City party was enhanced by the fact that the range and a1128 teams on the water The
Michigan. Absolut Vodka was hosting the food was fabulous. It was a great ending to start featured an individual recall thanks to
Absolut Cup for the Hobie 16 Women's agood day my being over early. Julie Renfro and crew
Championship. The scenery was beautiful, All we could say for Thursday was that Cindy Deans tookthe lead but had to fight
especially the site of 48 new Hobie 16s the boats were tuned to their finest to maintain it. Back in the pack, Team
sitting on the green grass of the park next because that's as far as we got; rigging, C)'Brien pushed the boat to its limits to
to the Holiday Inn. That's where we would checking, rechecking, tilting, tightening reach the front of the pack after being in
begin sailing. Excitement was in the air as and in general really getting to knowthose fifteenth place at A mark. By C mark we
the women started to arrive and old friends boats. The rain, fog and insufficient wind were in fourth place, back in the race and
met once again to race against each other made the day worthless for sailing. High pushing the leaders for a top spot. The
for this prestigious sailing title. hopes, hot dogs, soda and beer, along finish was almost a photo, but Renfro had
There were 28 teams registered which with Rocco Sacci representing Absolut held on to beat us by inches.

meant that 56 of the best women Hobie and Beach Captain Tony Lewis (our The day had been a good one for my
sailors from around the country and heroes), made the best of the poor sister and myself. We were clearly ahead
abroad were attending. Included in that weather day: Absolutly with three firsts and one second. Caroline
number was South African Caroline Winter The next day rose and it looked as Winter held second place with 10.75 points
and her crew back to defend the women's though Sacci and Lewis would have to and Sheila Holmes was in third with 12
title she had won two years in a row It was keep us entertained again. But a few points.
a pleasure seeing people turn out to sup- prayers and lots of anxiety chased the rain "Everyone's racing is extremely com-
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petitive," said Winter summing up the
feelings of most of the women at this year's
Absolut Cup. "They're faster than the last
two years and they are more skilled and
aggressive than before."

Friday night the awards banquet was
held, but without the awards since racing
was to continue onto Saturday. Once
again, the food was fabulous, an excellent
way to end a tough sailing day that con-
sisted of four windy races.

Well, Saturday came and forgot to bring
the wind. At about 2:00 p.m. however a
light breeze filled in with some of the
women paddling off the beach. If they only
knew what was in store for them! The sixth
and final race had an all clear start with
winds building and a fog bank approach-
ing. But, before they had reached A mark,

I the wind picked up quickly to about 15

knots and between A and C mark, the fog
rolled in thick layers. Then the wind
increased again to about 22 knots. Team
O'Brien, double trapping and hanging on,
appeared out of the fog to round C mark
with a clear lead. But how could anybody
find marks in a fog so thick you could
barely see 20 feet in front of you? Many
boats hit the beach without finishing, a few
went swimming and a few stayed in to
finish the race. We finished first with
Holmes in second and Winter in third.
Renfro was fourth. That was a pretty hairy
race.

Editor's Note: Kelly and K.K. C)'Brien of
Fort Walton Beach, Florida won the Abso-
lut Cup in style with a perfect score of four
firsts, throwing out a second place finish.
Holmes and crewfinished second with 13
points. Winter took third with 13.75.
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Editor's Note: The following is dedicated to
Bill Snyder 1947-1985: A true Hobie
sportsman.

• GUE ICIA

A C.083•
- I. -' - ---* . \- A

BY DORIAN GOLDBERG -1.

- 1. . , '
The Absolut Cup racing seriesturned its .4#*-,4.,-i'.6:-.• • --• • . -., - • _-.--..'*...75- 1• ' ..'4.1-m.,

attention away from the women's champi- W .. ...S... 7- -24 : , 036
onship held the week earlier to the Hoble L.-*r-__---1 ,, . -:. 1-,1.1.v.,,  036• .'. P.-.* YA: .-,2.- .... 442,16 U.S National Championship which , ............. ''...
began in Traverse City on September 8. F«,1.'...i.ki&f*:.,-=S-=- - -28fg.---1..• '.. 254k....tli• i'.ki='..• . -  036,-.

Feig<291*2 . - ·.-Strong weather including rain and winds *38»./KIn--i·:':3::. - .....0//4 &12.:=3.• .6 .fvs:·.: ill: . r.- 4-
caused delays of aircraft and forced the Vt.- --- 9,·t*:'-· - .._. . ...• • e»=.-c-- 3-i -/27.-.:,i--'.-- - -' fi.:. 2
race committee to hold registration on ,• ..1-%3,• ,$-&&gEPLZJig:#8• -:6'2)4• -11 . 46=--i• .-.r:T-re. : ,-··,
Sunday morning where each team
received T- shirts, posters, binoculars,
meal tickets and hats, all thanks to Absolut. *• • 27£• 1• ......• .-.Ei• r-• =*396*EvE,-2 :---2 1 .. 4 EL

championship series which was to begin 44-*d• • 1• f·53:,Ifii*IT• • • • GI-.Zj• .-
Twenty teams were vying for a slot in the ft,IL,/:2:.&2/.,1 *24/6

on Tuesday. Contrary to previous champi- .49-/&205;QDE'31:'.:'A'.K.• *".l i .- _..:flz <r : -·3:4 37:-9914.36+£24» . *: ./.. .:"1
onships, skippers attempting to qualify
were allowed to use the same boat • 541- *, S.<.32:,i: .11• :42 +1 042i:·:-pri• .t.- -:·* --A..• _:-- 2: ..I... --5.e 036•-
throughout both days in order to allow
more time for races and less for boat EALL 9.Tit:Di'..fona#r.r#"Sillabb. Jit'ES 76- -S
• =leThsishp=dd• nbdoythsindcaey• o• • e «--- -• • -r2-3'• • :.,4• &6:..A_'• »«5.7/6:,• ·.3-,1«• 3···.1.'7:---3--.2

--i.- • - : .:• '·'7• 6• • .9 036-4• .• 299-fif.. 1 :E • '"f _2..71 T.-'.'-'.1-- . 2--- twhite flag was to be raised on the course at t-,Z'.r:-- ... ...--.... '=3 -69" - ...,. , I . .'- 0362:00 p.m. 4.* 4 - ----- -RA+FL. - -' 4.-Vt':4· "'• -' 'Z.:. il . : • , . *• . 7
At 1:30, an anxious Dan Delave of Long - .. "f-i-'.-2.-'..... .t .. - . - :'., ....»-7

Beach, California thought he could sneak - , -41
off the beach past the watchfull eye of -ibny 2 .*,£.9 , b=i....r -' Ar, f" ,. 0424"''# '. ·- - /- - af. - .. - .O
Lewis (I L.) for an early start. Boy was he .. .... .. .  036.,.. . . :- ., ......4-. :

.», .... .'011 . ...e'65. .. = 042ar6
wrong Races were postponed at 2:00 . Irs 5
p.m. for lack of wind. At 3:35 they were 373. I , 0.. 2

...- :0 &, ....r -' . .3·' 5
postponed again until 4:00. Wind came, . '* r 042-.·444 -:2.r- -; .,·

... rbut in small patches from the northwest. - ,«-1.*a. . .  442 5
Lunch was served while we waited.

At 4:34, they finally called the boats off
the beach for a Course 1 (twice around lunch time with an onshore breeze, but still At 4:20, race four was started amid a
SACACF). Daniel Warner of Waterford, light and cool. Paul Garner captured cooling trend which saw the temperature
Michigan was leading the pack followed by another first place w,n, this time over Jeff drop from 70 to 65 degrees. The wind was
Paul Garner of Scarborough, Ontario. On Riedle of White Bear Lake, Minnesota. cool and shifting all over the place Garner,
the last leg, Garner was able to take the Jack Trautman of Fort Collins, Colorado having already taken a first and a qualify-
lead and finish in first with Warner second placed third. ing spot, sat the race out. Doug Grant took
and Doug Grant of Evanston, Illinois third. The wind picked up to 15 knots for the the victory with Daniel Warner in second

On Sunday evening, familiar faces third race in the series only to drop again and Jack Trautman in third
began to pop into the Holiday Inn. People as the boats approached A mark. A The Absolut welcome party began that
like Ricky and Carol Eddington with little Course 3 was being run (SACABCF) and evening with nervous sailors hoping they
Wess, 1bm Materna, Alan Egusa, my skip- local sailor Roy Nichols of Traverse City had made it into the championship series.
per, Enrique Figueroa, Wally Myers, Dave proved he could hold a lead in his home The top 14 qualifiers were announced as
Sloan and others moved into their digs at waters by taking first. Martyn Wills of well as the six alternates. Then the party
the hotel. Granger, Illinois placed second and began in earnest in the big red and orange

Monday's qualifying races began at Garner took third. tent stationed in the the Holiday Inn park-
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ing lot. A variety of meats and vegetables
were served. Long-time Hobie sailor Mike
Shearer took the opportunity to announce
his engagement to the attractive Lisa Sore-
nsen of Salt Lake City, Utah. They plan to
be married at Thanksgiving time.

On Tuesday, the top Hobie 16 sailors in
the nation set sail in the championship
series with three races scheduled for the
day. Temperatures had dropped to the 65
degree range and the lake had a slight
chop with light, shifty winds out of the
northeast. The always eager 16 sailors
forced a general recall at the start, after
which Jeff Alter lead the field followed
closely by Enrique"Rockin' Rican-
Figueroa.

Everybody looked liked Humpty
Dumpty on the boats with wet suits cov-
ered by foul weather gear, sweaters,
booties, wool hats and anything else warm
one could think of. A Course 1 was called
for the second race and, of course, there
was another general recall. Carlton Tucker,
who had better wind than we did, was just
trucking all the way followed back there
somewhere by Hobie Alter Jr. Alan Egusa
was sailing in third.

While we were on the beach for the boat
change in preparation for the third race,
the wind was blowing at 25 with gusts
reaching 30 knots. Somewhere near boat
number 44, you could hear a certain
Puerto Rican yelling and jumping with joy
saying"He* this is just like home." It
seemed that way to me too, except the
water was colder and the temperature was
65 degrees. Our team must have thought it
was like home as we pulled down a first
with Dave Sloan taking second and Hobie
Alter Jr. in third.

The wind pattern for most of the week
was light and shifty in the mornings with
the temperature at 55 degrees. During
lunch hour it would rise to 60 and the wind
tended to pick up in the mid afternoon.
Water temperature was at 65 degrees. But
the cold wasnt minded too much because
if the sun came out too early, it would drain
the wind away

Race 4 was scheduled forll:00 a.m.
Wednesday. Scott MacDonald of Modesto,
California notched a bullet with Carlton
Tucker of Fort Walton Beach, Florida follow-
ing in second place.

Races 5 and 6 were sailed on a Course
3. Mike Shearer celebrated his engage-
ment with a win in the fifth race by shaking
off Figueroa. Gregory Smith of Kalamazoo,
Michigan out lasted Jeff Alter in the sixth
race to take first. After six races then, the
top five in the standings, without a
throwout, looked like this:
1. Enrique Figueroa 4.75
2. Carlton Tucker 6.75
3. Hobie Alter Jr. 8
4. Jeff Alter 9.75
5. Ricky Eddington 16

Carlton Tucker advanced on Figueroa
by taking a first in the seventh race. He

managed to overcome the light and shifty
winds to take the lead and hold it despite
the efforts of Frank Heath and Cindy
Deans who placed second and Don Bal-
thauser and Karen Horton who finished
third.

In the eighth race, the scene was set for
another Jeff Alter vs. Figueroa duel. The
sailors who were further back in the pack
were busy worrying if this race was going
to be their last since it was the final day
before the cut. The funny thing about this
race was that the top skippers seemed to
have two left hulls. Tom Materna capsized,
we had to restart, but as we dip started
Banks kept yelling "You're not clear," so we
had to round the committee boat and then
start. We were DFL (The one minute recall
was in effect.). Jeff thought he had seen
the last of us, but we got a nice lift to A
mark which we missed making in one tack
by about fifty yards. We rounded A in tenth
place and slowly but surely started gaining
boats on the downwind leg. Bob Seaman
had to restart with us also, but it paid off for
him too giving him athird place finish over
Tom Materna. We finished second to Jeff
Alter's first.

Two all-girl teams were racing in the
Absolut Cup. After eight races, the team of
Shiela Holmes and Cindy Fritzenmeir of
Texas were in 55th place and Julie Renfro
with Judy Proveyeur were in 69th place.
After eight races, the top places were held
by the same five people. In fact, the only
change was a switch between the Alter
brothers with Jeff taking over third place
from Hobie. When throwouts were added
the closeness of the racing became
obvious. The total point span between the
top three places was from one half to one
and a quarter.

The Alters continued their family feud in
the ninth race with Hobie taking a come-
from-behind victory over his younger
brother who finished second. Later,
Figueroa copped another first followed by
Shearer and Mike Montague of Santa
Rosa, California. Team Puerto Rico so
dominated the race that we finished two
minutes ahead of the second boat.

The finalist party was held after race 10
where the top 48 teams to continue racing
were announced. This is the first time in
histor* at least as far as I can remember,
that ten races were held during the cham-
pionship series of a nationals. Banks
deserved congratulations. The top five at
the cut remained almost unchanged, with
the exceptions being Don Balthauser's
emergence into fifth place, replacing Ridky
Eddington, and Jeff Alter's move from third
to second, pushing Tucker to third. In fact,
top spot was really a tie, with the team of
Figueroa and Goldberg nosing out Alter by
virtue of a lower throwout. This was going
to be a close championship. Hannah Pot-
eat, a 13-year-old from Raleigh, North
Carolina gained some notoriety at the final-
ist party because she was the youngest
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sailor to make the cut. She was crewing for
Hobie Alter Jr.

Of course there was more to the Absolut
Cup in Traverse City than the races. After
the finalist party, for example, we all
headed for"Shimers" disco and bar at the
Holiday Inn for a little dancing and con-
sumption of fun liquids. After the races
during the day, most of us would run to the
hot tub or sauna at the hotel to defrost
ourselves from the chilly water and wind.
Others, like myself, would turn to the game
room to play the pinball machine, billiards,
pole position or just watch people soak in
the hot tub. Every afternoon, Rocco Sacci
of Absolut had an artist drawing car-
icatures of us.

It looked like some of those outside
activities would have to replace racing on
Friday. Sailing did not get started until 3:30
p.m. due to lack of wind power. Winds
were still doing their fluky and light number,
so volleyball teams were organized and a
few sets played after the 11:00 a.m.
postponement flag went up. Team Hawaii,
Florida and myself were playing a few
games of Liar's Dice. Mrs. Myers turned
out to be tough to beat. When the racing
finally did get started, there was only time
for two races and the Alters traded
victories.

We consoled ourselves about the lack of
wind that day by going to the Alter cabana
for the traditional taco party, made expertly
by Sue Brenny and the Alters, and the after
dinner cordials which consisted of four
cases of beer for 20 Hobie sailors. The
beer loosened things up and when it had
started to disappear, some of us went for a
dip in the hot tub, scattering personal
belongings near a tree. Pictures were
taken. It was a night to remember.

Saturday dawned with the temperature
at 60 degrees and the lake looking like a
big glass of chilled water. Fortunately; the
sun was out and warming us, so we could
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were going so fast. Nobody could catch bowl. Jeff Alter and crew Sue Brenny had
us. "Look Enrique," said Materna, "first finished second, Tucker and Karen McCar-
place is you against Jeff, why don't you two thy finished third, Hobie Jr. and Hannah
go out and have a match race and we will Poteat finished fourth and Ricky and Carol
all stay on shore and watch you float out Eddington regained fifth place.

- there." With nothing else to do, we went I would like to thank Rocco and Will
back to our volleyball, Liar's Dice and Thoretz from Absolut Vodka, the Holiday
kiddie weiners. Inn of Traverse City, the World Class Asso-

At 4:40 we were all called off again for ciation and Sandy Banks, Michele Krcelic
the final race of the event. After a clear and IL. I also thank the teams from
start, (Who ever heard of a clear start at the Hawaii, Florida and California for the sup-

. . last race of a national championship?), port they gave me during the nationals
i . ' most of us top sailors were in somewhat of and, most of all, my skipper Enrique "Evin-

a tight spot. Except, that is, for Mike rude" Figueroa,
Shearer who was leading throughout the Special thanks were also given to
entire course followed by Hoble J[ Alan Marga, Dennis and Paul of Sail North;

i Egusa, Jeff AlteT Tucker and my team were Dave on the committee boat; Pat, Brian,
nowhere to be found in the top five. Gary and Bruce on the chase boats; The

1 . '. After A mark, it was Hobie in first fol- lunch crew and beach committee
lowed by Shearer. As Enrique and I especially Hannah and Bob Poteat, Mor-
approached A on port, some of the boats gan, Jennifer, Micheal, Matthew, Jason and
that had rounded the mark encouraged us Jerry and Ray Pensone. Mayor Philip Orth
by yelling 'What are you doing so far received everyone's gratitude for showing

i behind? and "Don't worrK the race isrit the hospitality of Traverse City.
i i over yet "'Go Enrique!" someone There was a lot riding on this event since

shouted. We rounded in 43rd place. the top ten teams will represent the U.S. at
But, we managed to pick up ten boats the Hobie 16 World Championship in Fiji in

on our way down to C, passed a few more August of 1986. I hope to see all of you
on ourway backto Aand, although there and at the Absolut Cup in my native
Shearer and Hobie J[ were still ahead, we Puerto Rico where the Hobie 14 World
were now in about 35th place. We didrit Championship will be decided November
feel so bad because Jeff Alter was about 24 through 30,1985. Ill try to arrange sun,
ten boats ahead of us and dropping back. 20 knot trade winds and plenty of fun. Ri

takeoff our wetsuits for the first time The
start was postponed once again but
Rocco rescheduled a raffle he had been
running during the week for this time so
we had something to turn our attention
away from the racing Hobie towels Col
eman coolers and T shirts were given
away

The final race was approaching and we
were all getting nervous It had come
down to the last race to see who would win
the Absolut Cup and be the Hobie 16 U S
National Champ on We were finally called
off the beach at 1 00 p m and it took us 15
minutes to sail out to the committee boat A
Course 1 twice around was posted After
the marks were shuffled and we wa ted
about one half hour the boats started to
gather together to form a I ttle line side by
side. Crews jumped from boat to boat to
talk to each other Thirty minutes later
Banks finally gave up on the little wind that
had shown up and sent us all back into the
beach. IL. heard our calls from half a m le
away, our voices carr ed so far in the I ght
wind. Our little chain of boats tried to make
it back via paddle power but we couldnt
get too far because we broke up The only
thing to do was for Enrique and I to
challenge John Myhre and Patti Paul of
Team Hawaii to a paddling race back to
shore for a bee[ Enrique and I looked as
though we had a motor In our boat we
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SAIL REPAIR
AS SAILMAKERS FOR 14 YEARS
AND HOBIE DEALERS FOR 12 1
YEARS, WE SOLICIT YOUR 8
WINDOW INSTALLATION, BOLTROPE
AND BATTEN POCKET REPAIRS, 2
TRAMPOLINE WORK, ETC. FIVE
TO TEN DAY TURN AROUND· 9
EXCELLENT WOAKMANSHIP.
INSURANCE ESTIMATES. <7
48 HOUR SERVICE AT • y| ©
DOUBLE RATES AND 10
TIME AVAILABILITY. 4 bil
CALL FOR QUOTE OF:1 2276 A
SEE YOUR HoWeCatoR HOLDERDEALER 1• • -• '•
-ALSO- 5

HOLDER COVERS ©
S 6 *ee • Ii)

Hobie Cat

- - .• --------(13fBanatta 94:c/ 0

001)CTS 14
6151--)

Banana Pee£3 are designed to fit the hulls snugly by utilizlng delrin zippers
along gunwhale and zippers/velcro for sidestay closures allowlng for mast up
storage or mast dia towable without disoonnectlng the bridle or sldestays
Hoble 16 Banana Peeb are $295 00 a set and $95 00 for the trampoline cover
:Ihe Hoble 18 "Banana Ped 15 orle-plece covering the entire hulls and tranp
and prices at $389 00 Prices are for our stock colors of white or blue Mld
10% to quoted prices for colors red yellow green or tan allow additional
14-day delivery for special colors All orders prepaid will be shipped UPS
freight paid All other orders /111 be shipped UPS COD InCluding freight
For price guide on sail repalrs and 1nfo on other rnanufactured iterns contact

Chris Rooke
ROOKE SAILS # 036phlsTN 38111

1744 Prescott So
(901) 744 8500

• .• • 264'0• 6• i"*Lifp• A<2• • B

4  254bristmas• tocking • tuffers •
For Crew, Loved Ones, Friends

1- 3. •
0, 4 • ,»

«.
ki.- a

A
t

:7• MADE FROM TOP-GRADE LEATHER WITH ,• '

• FINGER SIDEWALLS. OPEN FINGERTIPS, REIN- • '
BREATHABLE NYLON MESH ON BACKS AND n:

." FORCED WEARPOINTS.
0 fl 11.:
A• Mail to: SAILING GLOVES 'TA
]A JMB, LTD.
" P.O. Box 3656 A:
• Ormond Beach, FL 32074
• or Ph. in Mastercharge/Visa Orders at 1-904-673-1642 8•

:h Mens s.M-L-XS (fits most women) A:
A. -prs @ 12.00 apair = $
• +-prs@ 1.50 shipping, handling M.

& tax each = $
tM TOTAL ORDER = S

• 6%.:61264<Fel'.».a=i·=p'·.a==EOfit

PERFECT COMPANIONS!
P• ' • Tr ii -  0361"=- --,fj' '• '• 4'4454<4.2474'»-..**

1051*_ . 1*-• 1• 51'' i.= ._ tlt• , 036.''--4r·• ->.,..··· • .2• ' ···5-4.5,• '*...· .. 254
-"L»-,76-- --1- 036;<,,.,• St**·-....• .k·NA,• 31..., 036**·,4ia• ·f',• _1.#£4:S. -,--4..3.,2-3-* .1 : »-1 1.r=.I- ---I..... .-.'..'.... ..
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- KOOL·AAK designed to hold the popular PLAYMATE and LITTLE PLAYMATE
beverage coolers by IGLOO. 042FitsHobie16&18  042All stainless steel
 042Mounts lowon centerline mounting hardware
 042Easytousepush button  042Rubber insulators. rio

lock with swing down top metal to metal contact 042Black vinyl coated for corrosion protection  042Easyon andoff
pr.7-7 - m'm• e,
p..*6/,f J'*• Your IGLOO cooler is rugged high
• i Ilimpact plastic. A tough hide that
1 1 qwon't chip, rust or corrode.• v• • #9.3 year guarantee.
-i--. .. /'---'I.I..• .%£--.
.......M
K661.-R-Ak compl• te -with ( Ii;6ie on6 -,;d bl.. - y.liow

PLAYMATEcooter(holdslacans).............. ..KOOL-RAK only.
LITTLE KOOL-RAK complete with ( circle one ) red blue yellow

LITTLE PLAYMATE cooler(holds 9 cans} .
LITTLEKOOL-RAKonly........................................

.. 0 $50.95
0 $31.95
0 541.95
0 $29.95

Add $1.50 postage (outside Mainland USA add $3 00). California residents add 6• % sales
tax. We accept check or money orders. MasterCard and VISA.

Card No. .... ...... Expire... ...
Name.................,....,.. .....
Address........ ........................... ... . . ....
City........... ..... ...... State.... Zip

CAT-RAK DESIGNS
19632 Sequoia St., Cerritos, CA 90701 (213)865.6871

'CHRISTmAS
WHY NOT

GIVE A
TM THE 8 h BAG PAT. PEND

8h Fits N 04218without aheration
011 Trampoline Storage Bags - Quick

Hook-up - 2-12*15 Bags, 1 Port & Star-
board, Rips,op Nylon, Cold-Cup Pockets.
Covered Zippers, Colors To Match Soils:

 042Red 042lt.Blue 042Blue 042Novy 042Maroon
 042Green 042Yellowond  042Orange

\A . The Halyard Pocket
U, --

/• 2,
Fils most Catamorons - 2-5"x8

pockets. Sto• es excess Main
Halyard, Jib Holyord and

Down Houl lines. Trims most
Clutter, Rips:op Nylon, odiu-

stable sell-gripping fasten
efs: Colors to Motch Boots.

Soils & Damn Bags.

SPECIAL PRICES FOR CHRISTMAS SEASON
The D.A.M.N. Bag (stote color, yeor, with or without Boom Vang). 29.95
The Halyard Pocket (state color). .... 10.95

1 #1li Rudder Flags - H-14,16 or 18. 10.95
Quick Tie straps. . ... 4" 0,6" .95

.10"o,12"1,25

D.A.m.N. CHECK
SAILING ACCESORIES MONEY ORDER

P.0 BOX 1013 C.O.D.
PRICES GOOD TILL 1-1-86 mANNFORD. OKLA.

SATISFIED-OR MONEY·BACK 74044-1013 MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
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SAFELY SOLO WITH CAT RIGHTER

rr. ··--··--· - ·· ··· 042 :
P.. 1\1/

343.,f:Sts:.1 - • //'-
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- . 3*#6.:>..,- -- ..2 e..T

Now there is a righting system designed for use on any make of
catamaran up to 18 feet that allows every person weighing as little as
100 pounds to Safely Go it Alonel
The features that CAT RIGHTER offers you are: (Patent Pending)TM

 042No more frustrating moments spent waiting for help
 042No boat modifications required (Protects Warranty)
 042Rights catamaran quickly from knocked down or turtled positions
 042Lightweight,no irritating rope burns. easy to install ancl stow
 042No additional righting systems required, color coordinated to match

your boat
CAT RIGHTER comes fully assembled with the following items:TM

 042Schaefer fiddle block with v-jam and becket
 042Schaefer fiddle block with swivel
 042Pen<o Snaphook with swivel; sufficient line (50') for boat

attachments and (4:1) pulley ratio
 042Cordura bag with velcro closure and quick release
 0421 full year warranty

Name
Address
City State 7ip
Telephone Arpa code
COLORS: 0 Red [3 Yellow 0 Blue 65>

14' 0 $94.50 16' 0 $104.50 18' O $116.90 ,,2
(Postage paid within continental U.S.A. - otherwise F.O.B. delivered) CAT• . \. 036'RIGHTERPlease make check or money order payable to:Lake Enterprises • nc., 76 Pinon Heights Rd. • •

Sandia Park, New Mexico 87047
(505) 262-0591 SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE!

liet Produc*s
New Mast Carrier from Capstone

Capstone has introduced a new product it calls"California
Mastgrabber" a device used for carrying the mast whiletrailering
the boat. The mastgrabber attaches to the traveller track on the
rear crossbar of Hobie 14s and 16s in place of the mainsheet
block. According to Capstone, the mastgrabber has no moving
parts and will not place any strain on the traveller track. Since it is
made of polypropylene plastic, it will float and, says Capstone, is
very durable. It will not scratch the mast. For more information,
write Capstone at RO. Box 1212, Hollister CA 95024.

Tex Cat Introduces Harness Line
Tex Cat, a new company located n Houston, Texas, has

announced the introduction of its line of custom trapeze har-
nesses which use three different concepts: light padded
crotched, heavy padded crotched, and heavy padded
crotchless. All three come in either half or full harness
configurations.

The heavy padded models are four inches higher in the back
sections for more support. They also come equipped with quick
release buckles. Harnesses are available in 1985 and 1986 Hobie
sail colors with four or five stripes on each harness. Tex Cat states
that the hamesses are available in a total of 14 different colors and
12 applique designs. Sizes range from small to extra large.

The harnesses are constructed of Dacron sailcloth with closed
foam padding and polypropylene straps. For more information,
contact Herman Kennedy, Tex Cat, RO. Box 24141, Houston,
Texas, 77229 or call toll free 1-800-826-8270. In Texas, call
713-455-6194.
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The portableX
® NAST-CADOIE'

-HOBIE

l TAKE THE GUESSWORK OUT
OF TRANSPORTING YOUR .,»

«9 MAST- is the ideal way to
transportyour mast and boom Stern and/or bow interlock-
ing carriers clamp on securely and remove easily. Fits all
Hobies. Made of polypro. brass or stainless. Safety tie not
included but recommended

161/.Eff-- lictib'-6..-*A 1
• t i 116:1. .I

' . 1.Il» Il-1M 1
1EE;; I 036 036,44

TheAOUA·CADDIE isdesigned toholdmost Oscarandother
coolers. Mounts on the bow cross member with interlock-
ing jawl Adaptable to 14&16 Hobies. Cooler not included.

MURRAYS MARINE DIST
JAbdMim.6 or P.O. BOX 490

CARPINTERIA. CA 93013
8930 DEXTER-PINCKNEY (805) 684-5446

PINCKNEY. MI 48169 (California residents add 6% sales tax)(313) 426-4155
.................. One Year Warranty -'- ............

O C.0.0.(U.S. only) :EE YOUR LOCAL ICEALER Ir inlir Ilrict0 Ct,eck enclosed SHIPPED IN USAVIA UPS (no P.O. Box #'s please)0 Master Charge
0 Visa (Bankamericard) Name

N:St C*ddl,: AddressO Stem Only$44.95
0 Bow only $34.95 City
0 Both Bow & Stern $69.90
0 Aqua-Caddie $37.95 State Zip
Check Type of Cat: Account0 Hobie 18
0 Hobie 16 number
0 Hobie 14 Expiration Date
O Other Cat 0 Please send more
0 Magnum U.S. PatG:t hmdI• g ® Res. U.6 Pal. Oil.information
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HOBIE HOTTIPS

Canadian Hoble Sailing From
October to April

According to the Ontario Hobie Class Association newsletter, it
is possible to make that short·Canadian sailing season extend
beyond the normal boundaries of May through August. All it
takes is a little imaginationl What follows are patented steps
guaranteed to keep the summer Hobie spirit alive and bring
sailing memories rushing backto mind.

1. Stand in a cold shower for one hour and then tear up three
twenty dollar bills. This will give you the feeling of being at a
points regatta.

2. Wear an 18-hour girdle for 24 hours. It gives the same feeling
of having trapezed all weekend.

3. Stand in front of a full blender of ice, leave the lid off, and
switch the light on and off. This will give you the feelirig of sailing
in a thunderstorm.

4. Puton your wetsuit, hat, gloves and boots and then visit a
suntan parlor.

5. Load all your sailing and camping equipment into the trunk
of your car, drive about 100 miles to a lake, look at the weather,
drive back home and unload the car. You have just been to a
washed out regatta.

6. Fill your Coleman cooler with all the food you would need for
aweekend's regatta and then head for the nearest restaurant for
a meal.

7. Spend fifty dollars on a new hair-do and drive home in a
rainstorm with your head out of the car window.

8. Invite all your friends to your house for an evening, spend
the first two hours shouting and cursing at them and then buy
them a 6ee[

9. Husbands should sit home and watch their wives move all
the furniture in the house - from time to time telling her she is
doing it Wrong This will simulate rigging the boat.

10. To keep the mood.during the week, remember to leave all
your sailing gear lying all over the living room floor (also the hall,
kitchen and bedroom). Be sure to leave your booties in the
bathtub.
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PATENT PENDING

E Z STEPT
STEP YOUR MAST WITH EASE & SAFETY
Raise and lower mast single handedly - Attaches quickly without
tools - Stabilizes mast completely - No modification to boat - uses
winch on trailer or block and tackle off trailer (optional at extra
charge) - Adjusts to fit any Catamaran - Rust proof aluminum and
stainless steel.

$95.50 EO.B. Factory
See your dealer 3.50 Freight & handling
or order direct.

1232 E. 2nd Street
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74120
(918) 584-3553

SHOW YOUR COLORS
YOCR OWN HOBECAT 442EXPERTLY APPUQUED

ON TOP QUALITY SWEATSIETS

- Customized To Yol, Specifications .
- 50% Cotton / 5096 Polyester Stilts
- An Ideal Gift

./
- SaN Nunbers Avabble

CALL NOW [312] 4856164 0
-.I *

-6 9507 Jackson Avenue
Brookfield Illinois 60513

PERSONAL SAILWEAR

• ANE FOR
GLORy

• 1495

COMPLETE WITH
12x18 FLAG &
HARDWARE Et
INSTRUCTIONS
$995 BOAT NAME & S ZE

141618 AND FLAGFOR BRACKET AND 0STAFF ONLY
9

CONSTRUCTED OF STA NLESS
STEEL AND F BREGLASS STAFF

PLUS 490 SALES TAX FOR o [I:• • • W TH SPEC AL NON TANGLE FLAG
M CH GAN RES DENTS CUPS EASY TO NSTALL
PLUS 25 FOR DEALER NOU R ES NV TED
SHPPNG NUSA V*NE Q.lQ• Y

IF V3SNE GLORY ISNT FLYING 1812 REDWOODJEN SON M CH GAN 49428IT /SNT WORTH SAILING 616 457 9716

NOVEMBER·DECEMBER 1985/69

DANGER
Extreme caution must be
observed when
launching and sailingVIL- near overhead wires. A

/4 mast near a wire could
\ be fatall



HOBIE BRIEFS
Continued from page 19

realized as the last day of competition mirrored the first two days.
The only salvation was that races five and six were completed just
in time for sumptuous wine and cheese.

"And then came the trophy presentation. Local artist and
famous Hobie sailor, Fred Bircham, had developed a brilliant
limited edition silkscreen of Hobies racing on Lake Okanagan.
Just as the trophies were being awarded, what should never
happen, happened. It started as a low rustle in the trees that was
soon echoed in the yelping of frenzied Hobie sailors. The wind
was up. Like animals that had been deprived 6f food for a week,
the Albertans pounced off the shore and onto their boats. They
growled at the wind, they salivated as they lifted a hull and they
tore off into the sunset. At first, the local committee just stared
blankly into space, then three of them simultaneously broke into a
hysterical sob, one got drunk and our commodore, Pat Dan-
deneau, sold her boat claiming she just couldn't stand the
pressure any more.

"Finally, the local Regatta Committee survived, but not without
undergoing some major shifts in their lifestyles. Our new com-
modore, Pat Dandeneau, has gone so far off the deep end that
she's decided to have kids, twins no less. Kim and Judy Doutre
are opening a fast food restaurant, Gordon Petley (Pitchpole)
Jones is moving to Australia in an attempt to sail his boat upright,
Gloria Sloan, the dealer, is selling the business and going into
auto parts, Jim Holt and Phil Gunhouse (race committee) have
decided to open a cottage brewery and I have decided to take a
course in meteorology and become a world renown wind
forecaster."

WIN'tenna
Reference arms make it easterto see exactly what your bridle
uane is telling you. WIN'ten na can be set.forclose reach or any
otherpoint Ofsail. Good indication isespecially importantona
broad reach where maximum boat speed oRen separates the
winners.
CM7712TA Win'Tenna w/repl. vane ................ 3.95
CM7703 Bridle-Fane...........................9.00
CM7705 H-18 Adapter......................... 5.50
HALYARD HANDLE a big help for main sall hoist H-14 & H-16
CM 7702 Ha/yard Handle

(for installation on 3/32 wire).............. 2.00
CM 7702S Halyard Handle w/shackle

(for bott-on attachment).................... 4.00
HIKING STAY & GRIP KIT
Tamesyour Wking stick- using it comes naturally
CM 7710 Kit............................... .......4.50
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send check or M.0. to Coffey Marine, 320 E. Walnut,
ElSegundo, CA 90245. Phone (213) 640-8838.

Please sendforfree brochure, CA residents add 6% sales tax.

TEX-CAT
IN DUSTRIE S

CUSTOM TRAPEZE HARNESS

NOW IT'S FINALLY HERE
YOUR CHOICE OFTHREE DIFFERENT CUSTOM HARNESS
CONSEPTS AT ONE SHOR CROTCHED-LIGHT PADDED,
CROTCHED-HEAVY PADDED AND CROTCHLESS-HEAVY
PADDED HALF AND FULL HARNESS.

ALL HEAVY PADDED FULL HARNESS IS 4 INCHES HIGHER
INTHEBACKFORBETTERSUPPORIBOTHTHEFULLAND
HALF, HEAVY PADDED HARNESS IS EQUIPPED WITH QUICK
RELEASE BUCKLES.

BUT THAT'S NOT ALL
OUR STANDARD HARNESS IS MADE TO MATCH 1985 AND 86
HOBIE SAIL COLORS WITH 4 OR 5 STRIPES. YOU HAVE A
SELECTION OF 14 DIFFERENT COLORS AN D MORE THAN A
DOZEN DIFFERENTAPPLIQUED DESIGNS WITH OUP CUS-
TOM HARNESS. YOUR INITIALS CAN BE SEWN ON. THE
SELECTION IS LIMITLESS. SEND FOR OUR FREE CATA-
LOGUE AND ORDER FORM.

HURRY
PLACE YOUR ORDER IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS

CALL TOLL FREE (800) 826-8270
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
IN TEXAS CALL (713) 455-6194

SUPER HOT, m DEEP SEE Surf Sock
Provides warmth, com-

=.+A fort& protection.

GO-FAST #1 Neoprene boot/soft sole.
Color: Navy Blue

SPECIALS • / --"·c ··· sizem• an-Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL 1
Price: $20.95

*-1.---i-*i-

FROM CASIO® Digital Water-

HELMAR
sport Chronograph with
dual programmable 6·3: S u-6-'countdown timers.

SPORTS
,;05852

Men: ' (W-500) $37.95
Women: (LW-60) $23.95(NOT SHOWN)

_-cs;*er=• DEEP SEE Gear Bag
EC- 12:ii-5*J*,1 Sturdy bag with exclu·
1-9 pr:::5:3:i• kil sive wind·tunnel design
)91. /': -:'*ED allows damp items . • , a r.\
9616;**** inside to air and dry. ':in V 0,
Colors: Hawaiian Blue or Black Awk ill n

Prices: Deep See I (21"xll") $21.95 OVIVA
=,2=e:szyDeep See 11 (27" x 13") $26.95 =:=86>-

Deep See 111 (32"x 14") $34.95 Famous AQUA METER®
Track-N-Tack 442

GORE-TEX® Foul Weather Gear While they last!
Gore-Tex products offer maximum OB SPECIAL LOW PRICE!
protection from adverse weather 4& $29.95
conditions. CATALOG!
Price: Jacket $99.95 t\.A14 To order send check 3.A

Pants $59.95 or money order for total
amount plus $2.00Si'ex :2.'Ni:;81.; R• : shipping to:
HELMAR SPORTS 1

Ladies' - S,M,L,XL 0--4 P.O. Box 1078-S
Color: Navy Blue • 0 R< Maywood, NJ 07607

240 Cedar Ave., Hackensack. NJ 07601 NJ res. add 6% sales tax.
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Coleman
keeps the fun flowing.
When you're enjoying the outdoors with friends, make

This new two-liter jug features
a flip-top spout for easy, accurate
pounng - even on a boat deck

Coleman your constant companion.

·r---:-• 2
Coleman® Oscar® coolers hold the cold 30% lonper than : i ----I.....=--%.-

the leading competitor to keep your refreshments more retreshing. 1-1 • -......-
Super Oscar 442and Lil' Oscar 442coolers give youachoice of size,-too. j.f/' -) · . ...--

-.. L.349./#.,4..--

R *iza Bil - .'..51 -- • ..

a
Here's a better idea for 2..,-

"fast food" with a 'gourniet ,r-'9,• . 1--1
touch. Our Outdoorsman 6.--•

Cookin' Machine 442converts -F*
to a grill and works off of a ivINW, .1

disposable propane bottle KLL. .•
so there's no wait for charcoal, \. 036 036zs• .

no searching for firewood.

Take along at least one of Coleman's
• • hu§ky chest-type coolers, too,

to get the pady going.
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See these and other great Coleman products
at your retailer. For our free catalog, write to

Coleman, 250 North St. Francis, Wichita, KS 67201
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